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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Protein traffic in the cell 

Eukaryotic cells contain intracellular membranes that create specialized aqueous 

compartments, known as organelles. Lipid bilayers, the main component of organelle 

membranes, are impermeable for proteins and other solutes. The biogenesis and function of 

organelles therefore relies on the transport of proteins between distinct subcellular

compartments.

1.1.1. Targeting signals of organelle proteins 

Proteins follow specific pathways from the cytosol, where they are synthesized, to the place 

where they function. Proteins that function in the cytosol usually remain there after they are 

synthesized. All other proteins contain intrinsic signals in their amino acid sequences that are 

necessary and sufficient to target them to the pertinent organelle (Blobel, 1980).

Targeting and sorting signals are present as sequences at the ends of the polypeptide chain, 

but they can also be located internally. Signals are made up by a contiguous stretch of amino

acids, usually 15–60 residues long. They are often removed from the protein by specialized 

signal peptidases once the transport process is initiated or completed. Signal sequences are 

specific for preproteins targeted to mitochondria, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 

chloroplasts, and peroxisomes, and for proteins that are exported from the nucleus to the 

cytosol (Horwich, 1990; Von Heijne, 1990). Internal targeting signals are made up by one or 

several short stretches of amino acid residues that are distant from one another. Some internal 

targeting signals are characterized by hydrophobic regions or by residues flanking these 

regions, whereas some form specific regions in the protein tertiary structure. These signals are 

typical for enzymes targeted to lysosomes (Breitfeld et al., 1989), but they can also be present

in preproteins targeted to other organelles. Signal sequences and internal targeting signals are 

recognized by receptors that are coupled with or are constitutive parts of protein translocases,

oligomeric membrane complexes that mediate protein translocation across, or integration into,

the membrane (Walter and Lingappa, 1986).
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Introduction

1.1.2. Protein translocases 

Protein translocases or translocons translocate proteins from one compartment to another; that 

is from one compartment of an organelle to another or from one subcellular compartment to

another. These complexes are also the ways for exporting proteins from the cell or for 

importing proteins into the cell from the extracellular space. All translocons contain intrinsic 

signal recognition sites for the targeting signals of translocation substrates that target

polypeptides from their site of synthesis (cis compartment) to the translocon. Translocons 

mediate transport of polypeptides from the cis compartment to their destination (trans

compartment) by formation of selectively permeable protein-conducting channels (Schatz and 

Dobberstein, 1996). Translocation channels usually remain impermeable for other molecules, 

even the smallest ones, during the translocation of polypeptides. The translocation process 

requires energy that is in most cases provided from electrochemical gradient and by 

association of molecular chaperones with the polypeptide in the trans compartment.

The translocons can be divided in two main groups, depending on the folded state of their 

protein substrates. The nuclear pore complex, protein import system in peroxisomes, and the 

TAT translocation systems in bacteria and chloroplast thylakoids are able to transfer fully

folded proteins across the membrane. The nuclear pore complex (NPC) mediates both protein 

and RNA traffic between nucleus and cytosol. Although NPC is constantly assembled in the 

membrane, certain regions of this large complex are remodeled during this process, indicating 

that NPC is more dynamic than previously assumed (King et al., 2006; Melcak et al., 2007). 

On the other hand, peroxisomal import system and the TAT translocase assemble at the site of 

translocation in response to the size of the protein substrate docked at the membrane and

disassemble upon translocation to minimize the free diffusion of molecules across the channel 

and to maintain the membrane permeability barrier of the organelle (Berks et al., 2000; Cline 

and Mori, 2001; Gould and Collins, 2002). These two complexes belong to the group of 

signal assembled translocons (Schnell and Hebert, 2003). It was recently suggested that some

other translocons that transport unfolded proteins, like the Derlin1-VIMP retrotranslocon (Ye

et al., 2005) and even the TIM23 translocase (Chacinska et al., 2005), partially assemble upon 

their interaction with the protein substrate, but these challenging views are yet to be 

confirmed by at least one more research group. 

The majority of the translocons in the cell exists in the assembled form within the membrane

and translocates nascent or newly synthesized polypeptides in a largely unfolded 

conformation. These complexes are also termed signal-gated translocons as the translocation
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occurs through a signal-gated protein conducting channel with the help of molecular 

chaperones (Schnell and Hebert, 2003). The paradigm of such a process is translocation 

across the bacterial periplasmic, ER, and thylakoid membranes by SecYEG, Sec61 and cpSec 

complexes, respectively (Johnson and van Waes, 1999; Manting and Driessen, 2000; Mori 

and Cline, 2001). The SecYEG/61 system translocates proteins in two ways: cotranslationally, 

when translocation is coupled with protein synthesis, and posttranslationally, when proteins 

are translocated after synthesis is complete (Osborne et al., 2005). The most recently

discovered translocation system, Derlin1-VIMP, also resides in the ER and is responsible for 

export of misfolded proteins (Lilley and Ploegh, 2004; Ye et al., 2004). In mitochondria and 

chloroplasts that contain multiple membranes different translocons work in sequence to

transfer and sort proteins in different organelle subcompartments (Neupert and Herrmann,

2007; Soll and Schleiff, 2004).

The vectorial translocation across the membranes is the only pathway all soluble proteins

undergo. Preproteins containing hydrophobic stretches or transmembrane (TM) domains can 

be vectorially translocated through the channel, but, eventually, they need to be sorted in the 

membrane via the following or even the same translocon (Herlan et al., 2003; Johnson and 

van Waes, 1999; Neupert and Herrmann, 2007). Some translocons, like the TIM22, the TOB, 

and the OXA1 complexes in mitochondria, are specialized in membrane integration of this 

type of proteins, but they are not able to vectorially translocate proteins across the lipid

bilayer. Yet, some translocons are able to sort both the membrane and soluble proteins, 

thereby transferring polypeptides in more than one direction. The evidence for multifunctional

nature of the translocon are delivered for the Sec61 complex (Johnson and van Waes, 1999), 

and the TOM and the TIM23 complexes in mitochondria (Neupert and Herrmann, 2007); 

membrane integration along vectorial translocation was also suggested to occur in the TIC 

complex in chloroplasts (Schnell and Hebert, 2003). Therefore, these translocons should have 

dynamic translocation channel that can oscillate between the aqueous pore for translocation of 

soluble preproteins and the channel laterally opened in the lipid bilayer for integration of 

membrane proteins. However, a clear view on how these complexes alternate between the 

translocation and the integration modes is not available up to date. 

1.2. Biogenesis of mitochondria

Mitochondria are essential organelles involved in many cellular processes including cellular 

respiration and energy production, lipid metabolism, free radical production, biosynthesis of
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heme and iron-sulfur (Fe-S) clusters, and apoptosis. Depending on the organism, between 800 

and 1500 different proteins (Sickmann et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2003; Werhahn and Braun, 

2002) are specifically distributed within the four subcompartments of mitochondria: outer 

membrane, highly convoluted inner membrane, intermembrane space (IMS) – the

compartment between the two membranes, and the matrix. Although mitochondria have a 

complete system for protein synthesis, almost all mitochondrial proteins are encoded in 

nuclear DNA and synthesized in cytosol. Upon the termination of translation precursors of 

mitochondrial proteins, also termed preproteins, are released from the ribosomes in the 

cytosol and then imported into mitochondria in a posttranslational manner (Neupert and 

Herrmann, 2007). There are several observations that suggest the contribution of a 

cotranslational import to the biogenesis of mitochondria (Karniely et al., 2006; Marc et al.,

2002; Regev-Rudzki et al., 2005), but the definite evidence is still lacking. In the cytosol, 

newly synthesized preproteins interact with chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp90 that prevent their 

degradation and aggregation (Mihara and Omura, 1996; Young et al., 2003). Preproteins in 

complex with cytosolic chaperones are then delivered to receptors in the outer membrane of

mitochondria, which recognize different signals for targeting and sorting of preproteins.

1.2.1. Mitochondrial targeting signals

A typical mitochondrial targeting signal is encoded in the N-terminal presequence that is 

removed upon the import of the protein into mitochondria (Roise and Schatz, 1988). The 

presequence is also called matrix targeting sequence (MTS) because it is a prerogative for 

bringing the N-terminus across the inner membrane into the matrix. MTS consists of about 

10–80 amino acid residues with a number of positive and hydroxylated charges, and a few, if 

any, negatively charged residues. The primary sequences of MTSs show ho homology even 

between closely related orthologs, but their conserved feature is the ability to form an 

amphipathic helix with one hydrophobic and one positively charged side. Several computer

algorithms were developed for in silico analysis of mitochondrial proteins based on MTS 

(Habib et al., 2007a). 

Upon the import into the matrix, presequences are usually cleaved by the mitochondrial

processing peptidase (MPP) (Braun et al., 1992). Matrix proteins rhodanese, 3-oxo-CoA-

thiolase, and Hsp10 are synthesized with non-cleavable MTSs, which show no obvious

differences to the cleavable ones (Hammen et al., 1996; Jarvis et al., 1995; Waltner and 

Weiner, 1995). DNA helicase Hmi1 is so far the only identified protein with the MTS-like 
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targeting signal at its C-terminus (Lee et al., 1999). This preprotein appears to be imported in 

the reverse orientation, as placing targeting signals at the C-terminus of passenger proteins 

leads to the import in C to N direction (Fölsch et al., 1998).

Precursors of a number of proteins residing in the inner membrane and the IMS, contain N-

terminal presequence followed by hydrophobic (“stop-transfer”) sorting signal that may be 

responsible for the arrest and the lateral insertion of these preproteins in the inner membrane

(Beasley et al., 1993; Glick et al., 1992b; Neupert and Herrmann, 2007). In some cases these 

hydrophobic sorting sequences are cleaved off at the outer surface of the inner membrane by

specialized peptidases, thereby releasing a mature protein in the IMS (Glick et al., 1992a). 

Not all MTS-containing inner membrane precursors are arrested in the membrane, but instead 

undergo so called conservative sorting pathway. These preproteins are completely imported 

into the matrix, and then exported in the inner membrane (Stuart, 2002). The distinction 

between the proteins going via the “stop-transfer” and the conservative sorting pathway 

apparently lies in the presence of proline residues in hydrophobic stretches, which strongly 

disfavor the translocation arrest of theTM domain and favor the transfer of preproteins to the

matrix (Beasley et al., 1993; Meier et al., 2005b). Some inner membrane proteins, like Bcs1, 

Tim14, and Mdj2 do not contain N-terminal presequence, but instead they have a 

hydrophobic sorting signal followed by an internal MTS-like sequence. It was proposed that

these two stretches within the preprotein sequence form hairpin loops during import thereby 

mimicking the amphipatic structures of a typical MTS (Fölsch et al., 1996).

Mitochondrial proteins from all mitochondrial subcompartments that do not have cleavable 

N-terminal presequence contain internal targeting signals present in the sequences of mature

proteins. The targeting of some proteins that span the outer membrane only once is dependent 

on the presence of positive charges either at the N-terminus or flanking their transmembrane

domains. The targeting signals of outer membrane -barrel proteins are, however, completely

unknown. Small IMS proteins do not contain MTS, but instead a specific pattern of cysteine 

residues that enables their trapping and folding in the IMS (Herrmann and Hell, 2005). 

Proteins of the metabolite carrier family of the inner membrane contain multiple signals

distributed over the entire length of the preprotein, mostly in regions around the three pairs of 

hydrophobic transmembrane segments (Endres et al., 1999; Koehler, 2004). Some other 

precursors of proteins in the inner membrane, like Tim17, Tim22, and Tim23, contain similar

internal targeting and sorting signals that include hydrophobic segments and positively

charged loops (Kaldi et al., 1998; Paschen and Neupert, 2001).
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1.2.2. Translocation, sorting, folding and assembly machineries in mitochondria

Correct recognition and intramitochondrial sorting of preproteins depends on a coordinated 

action of complex molecular machineries present in all mitochondrial subcompartments: the

TOM (translocase of the outer membrane) and the TOB (translocase of outer membrane -

barrel proteins) complexes in the outer membrane, MIA-ERV system in the IMS and the 

TIM23, the TIM22 (translocase of the inner membrane), and the OXA1 (oxidase assembly)

complexes in the inner membrane. The action of these machineries is intertwined and a

protein going to its final destination may serve as a substrate for more than one of these 

machineries. In addition, although some of these molecular machines may be responsible for 

only one type of substrate, e.g. the TIM22 translocase, some import and sort preproteins in 

several directions, like the TOM and the TIM23 complexes. In addition, components of one 

system (small Tim proteins and the TOM complex) may be involved in import of proteins in 

both membranes. Finally, protein constituents of one translocase often demand another 

translocase for their own import. Thus the interplay of these molecular machines represents a 

translocation network responsible for the biogenesis of mitochondria (Figure 1.1). 

1.2.3. The TOM complex

The TOM complex is the major translocase of the mitochondrial outer membrane responsible 

for initial steps of import of mitochondrial preproteins synthesized in cytosol that are targeted 

to all four subcompartments of mitochondria. Strongly associated subunits: the pore forming

-barrel protein Tom40, receptor Tom22, and small proteins Tom5, Tom6, and Tom7 form

the general import pore (GIP) or the TOMcore complex. Receptors Tom20 and Tom70 loosely 

associate with the TOMcore complex forming the TOMholo complex (Ahting et al., 1999; van 

Wilpe et al., 1999). The assembly of the TOMcore complex occurs via two assembly

intermediate complexes and requires concerted action of the TOM and the TOB complexes 

(Model et al., 2001; Sherman et al., 2006).

The TOM complex accepts preproteins on the cytosolic or cis side of the membrane,

translocates them through the hydrophilic pore, then interacts with them on the IMS or trans

side and, in coordinated action with other protein transport machineries, mediates their sorting 

in the adequate mitochondrial subcompartment. The receptors on the cis side can interact with

the cytosolic chaperones and are responsible for the specific initial recognition of preproteins 

with various targeting signals. Tom20 is the main receptor for preproteins with N-terminal
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cleavable presequence (Lithgow et al., 1995), but also for some other precursors with 

different targeting signals, like -barrel proteins Tom40 and porin that are targeted to the

outer membrane (Rapaport and Neupert, 1999; Schleiff et al., 1999) or the intermembrane

space protein cytochrome c heme lyase (Diekert et al., 1999). Tom70 is the receptor for 

preproteins belonging to the carrier family that are inserted in the inner membrane via the 

TIM22 complex. However, Tom20 and Tom70 have partially overlapping functions and a

deletion of either of the receptors does not lead to cell death whereas a double deletion is 

lethal (Ramage et al., 1993). 

Figure 1.1. Translocation machineries in mitochondria. The TOM complex inserts preproteins
in or translocates them across the outer membrane. Signal anchored proteins are inserted in the
outer membrane without entering the protein conducting channel, whereas -barrel proteins are
inserted in the outer membrane through the concerted action of the TOM complex, small Tim
proteins and the TOB complex. After crossing the outer membrane (OM), presequence containing
preproteins are either translocated into the matrix or inserted in the inner membrane (IM) by the 
TIM23 complex, whereas polytopic proteins lacking presequence are inserted in the inner
membrane via the TIM22 complex. Upon diffusion through the TOM complex small proteins
residing in the intermembrane space (IMS) are trapped by the MIA-ERV disulfide relay system.
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Upon the interaction either with Tom20 or Tom70 the preprotein is transferred to Tom22

which then, with the help of Tom5, leads the translocation on the cis side of the translocation

pore, transferring the preprotein to the channel formed by Tom40 (Dietmeier et al., 1997; van 

Wilpe et al., 1999). The TOM complex was proposed to contain six Tom40 molecules that 

form two to three protein conducting channels. Each channel is formed by Tom40 dimer and, 

with the diameter of 22 Å, is wide enough to allow the passage of two -helices (Ahting et

al., 2001; Ahting et al., 1999; Kunkele et al., 1998; Schwartz and Matouschek, 1999), 

whereas larger folded proteins like dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) are not able to pass 

(Eilers and Schatz, 1986; Rassow et al., 1989; Wienhues et al., 1991). The vectorial 

translocation of the presequence containing preproteins across the outer membrane is driven

by the increase in the binding affinity of the presequence for sites in the channel that, in 

addition, assists in unfolding of the preprotein on the cis side of the complex (Komiya et al.,

1998; Mayer et al., 1995; Rapaport et al., 1998). Small proteins Tom6 and Tom7 are also 

embedded in the membrane, and function as antagonistic regulators of the stability of the 

TOM complex, the role that was recently also assigned to Tom5 (Dekker et al., 1998; Schmitt

et al., 2005). The deletion of any of the small proteins is tolerable in fungi and only triple 

deletion of Tom5, Tom6, and Tom7 was found to be lethal in N. crassa, corroborating the 

notion that these three proteins have partially overlapping functions (Sherman et al., 2005). 

After its translocation through the pore, the preprotein is accepted at the trans binding site 

formed by IMS exposed domains of Tom22, Tom40, and Tom7 (Court et al., 1996; Esaki et

al., 2004; Moczko et al., 1997; Rapaport et al., 1997). 

There are at least six different pathways that preproteins follow after the initial interaction

with the TOM complex and, with few exceptions, they all require coordinated action of the

TOM complex with other mitochondrial translocation machineries. Coordinated action of the

TOM complex with the TIM23 translocase leads to (i) translocation of presequence 

containing preproteins either into the matrix or (ii) their insertion in the inner membrane. (iii) 

Small IMS proteins with conserved patterns of cysteine residues are accepted on the trans

side of the TOM complex by MIA-ERV relay system whereas (iv) polytopic proteins of the 

carrier family are accepted by the small Tim proteins and conveyed to the TIM22 complex

that inserts them in the inner membrane. Small Tim proteins also play a role in accepting (v) 

precursors of the -barrel proteins which are subsequently inserted in the outer membrane via 

the TOB complex. Finally, (vi) N-terminally anchored outer membrane proteins require the 

TOM complex, but they do not use a protein conducting channel for their insertion in the lipid 

bilayer. Together with reports that it distinguishes between the protein substrates destined to
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the various subcompartments (Esaki et al., 2003; Gabriel et al., 2003), these data show that 

the TOM complex, although usually referred to as the GIP, is not a passive pore in outer 

membrane, but it has an active role in sorting and translocating preproteins through intensive 

coordinated actions with other translocation machineries in mitochondria.

1.2.4. Machineries for sorting -barrel proteins in the outer membrane 

Membrane proteins composed of antiparallel transmembrane -strands connected by soluble 

loop regions are known as -barrel proteins (Schulz, 2000; Wimley, 2003). In prokaryots 

these proteins are found in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria (Tamm et al.,

2001; Wimley, 2003). In eukaryotic cells -barrel proteins are present in the outer membranes

of mitochondria and chloroplasts (Rapaport, 2003; Schleiff and Soll, 2005), reflecting the 

endosymbiotic origin of these organelles (Margulis, 1970). The riddle of how -barrel

proteins are inserted and assembled in the outer membrane was solved recently with the 

discovery of the translocase of outer membrane -barrel proteins or the TOB (SAM) complex

(Paschen et al., 2003; Wiedemann et al., 2003). 

Upon their translocation through the TOM complex precursors of -barrel proteins interact 

with small Tim proteins in the IMS (Hoppins and Nargang, 2004; Wiedemann et al., 2004) 

which guide them to the TOB complex. The TOB complex of ca. 250 kDa consists of the 

central component Tob55 (Sam50) (Kozjak et al., 2003; Paschen et al., 2003) and hydrophilic 

proteins Tob38 (Tom38/Sam35) (Ishikawa et al., 2004; Milenkovic et al., 2004; Waizenegger

et al., 2004) and Mas37 (Wiedemann et al., 2003). Tob55 is a -barrel protein essential for

viability in yeast cells with homologous proteins, not only throughout the entire eukaryotic 

kingdom but also in the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria (Omp85/YaeT) (Gentle et

al., 2004; Voulhoux et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2005). Tob55 is anchored in the outer membrane

by C-terminal domain with 14-16 transmembrane  sheets. Hydrophilic N-terminus is 

exposed in the IMS forming characteristic polypeptide translocation associated (POTRA)

domain (Sanchez-Pulido et al., 2003). This domain accepts the incoming -barrel precursors,

presumably from small Tim proteins, and transfers them to the membrane part of the complex

for the subsequent sorting in the lipid bilayer (Habib et al., 2007b). Tob38 and Mas37 are 

peripheral outer membrane proteins exposed to the cytosol. Although deletion of MAS37 gene 

leads to impaired import of -barrel proteins, it does not stop the growth of yeast cells. On the 
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other hand, Tob38 is an essential protein that forms the core of the complex with Tob55 even 

in the absence of Mas37 (Habib et al., 2005; Waizenegger et al., 2004). 

Recently a protein that selectively affects the assembly of Tom40, but not other -barrel

proteins, was identified and named Mim1 or Tom13. Mim1 is the component neither of the 

TOM nor the TOB complex, but it forms a separate high molecular weight complex of 180 

kDa and acts in the later stages of the assembly of the TOM complex between the assembly

intermediate II and the mature TOM complex (Ishikawa et al., 2004; Waizenegger et al.,

2005). The separation of -barrel proteins sorting pathway on general and Tom40-specific

seems to require the activity of Tom7 and proteins involved in the maintenance of

mitochondrial morphology Mdm10, Mdm12, and Mmm1 (Meisinger et al., 2007; Meisinger 

et al., 2004; Meisinger et al., 2006).

1.2.5. MIA-ERV disulfide relay system 

MIA-ERV disulfide relay system is responsible for the import and folding of small (6 – 22 

kDa) IMS proteins through oxidation of their cysteine residues. Mia40 (Tim40) was the first 

identified component of this system. Homologs of Mia40 are present from yeast to human

with a highly conserved C-terminal domain of ca. 60 amino acid residues containing six 

cysteines (CPC-Cx9C-Cx9C) that appear to form three intramolecular disulfide bonds

(Chacinska et al., 2004; Hofmann et al., 2005; Naoe et al., 2004; Terziyska et al., 2005). Only 

in fungi this domain is anchored in the inner membrane by N-terminal hydrophobic stretch, 

which is not essential for yeast cell viability. Erv1 is a sulfhydryl oxidase consisting of the

flexible N-terminal domain with conserved CxxC motif and the FAD-binding domain on C-

terminus, which contains another CxxC motif (Coppock and Thorpe, 2006; Hofhaus et al.,

2003).

All the substrates sorted via MIA-ERV system lack presequences but have conserved cysteine 

residues mostly presented either as twin Cx3C motif or as Cx9C motif. In their unfolded state 

small preproteins are able to diffuse through the pore of the TOM complex in both directions. 

When, however, they fold on the trans side of the outer membrane through the formation of 

the intramolecular disulfide bridges, they cannot go back through the pore (Lutz et al., 2003). 

Upon traversing the outer membrane, unfolded preproteins interact with oxidized Mia40 

forming mixed disulfide bonds. These bonds are then conveyed from Mia40 to the imported 

preproteins releasing them into the IMS in an oxidized and folded state, whereas Mia40

remains in its reduced, inactive state. Erv1 oxidizes and reactivates Mia40 which is then ready
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to accept new preprotein. This way Mia40 and Erv1 form a disulfide relay system that retains

small proteins in the IMS by oxidative folding mechanism (Mesecke et al., 2005). In addition, 

two or more proteins are likely linked to this system. Hot13 influences the assembly and the 

activity of the small Tim proteins in the IMS (Curran et al., 2004). Also, Erv1 needs to be 

reoxidized to reenter the relay system and this is presumably performed by cytochrome c

(Allen et al., 2005), which may then deliver electrons to the final acceptor, oxygen.

1.2.6. The TIM22 complex 

The TIM22 complex is responsible for the insertion into the inner membrane of hydrophobic 

proteins with multiple transmembrane segments, such as Tim17, Tim22, Tim23, and the 

members of metabolite carrier proteins family. Carrier preproteins, like ADP/ATP 

translocator (AAC) are translocated across the outer membrane in a specific hairpin-loop

conformation and are accepted on the trans side of the TOM complex by the small Tim

proteins (Koehler et al., 1999). The sequences of the small Tim proteins contain twin Cx3C

motif that is required for their helix-loop-helix organization and the formation of hexameric

structures. Whereas the only firmly proven substrate of non-essential 70 kDa Tim8-Tim13

complex is the precursor of Tim23, the essential 70 kDa Tim9-Tim10 complex is required for 

the transport of both Tim23 and precursors of carrier proteins (Davis et al., 2007; Davis et al.,

2000; Paschen et al., 2000; Vasiljev et al., 2004). The small Tim proteins function in a 

chaperone-like manner to prevent aggregation of the hydrophobic precursors in the aqueous 

environment and to translocate them from the outer membrane to the TIM22 complex, similar

to their role in facilitating the transfer of -barrel preproteins from the TOM to the TOB 

complex. Structural analysis revealed that the Tim9–Tim10 complex has six-blade -helical

propeller structure that resembles jellyfish with 12 flexible tentacles, which may shield

hydrophobic regions of carrier proteins en route from the trans side of the TOM complex to 

the TIM22 complex (Webb et al., 2006). 

The 300 kDa TIM22 complex consists of the core component Tim22 with associated 

trasmembrane proteins Tim18 and Tim54, and the small proteins Tim9, Tim10, and Tim12.

The peripheral part, which consists of the 70 kDa Tim9-Tim10-Tim12 subcomplex, associates 

with the membrane part of the complex on the IMS side (Koehler, 2004; Neupert and 

Herrmann, 2007). Tim22 is the central component of the complex and may insert preproteins 

even in the absence of Tim18 and Tim54, but with reduced efficiency (Kovermann et al.,

2002). Two pores formed by Tim22 molecules, each with a diameter of 16 Å, cooperate
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during protein transport using the membrane potential across the inner membrane ( ) as a

sole energy source (Rehling et al., 2003).

1.2.7. Machineries for protein export 

Insertion of all polytopic proteins encoded in mitochondrial DNA and a number of nuclear 

encoded proteins from matrix into the inner membrane, is usually referred to as mitochondrial

protein export. Yeast mitochondrial genome encodes eight proteins, seven of which are highly 

hydrophobic membrane proteins: cytochrome b (Cytb) of the bc1-complex, Cox1, Cox2, and 

Cox3 of the cytochrome oxidase and Atp6, Atp8, and Atp9 of the F1F0-ATPase (Borst and

Grivell, 1978; Grivell et al., 1999; Tzagoloff and Myers, 1986). The insertion of these 

proteins in the inner membrane goes via the OXA1 translocase (Hell et al., 2001). Oxa1 is the 

mitochondrial representative of the Oxa1/YidC/Alb3 family of related proteins that mediate

the insertion of substrate proteins into the membranes of bacteria, chloroplasts, and 

mitochondria (Kuhn et al., 2003; Stuart, 2002). Oxa1 spans the inner membrane five times,

exposing into the matrix a long -helical coiled-coil C-terminal domain that binds

mitochondrial ribosomes (Jia et al., 2003; Szyrach et al., 2003). The ability of this domain to 

bind mitochondrial ribosomes, as well as observed interactions of Oxa1 with newly 

synthesized mitochondrial proteins (Hell et al., 2001) suggests the cotranslational integration 

of hydrophobic proteins into the lipid bilayer. Ribosomal docking is mediated both by 

hydrophilic C-terminus of Oxa1, and by Mba1 (Ott et al., 2006). Mba1 is an additional

component of the mitochondrial export machinery that shares substrate specificity with Oxa1 

but can either cooperate with or function independently of Oxa1 (Preuss et al., 2001). Several 

presequence-carrying transmembrane proteins, including Oxa1, are imported into the matrix

via the TIM23 translocase from where they are inserted into the inner membrane via the

export machinery (Hell et al., 2001). This pathway resembles insertion reactions of polytopic 

membrane proteins of bacterial origin and has been termed the conservative sorting pathway 

(Stuart, 2002). 

Two proteins, Cox18 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Souza et al., 2000) and Oxa2 in 

Neurospora crassa (Funes et al., 2004), are also involved in the export process coupled with 

the assembly of the cytochrome oxidase. Both proteins share sequence homology with Oxa1, 

but lack the -helical C-terminal ribosome-binding domain. In addition, it was recently

proposed that Mdm38, protein first found involved in the maintenance of mitochondrial

morphology (Dimmer et al., 2002) is involved in the alternative machinery for insertion of
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Cytb and Atp6, proteins that are not strictly dependent on the OXA1 translocase activity 

(Frazier et al., 2006). 

1.2.8. The TIM23 translocase 

The TIM23 complex is the main translocase in the inner membrane of mitochondria. It is the 

entrance gate for all preproteins destined for the matrix, a vast majority of preproteins targeted

for the inner membrane and a number of preproteins that end up soluble in the IMS. The

majority of preproteins imported via the TIM23 translocase contain cleavable N-terminal

matrix targeting sequence (MTS). The import is driven by the energy of ATP and the 

difference in membrane potential across the inner membrane ( ).  is necessary for the

translocation of the positively charged residues of the MTS on the matrix side of the 

translocase. Further import of the preprotein requires the energy from ATP hydrolysis by 

mtHsp70.

The TIM23 translocase is traditionally subdivided into two sectors: membrane embedded part 

and the import motor. Membrane embedded part of the complex contains the receptor Tim50

and the translocation channel formed by Tim23 and Tim17. The import motor consists of

Tim44, chaperone mtHsp70 with several of its cochaperones: Tim14, Tim16, and Mge1 

(Figure 1.2) (Neupert and Herrmann, 2007).

Tim50 is the main receptor for incoming polypeptides emerging from the TOM complex. It 

exposes its large C-terminal domain in the IMS, whereas a transmembrane domain in its N-

terminal part serves as the anchor in the inner membrane. The IMS domain of Tim50 interacts 

with preproteins which are only partially translocated through the TOM complex, and 

transfers them to the translocation channel of the TIM23 complex (Geissler et al., 2002; 

Mokranjac et al., 2003a; Yamamoto et al., 2002).

The membrane embedded core of the complex is formed by Tim17 and Tim23. Both proteins 

share the same topology with four transmembrane segments and N- and C-termini facing the 

IMS. Their sequences are significantly similar, yet not interchangeable (Emtage and Jensen, 

1993; Ryan et al., 1998; Ryan et al., 1994). Tim23 contains an additional domain in the IMS. 

The N-terminal segment of Tim23 (amino acid residues 1-50) spans the outer membrane and 

is exposed at the surface of mitochondria. It was suggested that this protrusion of the outer 

membrane plays a role in the positioning of the TIM23 complex in proximity of the outer 

membrane and the TOM complex (Donzeau et al., 2000), but this hypothesis was questioned 
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by another research group (Chacinska et al., 2003). Amino acid residues 50-100 contain an 

essential coiled-coil domain, critical for dimerization of Tim23 and for substrate binding

(Bauer et al., 1996). This domain of Tim23 was also shown to interact with Tim50. This 

interaction seems to be crucial for exposure of the N-terminus of Tim23 on the surface of 

mitochondria, as in mitochondria depleted of Tim50 the N-terminus of Tim23 apparently 

remains in the IMS (Yamamoto et al., 2002). Recombinant Tim23 is able to form cation-

selective channel after reconstitution in planar bilayers, which led to speculations that the C-

terminus of Tim23 forms protein conducting channel of the TIM23 translocase also in vivo

(Truscott et al., 2001). The estimated size of the channel formed by Tim23 monomer is, 

however, significantly smaller than diameter of DNA helix that can be imported into 

mitochondria if fused to MTS (Vestweber and Schatz, 1989). In addition, recent

electrophysiological measurements suggest that the protein conducting channel has a twin-

pore structure (Martinez-Caballero et al., 2007). Hence, one cannot exclude the role of 

transmembrane segments of Tim17 in formation of the protein conducting channel. The N-

terminal part of Tim17 exposed in the IMS is much shorter compared to Tim23 (11-14 amino

acid residues), but still essential for cell viability. Conserved negatively charged residues in 

this stretch were proposed to be critical for channel gating at the IMS (Meier et al., 2005a), 

possibly with the assistance of the C-terminal domain of Tim50 (Meinecke et al., 2006).

The import motor is associated with the membrane embedded part on the matrix side. It 

consists of five proteins: Tim44, mtHsp70, Mge1, Tim14, and Tim16, which in a coordinated 

action facilitate vectorial threading of a preprotein into the matrix. Tim44 is a peripheral

membrane protein associated with the matrix side of the import channel and can be partially 

coisolated with the Tim17-Tim23 core (Moro et al., 1999). The association with the 

membrane presumably occurs via the C-terminus of Tim44 (Josyula et al., 2006). Tim44 is a 

docking site for mtHsp70, the ATP-consuming subunit of the complex. MtHsp70 cycles 

between ATP and ADP bound states which correspond to its low and high affinity states for 

preproteins, respectively. When ATP is bound to N-terminal ATPase domain of mtHsp70, C-

terminal peptide binding domain is open and the preproteins are easily bound but also 

released. Upon ATP hydrolysis, peptide biding domain closes and preproteins are tightly held. 

Binding of preprotein releases mtHsp70 from Tim44 (Liu et al., 2003). Mge1, a 

mitochondrial homolog of the bacterial GrpE nucleotide exchange factor, mediates the release 

of ADP and thereby the dissociation of the mtHsp70 from the preprotein (Westermann et al.,

1995). Tim44 allows two mtHsp70 molecules to bind to the translocating preprotein at the 
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exit of the channel in a hand-over-hand manner, which leads to stepwise vectorial 

translocation of the whole preprotein into the matrix (Neupert and Brunner, 2002).

Figure 1.2. The TIM23 translocase and associated proteins. Preproteins with positively charged
N-terminal presequence (magenta) synthesized in cytosol are imported into mitochondria through
the concerted action of the TOM complex in the outer membrane (OM) and the TIM23 translocase
in the inner membrane (IM) in a membrane-potential ( ) and ATP-dependent manner. The
membrane embedded part of the TIM23 translocase contains receptor Tim50 and the channel
formed by Tim23 and Tim17. The import motor formed by Tim44, mtHsp70, J-protein Tim14, J-
like protein Tim16 and nucleotide exchange factor Mge1 is responsible for translocation of all
matrix targeted preproteins (mtp) through ATP-based cycles. The TIM23 translocase also mediates
the lateral insertion of preproteins containing additional hydrophobic stop-transfer signal
(magenta). Some of these preproteins require the presence of ATP in the matrix for their import
(motor dependent preproteins – mdp) and some are inserted with no apparent activity of the import
motor (motor independent preproteins – mip). All proteins that are not components of the TIM23
complex are labeled with white letters. The maturation of preproteins requires proteolytic steps
involving mitochondrial processing peptidase (MPP) and, in the case of some intermembrane
space (IMS) proteins, inner membrane peptidase (Imp1-Imp2). Tam41 and Hep1 are not
constituents of the TIM23 translocase but are required for its optimal functioning, whereas J-
protein Mdj2 can substitute Tim14 in certain conditions.
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All members of Hsp70 proteins family require J-protein cofactors for their function. Tim14

(Pam18) is a DnaJ homolog that stimulates the ATPase activity of mtHsp70 (D'Silva et al.,

2003; Mokranjac et al., 2003b; Truscott et al., 2003). Tim14 is forming a stable subcomplex

with the J-like protein Tim16 (Pam16) (Frazier et al., 2004; Iosefson et al., 2007; Kozany et

al., 2004). Initial results suggest that the Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex associates with the 

membrane part of the TIM23 translocase via Tim44 (Kozany et al., 2004), whereas more

recent data point to a direct interaction of Tim14 with Tim17 (Chacinska et al., 2005). The 

nature of association of the Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex with the Tim17-Tim23 core remains a 

matter of debate. Tim16 cannot stimulate the activity of mtHsp70, but in turn it acts as an 

antagonist of Tim14 (D'Silva et al., 2005; Li et al., 2004). The crystal structure of the Tim14-

Tim16 subcomplex revealed the structural basis of this interaction and showed that Tim16

keeps Tim14 in a constrained conformation that is apparently not able to stimulate the

ATPase activity of mtHsp70 (Mokranjac et al., 2006). This crystal structure is in agreement

with previously obtained biochemical data, i.e. ATP-dependent crosslinking patterns of 

Tim14 and Tim16 with mtHsp70 and Tim44 (Kozany et al., 2004; Mokranjac et al., 2003b). 

In addition, yeast cells contain a close homolog of Tim14, Mdj2. Mdj2 also forms a complex

with Tim16, yet less stable, and stimulates the ATPase activity of mtHsp70 to the same extent 

as Tim14 (Mokranjac et al., 2005). Cells in which the MDJ2 gene was deleted show no 

obvious growth defect, yet Mdj2 is a functional J protein (Westermann and Neupert, 1997). 

Two models were proposed to explain the mechanism by which mtHsp70 generates the 

vectorial movement of the translocating preprotein, the Brownian ratchet and the power 

stroke model. The Brownian ratchet mechanism suggests that a preprotein oscillates randomly

in the translocation channel due to Brownian motion. After an inward sliding of a preprotein, 

mtHsp70 traps a segment of the polypeptide chain, at the same time blocking retrograde 

sliding. Complete import of the precursor is performed after a series of such events (Neupert 

and Brunner, 2002). According to the power stroke model, ATP hydrolysis leads to a 

conformational change of membrane-bound Hsp70 generating a mechanical force that pulls 

the preprotein into the matrix (Matouschek et al., 2000). Although a large body of evidence is 

presented in favor of the Brownian ratchet model (Ainavarapu et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2003; 

Okamoto et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2005; Ungermann et al., 1994), one cannot exclude the 

possibility that mtHsp70 can exert a minor force. This force is not sufficient to mechanically

pull the preprotein into the matrix, but may reduce its conformational freedom thereby 

accelerating the import process (De Los Rios et al., 2006; Slutsky-Leiderman et al., 2007). 
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The structure and the function of the TIM23 translocase are directly dependent on the activity 

of two additional proteins. Tam41 (Mmp37) affects the assembly and maintains the functional 

integrity of the TIM23 complex (Gallas et al., 2006; Tamura et al., 2006). Hep1 

(Tim15/Zim17) prevents self-aggregation of Hsp70 in the matrix, and mitochondria depleted 

of Hep1 show defective import of matrix targeted proteins (Burri et al., 2004; Sichting et al.,

2005; Yamamoto et al., 2005). However, these two proteins are not constituents of the TIM23

translocase and their effect on the very process of protein import into mitochondria is not

direct.

The preproteins containing MTS will be completely translocated into the matrix unless they

have a sequence that is recognized by the TIM23 translocase as a signal for sorting into the 

inner membrane (Glick et al., 1992b; van Loon et al., 1986). The main part of a “stop-

transfer” signal is a hydrophobic stretch that generates the transmembrane (TM) domain of 

the mature protein. The import of a number of precursors of membrane proteins therefore 

requires matrix ATP until the TIM23 translocase recognizes the stop-transfer signal.

However, generation of a preprotein in which the internal hydrophobic sorting signal is placed 

close to the presequence by deleting a stretch of amino acid residues between the MTS and 

the transmembrane domain, leads to import of an inner membrane protein that is independent 

on the activity of mtHsp70 (Gärtner et al., 1995). As some of natural preproteins do not 

require the activity of mtHsp70 either (Rojo et al., 1998), the laterally sorted preproteins can 

be further subdivided into two types, motor-dependent and motor independent ones. If and 

how the TIM23 translocase distinguishes between the two types of laterally sorted preproteins 

is not known.

1.3. The objective of this work

The objective of this study was to gain new insights into the structure and function of the 

TIM23 translocase. Two questions were to be addressed: first, whether the TIM23 translocase 

contains any still unidentifired components, and second, what is the nature of the process 

enabling the TIM23 translocase to import preproteins into two different mitochondrial

subcompartments: the inner membrane and the matrix. For the first goal, the TIM23

translocase was to be purified via Protein A tag on Tim23 and its composition analyzed by 

SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry. Unknown components, if any, were to be analyzed 

thoroughly. For the second goal, a method was to be developed to generate homogenous

populations of the TIM23 translocase in vivo in different translocation states: the empty state 
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and the ones actively involved in lateral insertion and matrix translocation. Composition,

topology and the conformation of the TIM23 translocase were to be analyzed in each of the 

states.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Molecular biology methods 

2.1.1. Isolation of DNA

2.1.1.1. Isolation of yeast genomic DNA 

Yeast strain inoculated in 5 ml YPD medium and incubated overnight at 30ºC while shaking

at 140 rounds per minute (rpm). Cells were harvested by centrifugation (2500 x g, 5 min, RT), 

washed with 25 ml of water, resuspended in 1 ml of breaking buffer (100 µg/ml zymolyase, 1 

M sorbitol, 100 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) and incubated for 1 h at 37°C. The cells were washed 

with 1 ml 1 M sorbitol and 100 mM EDTA, centrifuged and resuspended and incubated in 1 

ml of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris·HCl, 20 mM EDTA, 1% (w/v) SDS, pH 7.5) for 30 min at 

65°C. Upon addition of 400 µl 5 M K-acetate the samples were incubated on ice for 1 h and 

DNA was separated from cell wall and membranes by centrifugation at 20000 x g for 15 min

at 4°C. 

The supernatants (aqueous phase) were transferred to new tubes and DNA was precipitated by 

addition of the same volume of isopropanol. After centrifugation (36670 x g, 10 min, 2°C) 

DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, dried at RT, resuspended in 100 µl H2O and 

stored at –20°C. 

2.1.1.2. Isolation of plasmid DNA from Escherichia coli 

Plasmid DNA from E. coli was isolated using a “PureYield” Plasmid Midiprep System

(Promega). Bacterial strain carrying plasmid of interest was inoculated in 50 ml LB-Amp

medium and incubated overnight at 37ºC while shaking at 140 rpm. Cells were harvested the

next day by centrifugation (10000 x g, 10 min, RT) and resuspended in 6 ml of Cell

Resuspension Solution. Cells were lysed by addition of 6 ml of Cell Lysis Solution. Tubes 

were inverted 5 times and left for 3 min at RT. After neutralization with 10 ml of 

Neutralization Solution, tubes were again inverted 5 times and incubated for 3 min at RT to 

ensure thorough clearing. Samples were centrifuged (10000 x g, 10 min, 4ºC), and the 

supernatants immediately applied onto a clarifying column standing on top of an anion-
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exchange column placed onto a vacuum manifold. After the entire volume of the sample

passed under vacuum through column stack, the clarifying column was removed and the 

anion-exchange column was washed first with 5 ml of Endotoxin Removal Wash and then 

with 20 ml of the Column Wash Solution. The column was left to dry for 30 sec under 

vacuum and DNA was then eluted from the column with 600 µl of sterile deionized water 

(ddH20). Plasmid DNA isolated this way was stored at –20ºC.

2.1.2. Amplification of DNA sequences by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

DNA sequences were amplified by PCR as described previously (Sambrook, 1989). The DNA 

templates for PCR were: (i) isolated DNAs from yeast or bacteria (when the PCR product was 

used for subsequent cloning), (ii) commercial cassettes for deletion of specific open reading

frames (ORFs) (when the PCR product was used for homologous recombination in yeast 

cells) and (iii) whole cell extracts from yeast or bacteria (to check the successfulness of 

cloning). Thermostable DNA polymerases used were Taq (isolated from Thermus aquaticus)

and Pfu (isolated from Pyrococcus furiosus). As Taq DNA polymerase has no proofreading 

ability, Pfu DNA polymerase was added in the PCR mix when the PCR product was used for 

subsequent cloning.

PCR mix (total volume of 50 µl) contained: 1 U DNA polymerase (Taq DNA polymerase

and/or Pfu DNA polymerase), 5 µl 10 x PCR-buffer (1% Triton X-100, 500 mM KCl, 15 mM

MgCl2, 100 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.8), 2 µl dNTPs (10 mM each), 6.25 µl primers (20 pmol/µl

each) and 20 ng plasmid DNA or 200 ng genomic DNA as templates. When the 

successfulness of cloning was checked by PCR, single E.coli colonies were resuspended in 15 

µl sterile H2O or single S. cerevisiae colonies were resuspended in 15 µl sterile H2O

containing 100 µg/ml zymolyase, and 1 µl of cell suspensions was used as a template for test 

PCR. The following PCR program, with small variations depending on the DNA sequence, 

was used: 

1) 95°C, 3 min Nuclease inactivation and complete DNA denaturation;

2) 30-35 cycles DNA amplification:

95°C, 30 s DNA denaturation

52°C, 45 s Annealing of primers

72°C, 1 min per 1 kb Extension of primers (DNA synthesis)

3) 72°C, 10 min Completion of the final extension reaction 
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To avoid occurrence of possible non-specific PCR products in few cases, several values of 

annealing temperature were tested (52 ± 5ºC) in temperature gradient PCR machine

(Mastercycler gradient – Eppendorf). The PCR products were subsequently analyzed by 

agarose gel electrophoresis.

2.1.3. DNA analysis and purification

2.1.3.1. Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA 

DNA fragments were separated by horizontal agarose gel electrophoresis according to their 

molecular weights. Agarose was dissolved in TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 7.5, 20 

mM Na-acetate, 1 mM EDTA) at the boiling temperature in the microwave oven. When it 

cooled down to 65ºC, ethidium-bromide was added (0.5 µg/ml) and, while still hot, it was 

poured in a cuboid mold to cool down to RT and solidify. DNA in solution (either isolated 

DNA or PCR product) was mixed in 4:1 ratio with 5 x loading dye (30% (v/v) glycerol, 

0.25% (w/v) bromphenol-blue, 0.25% (w/v) xylencyanol) and loaded on a 0.8-3% (w/v) 

agarose gel, depending on the size of DNA fragments to be separated. Gels were run in TAE 

buffer at U = 80-140 V depending on the size of the gel. Separated DNA fragments were 

visualized under UV light (366 nm). Commercially available molecular weight markers were 

used in each run. 

2.1.3.2. Isolation of DNA from agarose gels 

DNA fragments were excised from the gel with a sterile scalpel under UV light. DNA was 

extracted from the gel using the “QIAquick Gel extraction kit” (Qiagen). Three volumes of

QG buffer were added to the Eppendorf cup containing the agarose piece with DNA fragment

of interest and the mixture was incubated for 10 min at 55°C. When the agarose was

completely dissolved, solution was loaded on the DNA binding silica column. The column

was washed with 750 µl of PE buffer and dried at RT. DNA was eluted with 30 µl sterile 

ddH2O and 1 µl of the eluted DNA was loaded on an analytical agarose gel to check the 

efficiency of purification. Extracted DNA was routinely stored at –20ºC.

2.1.3.3. Measurement of DNA concentration

To determine DNA concentration the absorption of DNA solutions was measured at 260 nm.

One optical unit (OD = 1.0) corresponds to a concentration of 50 µg/ml of double stranded 

DNA, 33 µg/ml single stranded DNA, 40 µg/ml RNA or 20 µg/ml oligonucleotides.
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2.1.4. Enzymatic manipulation of DNA 

2.1.4.1. Digestion of DNA with restriction endonucleases

DNA was digested with 2-5 U of specific restriction endonucleases per 1 µg of DNA. For 

analytical purposes, up to 100 ng of DNA was digested in a 10 µl reaction volume. For

preparative purposes up to 3 µg of DNA was digested in a 60 µl reaction volume. DNA was 

usually digested for 3 h at 37ºC in the buffer specific for the restriction enzyme, according to

the manufacturer’s recommendations. Digested DNA fragments were analyzed by agarose gel 

electrophoresis and used for ligation reactions.

2.1.4.2. Ligation of DNA fragments

One DNA fragment (after digestion with restriction endonucleases) and a cloning vector or 

another DNA fragment (digested with the same or compatible enzymes) were ligated together 

in a buffer containing DNA ligase from bacteriophage T4. Linearized DNA vector (100-200 

ng) and 5-10 fold molar excess of DNA fragment were incubated in a 10 µl reaction with 1 µl 

of 10 x ligation buffer (50 mM Tris·HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP, 5% (w/v) 

PEG-8000, pH 7.6) and 0.5 µl (1 U) T4 DNA ligase (Gibco-BRL). Ligation reaction was 

performed at 14ºC for 16 h and 0.5-1 µl of the ligation mixture was transformed into 

electrocompetent E. coli cells.

2.1.5. Transformation of electrocompetent E. coli cells

2.1.5.1. Overview of E. coli strains used 

Strain Genotype Reference

MH1 MC1061 derivative; araD139, lacX74, galU, galK,
hsr, hsm+, strA

Casadaban and Cohen, 
1980

XL1-Blue supE44, hsdR17, recA1, endA1, gyrA96, thi-1,
relA1, lac

-, F’[proAB
+, lacI

q
lacZ M15, Tn10(tetr)]

commercially available 
from Stratagene 

2.1.5.2. Preparation of electrocompetent cells 

The electrocompetent E. coli cells (MH1 or XL1-Blue strain) were prepared as described in 

(Dower et al., 1988). 50 ml of LB medium was inoculated with a single colony of the 

corresponding bacterial strain and grown overnight at 37ºC while shaking at 140 rpm. Next

morning 1 l of LB medium, preheated to 37°C, was inoculated with 2 ml of the overnight 
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culture and the cells were grown until they reached OD578  0.5. The culture was then 

incubated on ice for 30 min and the cells were subsequently harvested by centrifugation for 5 

min at 4,400 x g and at 4ºC and washed sequentially with 400 ml, 200 ml and 50 ml of sterile 

10% (v/v) glycerol. The competent cells were finally resuspended in 1 ml of LB medium with 

10% (v/v) glycerol and stored at –80ºC in 40 µl aliquots. 

2.1.5.3. Transformation of E. coli cells by electroporation

The ligation mixture or isolated plasmid DNA (0.5-1 µl) was added on ice to 40 µl of 

electrocompetent cells and this transformation mixture was then transferred to ice-cold 0.2 cm 

electroporation cuvette. High electric voltage pulse was delivered to the cells in the cuvette 

through the electroporation Gene Pulser apparatus (BioRad) (settings: U = 2.5 kV, R = 400 ,

C = 25µF; time constant obtained ( ) was 7.2-8.8 ms); cell suspension treated in this way was 

diluted with 1 ml of LB-medium and incubated for 45 min at 37ºC while shaking at 140 rpm 

to allow cell recovery. Cells were briefly centrifuged, most of the medium was poured off, 

cell pellet resuspended in the ca. 150 µl remaining medium and plated on LB-Amp plates (LB

with 2% (w/v) agar supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin). Plates were incubated

overnight at 37°C and the successfulness of transformation was usually checked by test PCR.

2.1.6. Bacterial plasmids used and cloning strategies

2.1.6.1. Overview of constructs used for transcription/translation 

Construct Reference

Tim21 (Sc) This thesis

Cox5a (Sc) Gärtner et al., 1995 

Cox5a TM (Sc) Gärtner et al., 1995 

Cox5a matrix (Sc) Gärtner et al., 1995 

AAC (Nc) Pfanner et al., 1987 

Cytb2 19(167)DHFR (Sc) Schneider et al., 1994 

Cytb2(167)DHFR (Sc) Schneider et al., 1994 

F1 Nc) Rassow et al., 1990 

DLD(1-72)DHFR (Sc) Rojo et al., 1998 

Sc – Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Nc – Neurospora crassa.
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2.1.6.2. Cloning strategy for Tim21 construct used in transcription/translation

Constructs cloned for in vitro transcription and translation of mitochondrial preproteins 

comprised of cDNAs of relevant genes inserted into pGEM4 vector (Promega).

a) Cloning of Tim21 into pGEM4

Coding sequence of TIM21 gene was amplified from yeast genomic DNA using primers

BamTim21 and Tim21Hind_new. Obtained PCR product was cloned into pGEM4 vector 

using BamHI and HindIII restriction sites in the primers.

BamTim21 5’– AAA GGA TCC ATG AGC TCA AGT TTG CCT AGG – 3’ 

Tim21Hind_new 5’– TTT AAG CTT ATC TTA ATC TTT TCT GGG GCC – 3’ 

2.1.6.3. Overview of plasmids used for protein expression in bacteria 

Plasmid Reference

pQE30[Tim21IMS] This thesis

pQE30[Tim21IMS 14] This thesis

pQE30[Tim21IMS 21] This thesis

pMalCRI[Pam17(124-197)] This thesis

pET21+[Cytb2 19(167)DHFR] This thesis

2.1.6.4. Cloning strategies for plasmids used for protein expression in bacteria 

a) Cloning of C-terminal domain of Tim21 and its truncated versions into pQE30

Cloning into pQE30 vector (Qiagen) created N-terminally His-tagged versions of cDNAs

encoding C-terminal domain of Tim21 [Tim21IMS(97-239)] and its truncated versions 

lacking 14 [Tim21IMS(97-225)] or 23 [Tim21IMS(97-216)] amino acid residues. These three

nucleotide sequences were amplified from pGEM4[Tim21] vector using the same forward 

primer BamTim21_97 and three different reverse primers Tim21Hind_new, Tim21CD14rev

and Tim21CD21rev, respectively. BamHI and HindIII restriction sites from the primers were

used to clone the obtained PCR products into pQE30 vector.

BamTim21_97 5’– CCC GGA TCC TCA GAA CTA TTT TCG CCT TCA G – 3’ 

Tim21CD14rev 5’– AAG CTT TTA ATT AGA AAC CGG ATG CAA TTT TGG – 3’

Tim21CD21rev 5’– AAG CTT TTA GAT CAA ATA GTA AAG CTT CTC TCC – 3’ 
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b) Cloning of C-terminal domain of Pam17 into pMalCRI

Cloning into pMalCRI vector (New England Biolabs) created a protein construct comprising 

maltose-binding protein (MBP) at the N-terminus fused to C-terminal domain of Pam17.

Nucleotide sequence coding for amino acids 124 to 197 of Pam17 was amplified from yeast 

genomic DNA using primers BamPam17_124 and Pam17Hind. BamHI and HindIII

restriction sites from the primers were used to clone the obtained PCR products into pMalCRI 

vector.

BamPam17_124 5’– CCC GGA TCC TCG CAA GTT TTC AAA CTT TCC – 3’ 

Pam17Hind 5’– CCC AAG CTT TCA CAA AAA TTC TTT GGC TTT C – 3’ 

c) Cloning of hybrid protein Cytb2 19(167)DHFR into pET21+ 

Nucleotide sequence coding for amino acids 1 to 167 of cytochrome b2 with an internal 

deletion of 19 amino acids (47-65) covering the hydrophobic stop-transfer signal fused to 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) was amplified from pGEM4[Cytb2 19(167)DHFR] vector 

using primers EcoRBSCytb2 and DHFRHind. EcoRI and HindIII restriction sites from the 

primers were used to clone the obtained PCR products into pET21+ vector (Novagen) adding 

His tag on the C-terminus of the hybrid protein. EcoRBSCytb2 primer contained ribosome

binding site (RBS), because pET21+ is a transcription vector.

EcoRBSCytb2 5’– CCC GAA TTC AAG GAG ATA CCA TGC TAA AAT ACA AAC 
CTT TAC – 3’ 

DHFRHind 5’– CCC AAG CTT GTC TTT CTT CTC GTA GAC TTC – 3’ 

2.1.7. Transformation of S. cerevisiae cells (Lithium-acetate method) 

(Gietz et al., 1992) 

The yeast strain was grown overnight at 30°C while shaking at 140 rpm in YPD-medium and 

diluted the following morning to an OD578  0.2 in 50 ml medium. When the culture reached 

OD578  0.5, cells were harvested by centrifugation (1500 x g, 3 min, RT); washed with 25 ml

sterile ddH2O and resuspended in 1 ml 100 mM Li-acetate. Cells were centrifuged again 

(7500 x g, 15 sec, RT) and resuspended in 400 µl 100 mM Li-acetate. For each transformation

50 µl of this suspension was centrifuged (3000 x g, 5 min, RT), supernatant was removed and 

the pellet was overlayed in this particular order: 240 µl PEG 3350 (50% v/v), 36 µl 1 M Li-
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acetate, 5 µl single stranded salmon sperm DNA (10 mg/ml; previously incubated for 5 min at

95ºC and then cooled down on ice), 70 µl H2O containing 0.1-10 µg of plasmid DNA or PCR 

product to be transformed. Mixture was vigorously vortexed for 1 min, moderately shaken at 

30°C for 30 min and then incubated at 42°C for 20-25 min. Cells were pelleted by

centrifugation (15 s, 6000 x g, RT), resuspended in 150 µl sterile ddH2O and plated on 

selective medium. The plates were incubated for 2-4 days at 30ºC until the appearance of

single colonies.

2.1.8. S. cerevisiae strains used and cloning strategies 

2.1.8.1. Overview of yeast strains used 

Yeast strain Reference

Wild type strains

YPH499 Sikorski and Hieter, 1989

W303-1A/-1B R. Rothstein, Department of Human
Genetics, Columbia University, New 
York

Strains generated by homologous recombination

Tim21-HA This thesis

Tim21-ProtA This thesis

Tim21-His6 This thesis

TIM21::HIS3 This thesis

PAM17::HIS3 This thesis

TIM21::HIS3/PAM17::KANMX4 This thesis

TOM7::HIS3 This thesis

GAL-Tim17 Meier et al., 2005a 

GAL-Tim23 Terziyska et al., 2007 

GAL-Tim50 Mokranjac et al., 2003a 

GAL-Tim44 As described in Mokranjac et al., 2003a 

GAL-Tim14 Mokranjac et al., 2003b 

GAL-Tim16 Kozany et al., 2004 
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GAL-Mia40 Terziyska et al., 2005 

TOM5::HIS3 Dietmeier et al., 1997 

TOM6::KANMX4 (BY4743) Huntsville (AL, USA)

TOM20::URA3 Ramage et al., 1993 

TOM70:: KANMX4 (BY4743) Euroscarf (Frankfurt)

Strains generated by transformations with yeast vectors 

TIM23::HIS3 + pRS315[ProtATim23] This thesis 

YPH499 + pVT-102U[Tim23 50His9] This thesis

GAL-Tim17 + pVT-102U[Tim23 50His9] This thesis

PAM17::HIS3 + pRS314[His6Pam17] This thesis

YPH499 + pVT-102U[Tim21] This thesis 

YPH499 + pVT-W[Pam17] This thesis 

YPH499 + pVT-102U[Tim21] + pVT-W[Pam17] This thesis 

YPH499 + pVT-102U[Cytb2 19(167)DHFR] This thesis

YPH499 + pVT-102U[Cytb2(167)DHFR] This thesis

YPH499 + pYX143[Cox5aDHFR] Gift from S. Meier 

YPH499 + pYX143[Cox5a TMDHFR] Gift from S. Meier

Tom40-2 Kassenbrock et al., 1993 

Tom40-3 Kassenbrock et al., 1993 

Tom40-4 Kassenbrock et al., 1993 

Tom22-3 Moczko et al., 1997 

2.1.8.2. Cloning strategies for generation of yeast strains by homologous

recombination

a) Tagging of Tim21 on the chromosome 

Tim21 was HA-, ProtA- and His-tagged on the chromosome by homologous recombination of

the corresponding PCR products in the haploid yeast strain YPH499. As DNA templates for 

PCR reactions pYM3, pYM7 and pYM9 vectors (Knop et al., 1999), respectively, were used; 

amplified PCR products contained auxotrofic marker cassette HIS3 and sequences 
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homologous to the last 42 bp of TIM21 gene and first 42 bp of its 3´ UTR. PCR products for 

HA- and ProtA-tagging of Tim21 were obtained using forward primer Tim21pYMfor and 

reverse primer Tim21pYMrev; for His-tagging the same reverse primer was used, whereas

forward primer was Tim21hispYMfor. PCR products were transformed in yeast and stably 

integrated into the chromosome via the regions homologous to the TIM21 gene. To isolate 

positive clones, yeast transformants were grown on selective medium lacking histidine and

homologous recombination was checked by PCR. 

Tim21pYMfor 5’– AAT TCG AAG GGC TTT CTG GGA ATT AGA TGG GGC CCC 
AGA AAA GAT CGT ACG CTG – 3’ 

Tim21hispYMfor 5’– AAT TCG AAG GGC TTT CTG GGA ATT AGA TGG GGC CCC 
AGA AAA GAT CAT CAC CAT – 3’ 

Tim21pYMrev 5’– CAT TTA CGA ATA TTT AAA ACC TGA GCA ACT CCG TCA 
AAT TTG ATC ATC GAT GAA – 3’ 

b) Deletions of TIM21 and PAM17 genes 

TIM21 and PAM17 genes were deleted by homologous recombination of the corresponding 

PCR products in the haploid yeast strain YPH499. PCR products contained an auxotrofic-

marker-cassette HIS3 and short sequences homologous to the flanking regions of the TIM21

and PAM17 loci. Primers Tim21deltafor and Tim21deltarev were used for deletion of TIM21

gene, and primers Pam17deltafor and Pam17deltarev were used for deletion of PAM17 gene. 

For mutants with deletion of only one of the proteins, constructs were amplified from 

pFA6HIS3MX6 (Wach et al., 1997) and these PCR products were transformed in yeast and 

stably integrated into the corresponding chromosome via the regions homologous to the 

TIM21 or PAM17 gene. To isolate positive clones, yeast transformants were grown on 

selective medium lacking histidine and homologous recombination was checked by PCR and 

fast mito prep. For generation of the strain where both proteins were deleted, construct was 

amplified from pFA6KANMX4 (Wach et al., 1997) using Pam17deltafor and Pam17deltarev

primers and transformed in TIM21::HIS3 strain. To isolate positive clones, yeast 

transformants were grown on selective medium lacking histidine and containing kanamycin.

Homologous recombination was checked by PCR and fast mito prep. 

Tim21deltafor 5’– GGT AAA ATC ATT CGT ATA TTA TTT TCC TGA CTC CAA 
GTT TAA ACA CGT ACG CTG – 3’ 

Tim21deltarev 5’– CAT TTA CGA ATA TTT AAA ACC TGA GCA ACT CCG TCA 
AAT TTG ATC ATC GAT GAA – 3’ 
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Pam17deltafor 5’– AAG AAG TGT TAA AAA CAT TCA GAA AAC ATT GTC CGC 
CTC TTC AAA CGT ACG CTG CAG GTC GAC – 3’ 

Pam17deltarev 5’– GTA TAT ATA CAG AGT CTG AGA AGA AGG AAA AGA 
TCA CAC GTT CAA ATC GAT GAA TTC GAG CTC – 3’ 

c) Deletion of Tom7 

TOM7 gene was deleted by homologous recombination of a PCR product in the haploid yeast 

strain YPH499. PCR product contained an auxotrofic-marker-cassette HIS3 and short 

sequences homologous to the flanking regions of the TOM7 locus. Primers Tom7deltafor and 

Tom7deltarev were used to amplify the construct from pFA6HIS3MX6 (Wach et al., 1997) 

and this PCR product was transformed in yeast and stably integrated into the chromosome via 

the regions homologous to the TOM7 gene. To isolate positive clones, yeast transformants

were grown on selective medium lacking histidine and homologous recombination was 

checked by PCR. 

Tom7deltafor 5’– CTT ATC TCT CAA TAT TTG CCA AAA TTA GCT TTT AAC 
AAA TAA ACC CGT ACG CTG CAG GTC GAC – 3’ 

Tom7deltarev 5’– AAT ATG GGC TTC CTC TCT CAC CCA AGT TGT ATC GAA 
CTG ATG TTT ATC GAT GAA TTC GAG CTC – 3’ 

2.1.8.3. Cloning strategies for plasmids used for the transformation of yeast 

a) pRS315[ProtATim23]

Promoter region 400 bp upstream of TIM23 gene was amplified from yeast genomic DNA 

using primers SacTim23p and Tim23pKpn. Protein A with TEV cleavage site was amplified

from pYM9 vector using primers KpnProtA and ProtATEVBam. These two PCR products 

were simultaneously cloned in pGEM4 vector. Coding sequence of TIM23 gene was 

amplified from yeast genomic DNA using primers BamTim23 and Tim23Hind and cloned in 

the abovementioned pGEM4 plasmid using BamHI and HindIII restriction sites. It was not 

possible to clone all three PCR products simultaneously due to the presence of KpnI

restriction site within the coding sequence of TIM23 gene. The entire construct was cut out 

from pGEM4 vector and subcloned in pRS315 vector using SacI and HindIII restriction sites.

The obtained plasmid was transformed in TIM23::HIS3 + pVT-102U[TIM23] yeast strain that 

was subsequently grown on selective medium lacking leucine and containing 5-fluoro-orotic 

acid (5-FOA), that allows growth of URA3 mutants. This led to the removal of plasmid pVT-
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102U[TIM23] and generation of the strain expressing only Protein A-tagged version of Tim23

(plasmid shuffling). Yeast transformants were checked by fast mito prep. 

SacTim23p 5’– CCT GAG CTC ACT GTG ACG TCG – 3’ 

Tim23pKpn 5’– CCC GGT ACC GAT TGT GTG TGA TCT GTT AAA C – 3’ 

KpnProtA 5’– AAA GGT ACC ATG CCT CAA CAA AAC AAA ACC GCG 
– 3’ 

ProtATEVBam 5’– AAA GGA TCC CTG AAA ATA AAG ATT CTC AAG AGC 
CGC GGA ATT CGC C – 3’ 

BamTim23 5’– AAA GGA TCC ATG TCG TGG CTT TTT GGA GA – 3’ 

Tim23Hind 5’– CCC AAG CTT TCA TTT TTC AAG TAG TCT TTT CTT 
GAC AC – 3’ 

b) pVT-102U[Tim23 50His9]

Coding sequence of TIM23 gene lacking first 150 bp was amplified from yeast genomic DNA 

using primers BamTim23_51new and Tim23His9Hind and cloned in pRS315 vector. The 

construct was then cut out and subcloned in pVT-102U vector using BamHI and HindIII

restriction sites. The obtained plasmid was transformed in YPH499 and GAL-Tim17 yeast 

strains that were subsequently grown on selective medium lacking uracil and containing 

glucose (YPH499) or galactose (GAL-Tim17). Yeast transformants were checked by fast mito

prep.

BamTim23_51new 5’– CCC GGA TCC ATG CAT GTC GAC ACC GCT AGG CTG – 3’ 

Tim23His9Hind 5’– GGG AAG CTT TCA ATG GTG ATG GTG ATG GTG ATG 
GTG ATG TTT TTC AAG TAG TCT TTT CTT GAC – 3’

c) pRS314[His6Pam17]

Promoter region 400 bp upstream of PAM17 gene containing sequence coding for its 

mitochondrial targeting signal followed by hexahistidyl tag at its 3’ end was amplified from

yeast genomic DNA using primers BamPam17p and Pam17preHis6Pst. Coding sequence of

PAM17 gene lacking the sequence coding for mitochondrial targeting signal was amplified

from yeast genomic DNA using primers PstPam17m Pam17fXho. These two PCR products 

were cloned in pRS314 vector that was transformed in PAM17::HIS3 yeast strain. Yeast 

transformants were subsequently grown on selective medium lacking tryptophan and checked 

by fast mito prep. 
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BamPam17p 5’– CCC GGA TCC ATG TTT ACC AGT GCC ATT AGA TTG – 3’

Pam17preHis6Pst 5’– TTT CTG CAG GTG ATG GTG ATG GTG ATG ATA TGA TCT 
TAA GGG TAA GGT TG – 3’ 

PstPam17m 5’– AAA CTG CAG TCT CAG CCC GCA TCC CTT CAA G – 3’ 

Pam17fXho 5’– GGG CTC GAG CAA ATG CGC ATA AAG GAA ATG C – 3’ 

d) pVT-102U[Tim21]

Coding sequence of TIM21 gene was cut out from pGEM4[Tim21] and subcloned in pVT-

102U vector using BamHI and HindIII restriction sites. The obtained plasmid was

transformed in YPH499 yeast strain. Yeast transformants were subsequently grown on 

selective medium lacking uracil and the levels of overexpression of Tim21 in the 

transformants were checked by fast mito prep. 

e) pVT-W[Pam17]

Coding sequence of PAM17 gene was amplified from yeast genomic DNA using primers

BamPam17 and Pam17Hind. The same reverse primer was previously used for generation of 

pMalCRI[Pam17(124-197)] plasmid. The construct was cloned in pVT-W vector using 

BamHI and HindIII restriction sites. The obtained plasmid was transformed in YPH499 yeast 

strains with and without pVT-102U[Tim21] plasmid. Yeast transformants were subsequently 

grown on selective medium lacking tryptophan or tryptophan and uracil and the levels of 

overexpression of Pam17 in the transformants were checked by fast mito prep. 

BamPam17 5’– CCC GGA TCC ATG TTT ACC AGT GCC ATT AGA TTG – 3’

f) pVT-102U[Cytb2 19(167)DHFR] and pVT-102U[Cytb2(167)DHFR]

Coding sequences for hybrid proteins Cytb2 19(167)DHFR and Cytb2(167)DHFR were 

amplified from plasmids pGEM4[Cytb2 19(167)DHFR] and pGEM4[Cytb2(167)DHFR],

respectively, using primers HindCytb2 and DHFREco. The obtained PCR products were 

cloned in pVT-102U vector using HindIII and EcoRI restriction sites. The obtained plasmids

were transformed in YPH499 yeast strains. Yeast transformants were subsequently grown on 

selective medium lacking uracil and the levels of overexpression of hybrid proteins and their

arrest within the TIM23 complex in the transformants were checked by fast mito prep upon 

cell growth in medium containing galactose and 0.2 mM aminopterine.
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HindCytb2 5’– CCC AAG CTT ATG CTA AAA TAC AAA CCT TTA C – 3’ 

DHFREco 5’– TTT GAA TTC TTA GTC TTT CTT CTC GTA GAC – 3’ 

2.2. Cell biology methods 

2.2.1. E. Coli – media and growth

2.2.1.1. Media for E. coli 

LB-medium: 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, 1% (w/v) bacto-tryptone, 1% (w/v) NaCl. 

LB-Amp medium: LB-medium supplemented with 100 µg/ml of ampicillin.

Described media were used for preparing liquid cultures. For preparation of solid media (LB 

or LB-Amp plates) 2% (w/v) bacto-agar was added to the liquid media solutions and 

autoclaved (120ºC, 20 min). The ampicillin was added after the media had been cooled down 

to 50ºC.

2.2.1.2. Cultivation of E. coli 

Liquid medium (usually 50 ml of LB-Amp) was inoculated with the single colony from the 

plate and grown overnight at 37°C while shaking at 140 rpm. If necessary, cells were grown

for up to 24h at lower temperatures (30 or 24°C). 

2.2.2. S.cerevisiae – media and growth

2.2.2.1. Media for S.cerevisiae 

Non-selective media:

YP-medium: 10 g yeast extract, 20 g bacto-peptone, H2O to 930 ml, pH 5.0 (adjusted with 

HCl).

YPD-medium: YP-medium supplemented with 2% glucose. 

YPG-medium: YP-medium supplemented with 3% glycerol. 

YPGal-medium: YP-medium supplemented with 2% galactose. 
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Lactate medium: 3 g yeast extract, 1 g KH2PO4, 1 g NH4Cl, 0.5 g CaCl2 x 2H2O, 0.5 g NaCl, 

1.1 g MgSO4 x 6H2O, 0.3 ml 1% FeCl3, 22 ml 90% lactic acid, H2O to 1 l, pH 5.5 (adjusted 

with KOH) and supplemented with 0.1% glucose or 0.5% galactose. 

Selective media:

SD medium: 1.7 g yeast nitrogen base, 5 g (NH4)2SO4, 20 g glucose, H2O to 1 l.

SLac medium: 1.7 g yeast nitrogen base, 5 g (NH4)2SO4, 22 ml 90% lactic acid, H2O to 1 l, pH 

5.5 (adjusted with KOH).

For selective media, stock solutions: histidine (10 mg/ml, 500 x stock), leucine (10 mg/ml,

333 x stock), lysine (10 mg/ml, 333 x stock), uracil (2 mg/ml, 100 x stock) and adenine (2 

mg/ml, 100 x stock) were separately autoclaved for 20 min at 120°C, whereas tryptophan (10 

mg/ml, 500 x stock) was filter sterilized.

The above described media were used for preparing liquid cultures. For preparation of plates 

with solid media, 2% w/v bacto-agar was added. Bacto-agar, glucose, and media were 

autoclaved separately. The amino acid solutions were added to the selective media just before

pouring the plates.

2.2.2.2. Cultivation of S.cerevisiae 

Liquid cultures were inoculated with yeast strains from the glycerol stocks or from the agar 

plates and were grown in the appropriate liquid medium at 30°C while shaking at 140 rpm.

Prior to the isolation of mitochondria cells were passaged for approximately 60 h in the way 

that OD578 never exceeded 1. Temperature-sensitive mutants were grown at 24°C for the same

period of time. For the generation of mitochondria depleted of one its essential proteins a 

yeast strain having the corresponding gene under GAL promoter was grown for 48-60 h on 

galactose-containing media after which cells were collected, washed with water, resuspended

in glucose-containing media and grown in the latter media for 8-18 h depending on the strain. 

For the generation of mitochondria with increased levels of one its proteins encoded on the 

gene under GAL promoter, the corresponding yeast strain was grown on lactate medium

supplemented with 0.5% galactose. For the generation of mitochondria with increased levels 

of one its proteins encoded on the gene under ADH promoter, the corresponding yeast strain 

was grown on selective lactate medium supplemented with 0.1% glucose.
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2.2.2.3. Growth of yeast strains where mitochondria with the TIM23 complex in 

different translocation modes are generated 

For the generation of mitochondria with the empty translocases, wild type cells (YPH499) 

were grown on lactate media supplemented with 0.1% glucose. In the exponential growing

phase, 100 µg/ml puromycin or cycloheximide was added one hour before the isolation of

mitochondria. For the generation of mitochondria containing arrested preproteins, wild-type

cells transformed with the corresponding plasmids were grown on selective lactate medium

supplemented with 0.1% glucose. Two hours prior to isolation of mitochondria yeast cells 

were collected, washed with sterile water and resuspended in medium containing 0.5% 

galactose and aminopterine was added in drops from 100 x stock solution until the final 

concentration of 0.2 mM.

2.2.3. Determination of the growth characteristics of yeast strains 

To determine the growth phenotype of a specific yeast strain, the growth assays were 

performed either on solid media, i.e. dilutions assay on agar plates, or in liquid media. For 

dilution assays, the strains were grown in liquid culture for 24-36 h, diluted to identical

OD578 0.5 and then a series of 1:10 dilutions were made for each strain. 4 l of each dilution 

were loaded as drops on plates with the adequate medium, previously dried for 45 min at RT

under sterile conditions. Plates were incubated for 2-4 days at designated temperatures. For 

determination of growth phenotype in liquid medium, the strains were grown in liquid culture 

for 18-24 h, diluted to identical OD578 0.5 and then grown at designated temperatures for 24-

48 h. Cell growth was measured spectrophotometrically every 1.5-2 h. At time zero the cell 

number was calculated as one. 

2.2.4. Isolation of yeast mitochondria 

2.2.4.1. Large scale isolation of yeast mitochondria

(Herrmann et al., 1994) 

Yeast cells were grown to OD578 of 0.8-1.2, collected by centrifugation (3000 x g, 5 min, RT), 

washed with water and resuspended in a buffer containing 10 mM DTT, 100 mM Tris , pH

not adjusted, to a concentration of 0.5 g/ml (2 ml of buffer per gram of cell wet weight). Cells 

were incubated for 15 min at 30ºC while shaking at 140 rpm, followed by the repeated 
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centrifugation step and washed in 200 ml of 1.2 M sorbitol solution. Cells were harvested by 

centrifugation and resuspended to a concentration of 0.15 g/ml in buffer containing 1.2 M 

sorbitol, 20 mM KH2PO4·KOH, pH 7.4 and 4 mg zymolyase per 1 g cell wet weight. Addition 

of zymolyase leads digestion of the cell wall and and formation of spheroplasts. The cell 

suspension was incubated for 30-60 min at 30ºC while shaking at 140 rpm. Efficiency of cell 

wall digestion was checked after 30 min by diluting 25 µl of suspension in either 1 ml water 

or 1 ml 1.2 M sorbitol. Cell wall digestion was stopped if the OD578 of the water suspension

was 10-20% of the sorbitol one. All following steps were performed at 4ºC. 

The spheroplasts were isolated by centrifugation (3000 x g, 5 min), resuspended (0.15 g/ml)

in homogenization buffer (0.6 M sorbitol, 10 mM Tris·HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.2% (w/v) fatty 

acid free BSA, 1 mM PMSF, pH 7.4), and dounced 10 times in a cooled douncer 

(homogeniser) on ice. Cell debris, intact cells and nuclei were removed as pellets by 

centrifugation performed twice (2000 x g, 5 min). The supernatant was centrifuged for 12 min

at 17400 x g to pellet down mitochondria. Mitochondria were resuspended in 25 ml SH buffer

(0.6 M sorbitol, 20 mM HEPES·KOH, pH 7.3). After two centrifugation steps (2000 x g, 5 

min), mitochondria were isolated from the supernatant by centrifugation (17400 x g, 12 min).

Final mitochondrial pellet was resuspended in 0.5-1 ml SH buffer and the protein 

concentration determined by Bradford assay. Mitochondria were usually diluted to 10 mg/ml,

distributed into 50 µl aliquots, frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.

2.2.4.2. Isolation of crude yeast mitochondria (“fast mito prep”) 

Yeast cells were usually inoculated in 50 ml YPD medium and incubated overnight at 30°C 

while shaking at 140 rpm. Cells corresponding to 10 OD units were collected by

centrifugation (3000 x g, 5 min, RT), washed with water and resuspended in 300 µl SH buffer 

containing 80 mM KCl and 1 mM PMSF. Upon addition of 0.3 g glass beads (diameter 0.3 

mm) the samples were vortexed four times for 30 sec each, with 30 sec intervals on ice. After 

centrifugation (1000 x g, 3 min, 4ºC), the supernatants were transferred to a new tube and 

mitochondria were sedimented by centrifugation (17400 x g, 10 min, 4ºC). Cytosolic proteins 

from the supernatants (50 µl) were precipitated using trichloroacetic acid, while the crude

mitochondrial pellets were resuspended in 25 µl 2 x sample (Laemmli) buffer, shaken for 5 

min at 95°C, and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration.
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2.2.5. Preparation of mitoplasts

Mitoplasts are prepared by resuspending mitochondria in a hypotonic buffer which leads to 

their swelling and to disruption of the outer membrane whereas the inner membrane remains

intact. Mitochondria in SH buffer were diluted 1:10 in a hypotonic buffer containing 20 mM

HEPES·KOH and 1 mM ATP, pH 7.3 and incubated on ice for 20 min. As a control, 

mitochondria were diluted in SH buffer in the same manner. If necessary, mitoplasts and 

control mitochondria were reisolated by centrifugation (17400 x g, 10 min) and resuspended 

in a desired buffer.

2.2.6. Protease treatment and “clipping assay” 

2.2.6.1. Protease treatment of mitochondria 

After the import reaction, 50 µg/ml proteinase K was added to the import mix to digest

nonimported and partially imported preproteins. Samples were incubated on ice for 15 min

after which the digestion was stopped by addition of 2 mM PMSF. Mitochondria were

reisolated, resuspended in 2 x sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and

autoradiography.

Protease digestion was also directly performed in mitochondria and in mitoplasts enabling 

submitochondrial localization of the mitochondrial proteins of interest. 

2.2.6.2. Removal of the N-terminus of Tim23 exposed on the mitochondrial surface

(“clipping assay”)

In vivo saturated mitochondria were incubated for 10 min on ice with 500 µg/ml PK. 

Increasing amounts of recombinant preprotein b2(167) 19DHFRHis6 ranging from 0-170 µg

were incubated for 20 min at 25°C with 100 µg energized mitochondria pretreated with 

puromycin. Samples were washed in SH buffer containing 80mM KCl, solubilized in SH 

buffer and treated with or without 500 µg/ml proteinase K. Samples were analyzed by SDS-

PAGE and immunodecoration with affinity-purified antibodies against the C-terminal peptide 

of Tim23.
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2.2.7. Carbonate extraction

For the analysis of the association of a protein with the membrane, 50 g of precipitated 

mitochondria were resuspended in 100 µl of 0.1 M Na2CO3, pH 11.5 and incubated for 30 

min on ice. That was followed by centrifugation (183254 x g, 20 min, 2ºC). Soluble proteins 

in the supernatant were precipitated using TCA, whereas the pellet containing integral

membrane proteins was resuspended directly in 2 x sample buffer. The samples were then 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration.

2.3. Protein biochemistry methods 

2.3.1. Protein analysis

2.3.1.1. SDS-Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

(Laemmli, 1970) 

The proteins were separated according to their molecular weights under denaturing conditions

using one-dimensional vertical SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The 

concentrations of acrylamide and bis-acrylamide in the separating gel were chosen according

to the molecular sizes of proteins of interest. The volume of the protein solution loaded per 

lane was between 5 and 50 µl, and the amount of loaded protein was between 25 and 150 µg. 

The samples were resuspended in 5-50 µl sample buffer and incubated at 95ºC for 5 min

before loading.

The electrophoresis was performed at 35 mA for 100 min for large gels of dimensions of 

approximately 14 cm x 9 cm x 0.1 cm and at 25 mA for 50 min for 1 h for small gels (Mini-

PROTEAN II, Bio-Rad) of dimensions of approximately 10 cm x 5.5 cm x 0.075 cm. Protein 

molecular weight markers of 116, 66, 45, 35, 25, 18 and 14 kDa (Peqlab) were usually used.

Buffers for SDS-PAGE:

Running gel: 8-16% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.16-0.33% (w/v) bis-acrylamide, 375 mM Tris·HCl

(pH 8.8), 0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.05% (w/v) APS, 0.05% (v/v) TEMED. 

Stacking gel: 5% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.1% (w/v) bis-acrylamide, 60 mM Tris·HCl (pH 6.8), 

0.1% (w/v) SDS, 0.05% (w/v) APS, 0.05% (v/v) TEMED.
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Electrophoresis buffer: 50 mM Tris base, 384 mM glycine, 0.1% (w/v) SDS, pH 8.3 without 

adjustment.

1 x sample (Laemmli) buffer: 60 mM Tris·HCl, pH 6.8, 2% (w/v) SDS, 10% glycerol, 5% 

(v/v) -mercaptoethanol, 0.05% (w/v) bromphenol-blue.

Separated proteins were either stained with Coomassie-Brilliant-blue (CBB) or transferred 

onto a nitrocellulose membrane.

2.3.1.2. Blue-Native gel electrophoresis (BNGE) 

Blue-Native gel electrophoresis (BNGE) was applied for separation of proteins under native 

(non-denaturing) conditions (Schagger et al., 1994). 50-150 µg of pelleted mitochondria were 

resuspended in 15-45 µl of solubilization buffer (20 mM Tris·HCl, 80 mM KCl, pH 8.0) 

containing 1% digitonin and 1 mM PMSF and incubated at 4°C for 15 min. After a clarifying 

spin (36670 x g, 10 min, 4.C), 5 µl of sample buffer (5% (w/v) Coomassie-Brilliant-blue G-

250, 100 mM bis-Tris, 500 mM 6-amino-n-capronic acid, pH 7.0) were added to the soluble 

fraction and loaded onto a 6-13% or 6-16.5% gradient gel. The electrophoresis was performed

at 4ºC. For the first step of electrophoresis, cathode buffer (15 mM bis-Tris, 50 mM Tricine, 

pH 7.0) containing 0.02% Coomassie-Brilliant-blue G250 and anode buffer (50 mM bis-Tris, 

pH 7.0) were used and the voltage was set at 100V and after 1 h shifted to 500V. When the 

blue front had migrated to about two thirds of the separation distance, the cathode buffer was

replaced by a cathode buffer without Coomassie-Brilliant-blue. Marker proteins: apoferritin 

(440 kDa), alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) (monomer: 50 kDa, dimer: 100 kDa, trimer: 150 

kDa), and bovine serum albumin (BSA) (monomer: 66 kDa, dimer: 136 kDa) were used. 

Buffers for BN-PAGE:

Stacking gel: 3.8% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.12% (w/v) bis-acrylamide, 0.5 M 6-amino-n-capronic

acid, 50 mM bis Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 0.08% (w/v) APS, 0.08% (v/v) TEMED. 

Running gel: 6-16.5% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.15-0.3% (w/v) bis-acrylamide, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 

0.5 M 6-amino-n-capronic acid, 50 mM bis-Tris·HCl, pH 7.0, 0.04% (w/v) APS, 0.04% (v/v) 

TEMED.

Bottom gel: 20% (w/v) acrylamide, 0.13% (w/v) bis-acrylamide, 0.5 M 6-amino-n-capronic

acid, 50 mM bis-Tris·HCl, pH 7.0, 0.05% (w/v) APS, 0.025% (v/v) TEMED. 
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2.3.1.3. CBB staining of SDS-PAGE gels 

After SDS-PAGE separating gel was incubated in aqueous solution containing 30% (v/v) 

methanol, 10% (v/v) acetic acid, and 0.1 (w/v) Coomassie-Brilliant-blue G-250 at RT for 30 

min. The staining was occasionally speeded up by heating the gel in the solution for 1 min in 

the microwave oven. The gel was then destained with aqueous solution containing 30% (v/v) 

methanol and 10% (v/v) acetic acid until the protein bands were clearly visible, which

required several washing steps with fresh destaining solutions. Heating in the microwave

oven speeded up this process also. The gel was dried overnight between two gel-drying films

(Promega).

2.3.1.4. Transfer of proteins onto nitrocellulose/PVDF membrane (Western-Blot) 

Proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes using a 

modified semi-dry method (Khyse-Anderson, 1984). Proteins separated by BNGE were

transferred onto PVDF membranes.

The nitrocellulose membrane was incubated for three minutes in water and subsequently in 

blotting buffer (20 mM Tris base, 150 mM glycin, 20% (v/v) methanol, 0.08% SDS) prior to 

the transfer procedure. A respective membrane was placed onto three sheets of Whatman

3MM filter paper that were previously soaked in the blotting buffer, lying on the graphite 

anode electrode. The gel was placed on the membrane and then covered with another three 

soaked filter papers. The cathode graphite electrode was placed on top creating the “blotting 

sandwich”. The electrotransfer was performed at 2 mA/cm2 for 1 h for big and for 45 min for 

small gels (for big gels of dimensions of approximately 14 cm x 9 cm x 0.1 cm it translates to 

250 mA for 1 h and for small gels of dimensions of approximately 10 cm x 5.5 cm x 0.075 cm 

it translates to 110 mA for 45min). Only in the case of the cross-linking experiments that were 

analyzed on big gels the time of transfer was increased to 75 min.

PVDF membrane was activated before blotting through short incubation (up to 5 min) in 

methanol. It was then thoroughly washed, first with water, and then 5 min (or longer) with 

transfer buffer. Prior to blotting, separating part of the blue native gel, freed from the stacking

and bottom gel parts, was equilibrated in blotting buffer by shaking for 15 minutes at RT or

4ºC. Electrotransfer onto PVDF membranes was generally performed at 220 mA for 1 h at 

4ºC.

To verify transfer efficiency, and to visualize and label the marker proteins’ bands, the 

nitrocellulose membranes were reversibly stained with Ponceau S solution (0.2% (w/v)
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Ponceau S in 3% (w/v) TCA), and the PVDF membranes with Coomassie solution. The 

PVDF membrane were destained with methanol, which was then removed by excessive 

washing with TBS buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5). The membranes were 

then immunodecorated, or the radioactive material visualized by autoradiography.

2.3.1.5. Protein quantification by autoradiography

Radiolabeled proteins were detected by autoradiography. Dry nitrocellulose membrane was 

exposed to an X-ray film (Kodak Bio Max MM) and, after a desired period of exposure, film

was developed in a developing machine (Gevamatic 60, AGFAGevaert). Period of exposure 

depended on signal intensities. The films were scanned and the intensity of bands of interest 

quantified by densitometry using Image Master 1D Elite software (Amersham).

2.3.1.6. Determination of protein concentration

Protein concentration was determined according to Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976). Protein

solutions (1-10 µl) were diluted with 1 ml of 1:5 dilution of commercially available “Bio-

Rad-Proteinassay” reagent and incubated for 10 min at RT. The absorbance was measured at 

595 nm using a 1 cm path length microcuvette. Protein concentration was determined from a

calibration curve obtained using the known amounts of the commercially available bovine 

IgG proteins (BioRad) as a standard. 

2.3.2. Protein preparation

2.3.2.1. Trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitation of proteins

Proteins from aqueous solutions were precipitated by adding 72% TCA to a final 

concentration of 12%. The samples were incubated for 30 min at –20ºC, and then centrifuged 

(36670 x g, 20 min, 2ºC). The precipitated proteins were washed with acetone (kept at –

20ºC), and centrifuged (36670 x g, 12 min, 2ºC). Protein pellet was shortly dried at RT and 

dissolved in sample buffer. 

2.3.2.2. Purification of recombinant His-tagged proteins from E. coli 

Recombinant proteins with N-terminal hexahistidine tagged were expressed in E. coli from

pQE-30 vector (Qiagen). Overnight E. coli culture (10 ml) was diluted into 500 ml LB-Amp

and grown at 37°C while shaking at 140 rpm until OD578 reached 0.5 units. Expression of the

recombinant protein was induced by 0.5 mM IPTG and the culture was grown for additional 2
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h at 37°C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation for 10 min at 4424 x g. The cell pellet was 

transferred on ice and resuspended in 40 ml buffer containing 50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM

NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0), supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and 1 mg/ml lysozyme

and stirred for ca. 45 min at 4°C. Cells were completely broken by sonication (10 x 12 s, 

Branson sonifier, setting 4, 80% duty cycle). After centrifugation for 15 min at 27216 x g, 

clear supernatant was loaded on 1-1.5 ml NiNTA-agarose column, preequilibrated with 

resuspension buffer. The column was connected to a peristaltic pump and all subsequent steps 

were performed at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Column was washed with 10 ml resuspension 

buffer and bound proteins were eluted with 10 ml resuspension buffer with 300 mM

imidazole. Expression and purification were monitored by SDS-PAGE and CBB staining. 

2.3.2.3. Purification of recombinant MBP-tagged Pam17 from E. coli 

C-terminal domain of Pam17 (124-197 amino acid residues) fused to maltose binding protein 

(MBP) was expressed in E.coli from pMAL-cRI vector (New England Biolabs). Overnight E.

coli culture (25 ml) was diluted into 1 l LB-Amp and grown at 37°C while shaking at 140 rpm

until OD578 reached 0.5 units. Expression of the recombinant protein was induced by 0.5 mM

IPTG and the culture was grown for additional 2 h at 37°C. Cells were harvested by

centrifugation for 10 min at 4424 x g and resuspended in 40 ml buffer containing 20 mM

HEPES·NaOH, 200 mM NaCl, 10 mM -mercaptoethanol, 1mM PMSF, pH 7.4. Lysozyme

was added to concentration of 1 mg/ml and bacterial cell wall was digested for 45 min at 4°C. 

Cells were completely broken by sonication (10 x 12 s, Branson sonifier, setting 4, 80% duty 

cycle). After centrifugation for 15 min at 27216 x g, clear supernatant was loaded on a 7 ml

Amylose column (New England Biolabs) preequilibrated in buffer for resuspension. Column

was washed with 35 ml of the same buffer and bound proteins were eluted with resuspension 

buffer containing 10 mM maltose. Expression and purification were monitored by SDS-

PAGE and CBB staining. 

2.3.2.4. In vitro synthesis of radiolabeled mitochondrial preproteins

Mitochondrial preproteins projected for radiolabeling with [35S] were cloned into pGEM4 

vector under the control of Sp6 promoter. These proteins were synthesized either by separate 

transcription followed by translation reaction in the presence of [35S] methionine or by 

coupled TNT system that combines transcription and translation in the same reaction mixture.

In the first case, coding sequences for these proteins were transcribed into mRNA using SP6 

RNA polymerase (Melton DA, 1984; Sambrook, 1989). Transcription mixture (100 µl) 
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contained: 20 µl 5x transcription buffer (200 mM Tris·HCl, 50 mM NaCl, 30 mM MgCl2, 10 

mM spermidine, pH 7.5), 10 µl 0.1 M DTT, 4 µl RNasin (40 U/µl), 20 µl NTPs (10 mM

each), 5.2 µl 2.5 mM m7G(5’)ppp(5’)G, 3 µl Sp6 polymerase, 27 µl H2O and 10 µl plasmid

DNA. After incubation for 1 h at 37ºC followed by addition of 10 µl 10 M LiCl and 300 µl

absolute ethanol, reaction was cooled down at -20°C for 30 min and RNA precipitated by 

centrifugation at 36670 x g for 20 at 2ºC. RNA pellet was washed with ice-cold 70% (v/v) 

ethanol, dried and resuspended in 100 µl H2O with 1 µl RNAsin and used for in vitro

translation or stored at -80°C. 

Mix for in vitro translation (Pelham and Jackson, 1976) contained 50 µl rabbit reticulocyte 

lysate, 20 U RNAsin, 1.75 µl amino acid mix (1mM each, without methionine), 6 µl [35S]

methionine, 3.5 µl 15 mM Mg-acetate and 12.5 µl RNA. After 1 h at 30°C, incorporation of 

labeled methionine was stopped by addition of 6 µl 58 mM non-labeled methionine. Upon the 

addition of 12 µl 1.5 M sucrose, ribosomes and aggregated proteins were removed by 

centrifugation (90700 x g, 45 min, 2ºC) and 12 µl aliquots of the supernatant were frozen at –

80ºC.

2.3.3. Protein experiments in organello 

2.3.3.1. Import of radiolabeled preproteins into mitochondria 

Mitochondria were resuspended at 0.5 mg/ml in SI import buffer containing  600 mM

sorbitol, 50 mM HEPES·KOH, 80 mM KCl, 0.05% (w/v) fatty acid free BSA, 10 mM Mg-

acetate, 2.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM KH2PO4 and 1 mM MnCl2, pH 7.2. Upon further addition of 2 

mM NADH, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate and 100 µg/ml creatine kinase and 

incubation for 3 min at RT, 1-3% (v/v) of radiolabeled preproteins was added in suspension of 

mitochondria. Import reactions were performed for different time periods at various

temperatures (10-25°C). Import was stopped by dilution 1:10 in ice cold SH buffer with or 

without 50 µg/ml proteinase K. Protease treatment was stopped after 15 min of incubation on 

ice by addition of 2mM PMSF. Upon centrifugation (26500 x g, 12 min), mitochondrial

pellets were resuspended in 20 µl 2 x sample buffer, shaken for 5 min at 95°C and analyzed

by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration. 

For two step import reactions, mitochondria were incubated with radiolabeled preprotein for

15 min in the absence of mitochondrial membrane potential . The first step presumes the 

transfer of the preprotein through the outer membrane and its accumulation at the trans side 
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of the TOM complex. To dissipate 1 µM valinomycin, 20 µM oligomycin and 10 µM 

CCCP were added to mitochondria prior to the addition of preprotein. Mitochondria were 

reisolated by centrifugation and was restored by addition of SI buffer containing 2 mM

NADH, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate and 100 µg/ml creatine kinase, leading to the 

second step of the import reaction. 

2.3.3.2. Generation of the TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex in vitro 

Recombinant preprotein b2(167) 19DHFRHis6 was preincubated with 1 µM methotrexate

(MTX) and 3 mM NADPH and then imported into energized mitochondria in the presence of

2 µM MTX and 5 mM NADPH, leading to formation of a two-membrane spanning 

intermediate, i.e. the TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex. Following the import reactions,

samples were either subjected to protease treatments (“clipping assay”) or the supercomplex

was purified by Ni-NTA-agarose chromatography and subsequently analyzed by SDS-PAGE 

and immunodecoration.

2.3.3.3. Pull down experiments with tagged proteins expressed in mitochondria 

Isolated mitochondria were centrifuged (17400 x g, 10 min, 4°C) and the mitochondrial pellet 

was solubilized at 2 mg/ml in 20 mM Tris·HCl, 80 mM KCl, pH 8.0 containing 1% (w/v) 

digitonin and 1 mM PMSF for 20 min at 4°C. After a clarifying spin (90700 x g, 20 min,

2ºC), mitochondrial extract was added either to IgG beads (Amersham Biosciences), in the 

case of Protein A-tagged proteins, or to NiNTA beads (Qiagen), in the case of His-tagged 

proteins. The beads (20-60 µl) were previously washed with 3 x 1 ml TBS (150 mM NaCl, 10 

mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5) and 200 µl solubilization buffer containing 0.05% instead of 1% 

digitonin. IgG beads were additionally washed with 200 µl glycin, pH 2.5, after the third 

round of washing with TBS. mitochondrial extract was incubated with the beads at for 1 h at 

4°C. The beads were then washed three times with 200 µl solubilization buffer containing 

0.05% digitonin, and the bound proteins were eluted either with glycin, pH 2.5, in the case of 

Protein A-tagged proteins, or with sample buffer containing 300 mM imidazole, in the case of

His-tagged proteins. Upon incubation at 95°C for 5 min, samples were analyzed by SDS-

PAGE and immunodecoration.

2.3.3.4. Crosslinking of mitochondrial proteins

For the crosslinking analysis of interactions between mitochondrial proteins, reisolated 

mitochondria were resuspended in the SI buffer (without BSA) and energized by addition of 2
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mM NADH, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM creatine phosphate and 100 µg/ml creatine kinase, After

incubation for 3 min at 25°C, the crosslinker was added from a 100-fold stock in DMSO. In 

this work two membrane permeable and lysine-specific chemical crosslinkers were used:

DSG (disuccinimidylglutarate) and DSS (disuccinimidylsuberate). After 30 min incubation on 

ice, excess crosslinker was quenched for 10 min on ice with 100 mM glycine, pH 8.8. 

Mitochondria were reisolated and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration.

When crosslinking adducts were purified via His tag from one of the crosslinked proteins on 

the NiNTA-agarose beads, 250 µg of reisolated mitochondria were solubilized in buffer

containing 1% SDS (v/v), 50 mM Na2HPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 10 mM imidazole,

1 mM PMSF, pH 8.0 for 15 min with vigorous shaking at 25°C. Samples were diluted 20 fold 

in the same buffer containing 0.2% Triton X-100 instead of SDS and, after a clarifying spin, 

added to 50 µl NiNTA-agarose beads. After 1 h of incubation at 4°C while slowly rolling, 

beads were washed and bound proteins eluted with 2 x sample buffer containing 300 mM

imidazole during incubation for 5 min at 95°C.

2.4. Immunology methods 

2.4.1. Generation of antibodies 

2.4.1.1. Overview of generated antibodies 

Antibody Antigen

Tim21FL His6-Tim21

Tim21C His6-Tim21(97-239)

Pam17 MBP-Pam17(124-197)

2.4.1.2. Generation of polyclonal antisera against Tim21 and Pam17 proteins

Polyclonal antisera were generated in rabbits. Recombinant proteins were expressed in 

bacteria, purified using a specific tag (see 2.3.2.2. and 2.3.2.3.) and used as antigens. After the 

purification on the column remaining contaminants were separated from the proteins of 

interest by SDS-PAGE. Upon Western blotting, the bands corresponding to the proteins of

interest were excised from nitrocellulose membranes. Up to 200 µg of proteins (10 bands) 

were dissolved in 300 µl DMSO by vortexing for 3 min (Knudsen, 1985). TiterMax adjuvant 

(300 µl) was added and the emulsion injected subcutaneously into rabbits (Harlow and Lane, 
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1988). The antigen was injected twice within ten days before the first bleeding was taken. All 

subsequent injections took place every four weeks. Freunds incomplete adjuvant was used

instead of TiterMax adjuvant for all the injections except the first one. The rabbits were bled 

10-12 days after each injection cycle. Approximately 30-40 ml of blood was taken from the

ear vein and left to coagulate at RT for 2 h. Coagulated blood was centrifuged twice (5 min at 

3000 x g and 15 min at 20000 x g, RT), and the supernatant was incubated at 56ºC for 20 min

to inactivate complement. The antisera prepared this way were then aliquoted and frozen at -

20ºC.

2.4.1.3. Affinity purification of antibodies against Tim21 and Pam17 proteins 

Affinity purification was performed in order to reduce the cross-reactivity of the antisera.

Antibodies against Tim21 and Pam17 were purified on the affinity columns made by coupling 

the proteins that served as antigens to the CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B (Amersham) via their

-NH2 groups. To remove all other amino group containing substances from protein in the

solution prior to coupling, the buffer was exchanged with a bicarbonate one on the PD-10 

column (Amersham). The column was equilibrated with 30 ml 0.1 M NaHCO3, 0.5 M NaCl, 

pH 8.3 and 2.5 ml of solution containing 4-8 mg protein was loaded on the column by the 

gravity flow. First 2.5 ml of the eluate was discarded and the protein was collected from the 

column in the following 3.5 ml. During equilibration of the PD-10 column, CNBr-Sepharose 

was prepared in a way that 0.4 g of the beads was placed in 5 ml 1 mM HCl to swell. After 45 

min the beads gave rise to ca. 1.5 ml gel. Gel was washed on a sintered glass filter with 200 

ml 1 mM HCl and transferred into a column (max. volume 10 ml). Remaining HCl solution 

was allowed to pass through and the column was closed at the bottom. Upon addition of 3.5 

ml of protein solution column was closed at the top and gently mixed by slow revolving 

around vertical axis for 1 h at RT. The column was put in the vertical position; buffer was

allowed to pass through and it was quickly analyzed for protein content with Ponceau S

staining to check the efficiency of coupling. Remaining active groups were blocked by 

loading 6 ml 0.1 M ethanolamine, pH 8.0; 2 ml were allowed to pass through before the 

column was closed and gently mixed by slow revolving for additional 2 h at RT. 

Subsequently, the column was put in the vertical position; ethanolamine was allowed to pass 

through and all nonspecifically bound proteins were removed by 3 washing cycles of 

alternating pH. Each cycle consisted of 6 ml 0.1 M Na-acetate, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 4.5 followed 

by 6 ml 0.1 M Tris·HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 8.0. Column was finally washed with 10 ml 10 mM

Tris·HCl, pH 7.5, and it was ready for affinity purification of antibodies. If the antibodies 
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were not purified the same day, 3 ml 0.05% NaN3 water solution was added and the column

was stored at 4°C. 

Before purification, the column was left at RT for 45 min and then equilibrated with 10 ml of 

10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5. Antiserum (6 ml) was diluted with 24 ml 10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5 

and loaded on the corresponding affinity column under gravity flow. The column was washed 

with 10 ml 10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5 followed by 10 ml 10 mM Tris·HCl, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 7.5. 

For the elution, column was subjected to alternating pH through application of 10 ml of each 

of the following buffers in given order: 10 mM Na-citrate, pH 4.0, 100 mM glycine·HCl, pH 

2.5 and 100 mM Na2HPO4, pH 11.5. Fractions of 1 ml were collected and neutralized 

immediately with 200 µl 1 M Tris·HCl, pH 8.8 in the case of the first two buffers, and with 

100 µl glycine, pH 2.2 in the case of the phosphate one. Several fractions eluted with each of 

the elution buffers were checked for specificity by immunodecoration on nitrocellulose 

membrane carrying yeast mitochondrial proteins. The majority of the specific antibodies were 

eluted with the glycine buffer in fractions 2-6. These fractions were usually pooled and 150 µl

aliquots were stored at –20°C. 

2.4.2. Immunodecoration

Proteins blotted onto nitrocellulose or PVDF membranes were visualized by 

immunodecoration with specific antibodies. After Western blotting membranes were 

incubated for 30 min in 5% (w/v) milk powder in TBS (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris·HCl, pH 

7.5) to block all nonspecific binding sites. The membranes were then incubated with specific

primary antibody (1:100 to 1:20000 dilutions in 5% milk in TBS) for 1-2.5 h at RT, or 

overnight at 4ºC. The membranes were then washed for 5 min in TBS, 10 min in TBS

containing 0.05% Triton X-100 and again 5 min in TBS and subsequently incubated with goat 

Anti-rabbit antibodies coupled to horseradish peroxidase (diluted 1:10.000 in 5% milk in 

TBS) for 1-2 h at RT. The membrane was then washed as already described, treated with the 

chemiluminescent substrate of peroxidase (ECL reagents 1 and 2) and the signals were 

detected on X-ray films (Fuji New RX). 

For detection of HA-tagged Tim21, anti-HA antibody (Roche) was used. The membranes

were blocked in the supplied blocking solution. Secondary antibody (goat anti-mouse) was 

diluted 1:5000 in the same solution and the membranes were treated as described above. 
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Material and methods 

ECL reagent 1: 3 ml Tris·HCl, pH 8.5 (1M stock), 300 µl luminol (440 mg/10 ml DMSO), 

133 µl p-coumaric acid (150 mg/10 ml DMSO), H2O to 30ml.

ECL reagent 2: 3 ml Tris·HCl, pH 8.5 (1M stock), 18 µl H2O2 (30%), H2O to 30ml.

Solutions are stable for 7-10 days if kept in light-protected bottles at 4°C. Chemiluminescent

substrate of peroxidase was made by mixing equal volumes of ECL reagents 1 and 2. 

2.4.3. Coimmunoprecipitation

Desired amount of Protein A Sepharose CL-4B (PAS) (Amersham Biosciences) beads slurry 

was washed with water, followed by 3 x 5 min TBS, and then the appropriate amounts of

purified antibodies (enough antibodies to immunodeplete the corresponding antigen from the 

extract) were added and incubated for 2 h at 4ºC, while rotating the cups overhead. The beads 

were then washed from the unbound antibodies and were ready for incubation with proteins 

from the mitochondrial extract. While the PAS beads were incubating with the desired 

antibodies, isolated mitochondria were centrifuged (17400 x g, 10 min, 4°C) and the 

mitochondrial pellet was resusupended at 2 mg/ml in 20 mM TrisHCl, 80 mM KCl, pH 7.5, 

containing 1% (w/v) digitonin and 1 mM PMSF for 20 min at 4°C. After a clarifying spin 

(90700 x g, 20 min, 2ºC), mitochondrial extract was added to antibodies prebound to PAS and 

the mixture was incubated overhead for 2 h at 4°C. Beads were washed twice with 20 mM

TrisHCl, 80 mM KCl, pH 7.5, containing 0.05% (w/v) digitonin and 1 mM PMSF. 

Specifically bound proteins were eluted with either reducing or nonreducing Laemmli buffer 

(5 min at 95°C). Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration.
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3. RESULTS

The TIM23 complex is the major translocase in the mitochondrial inner membrane which 

translocates protein precursors synthesized in the cytosol into the matrix or sorts them into the

inner membrane. For more than a decade the only known components of the TIM23 

translocase were Tim23, Tim17, Tim44, mtHsp70 and the nucleotide exchange factor Mge1 

(Neupert, 1997). Then, within only a few years, the field of mitochondrial protein import

literally exploded, when several research groups reported discovery of three new components

of the TIM23 complex: Tim50, Tim14 and Tim16 (D'Silva et al., 2003; Frazier et al., 2004; 

Geissler et al., 2002; Kozany et al., 2004; Mokranjac et al., 2003a; Mokranjac et al., 2003b; 

Truscott et al., 2003; Yamamoto et al., 2002). The question at the beginning of the present 

work was whether there are some more components of the TIM23 translocase missing.

3.1. Identification of Tim21 

To analyze the composition of the yeast S. cerevisiae TIM23 complex and identify additional

components, the complex was purified via a Protein A tag at the N-terminus of Tim23.
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The YPH499 strain containing ProtA-Tim23 as the only version of Tim23 showed no growth 

defect compared to wild type yeast (wt) under all conditions tested. Mitochondria were 

isolated, lysed with digitonin, and the TIM23 complex was isolated by IgG-Sepharose affinity 

chromatography. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Brilliant Blue 

staining. Mass spectrometric analysis of the proteins specifically eluted together with Protein 

A-Tim23 revealed a protein of previously unknown function (open reading frame YGR033c)

along the known components of the TIM23 complex (Figure 3.1A).

Figure 3.2. Sequence alignment of Tim21 proteins. (A) Multiple sequence alignment of
predicted Tim21 proteins from the worm C. elegans (Ce), fruit fly D. melanogaster (Dm), frog X.
tropicalis (Xt), human H. sapiens and baker’s yeast S. cerevisiae (Sc). (B) Multiple sequence
alignment of predicted Tim21 proteins from the fungi S. cerevisiae (Sc), A. gossypii (Ag), C.

albicans (Ca) and N. crassa (Nc). Sequence similarity of: 100% (dark blue), 75% (magenta), 50%
(cyan).
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This protein was named Tim21 according to its size. The primary sequence predicts a protein

of 239 amino acid residues with a typical N-terminal mitochondrial targeting signal 

(presequence) and a transmembrane -helical segment between amino acid residues 74 and

96. Cleavage by the mitochondrial processing peptidase is predicted after amino acid residue 

41 (Figure 3.1B).

Tim21 is conserved throughout the eukaryotic kingdom (Figure 3.2A), with a high degree of 

sequence similarity among fungi (Figure 3.2B). Regions with particularly high conservation 

are present in the predicted transmembrane and in the C-terminal domain.

3.2. Tim21 is imported by the TIM23 translocase

The deduced amino acid sequence of Tim21 predicts an amphipathic helix at the N-terminus

with positive residues on one and hydrophobic residues on the other side of the helix, a 

hallmark of the mitochondrial targeting signal (presequence). To confirm the presence of a 

clevable presequence the import of [35S] radiolabeled precursor of Tim21 into isolated 

mitochondria was performed in the presence or absence of a membrane potential ( across

the inner membrane Upon incubation with energized mitochondria in the presence of 

preprotein was processed to the mature form confirming that Tim21 is synthesized as a 

precursor protein with a cleavable presequence, that is removed upon import into 

mitochondria. The difference in size between the precursor and the mature form is in 

agreement with the size of the predicted (MPP) cleavage site. When was dissipated before 

the addition of the radiolabeled Tim21 preprotein, no import was observed, confirming that

Tim21 is a substrate for the TIM23 translocase (Figure 3.3).
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After Tim21 was imported in the presence of , mitochondria were diluted either in 

isotonic or in hypotonic solution. Incubation in the hypotonic solution induced swelling of 

mitochondria leading to the formation of mitochondria with ruptured outer membranes, i.e. 

mitoplasts. Imported Tim21 was not accessible to the added Proteinase K in intact

mitochondria, but only in mitoplasts. However, addition of Proteinase K generated the 

fragment of unexpected size of ca. 20 kDa, suggesting that either a small portion of the C-

terminal domain of Tim21, predicted to be exposed in the intermembrane space, is susceptible 

to the protease activity or that the submitochondrial localization of Tim21 is different to that

expected from its amino acid sequence. Upon addition of detergent Triton X-100 in

mitoplasts, the inner mitochondrial membrane was solubilized and Tim21 was completely

degraded by Proteinase K. This suggests that Tim21 spans the inner membrane with its 

hydrophobic -helix, and has regions in both IMS and matrix.

3.3. Localization and topology of Tim21 

To determine the orientation of Tim21 in the inner membrane a strain with an HA tag at the

C-terminus of Tim21 was generated. Mitochondria and mitoplasts prepared by hypotonic 

swelling were treated with Proteinase K and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration 

with Anti-HA antibodies (Figure 3.4A). As a control, proteins from different mitochondrial

subcompartments were tested for their accessibility to protease. Treatment of mitochondria

with Proteinase K left the HA-tagged Tim21 intact, whereas the outer membrane protein 

Tom70 was completely degraded. In mitoplasts Tim21 was accessible to the added protease in

the same manner as the intermembrane space protein cytochrome b2, demonstrating that the

C-terminus of Tim21 indeed is located in the intermembrane space. The inner membrane in

mitoplasts was intact as the matrix protein Mge1 was digested only after solubilization of 

mitochondria in Triton X-100. Thus, the generation of the 20 kDa fragment of the imported

Tim21 upon Proteinase K treatment suggests that the C-terminus of Tim21 contains a folded 

domain resistant to protease activity. 

Integration of Tim21 with the membrane was analyzed by incubating mitochondria at high pH 

(Figure 3.4B). Tim21 was recovered in the membrane fraction along with proteins from the

outer membrane, Tom70, and from the inner membrane, Tim50, while the matrix protein 

Hep1 was recovered in the soluble fraction. 
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Figure 3.4. Localization and topology of Tim21. (A) Mitochondria isolated from the strain 
expressing Tim21 with HA tag on the C-terminus were solubilized in isotonic or hypotonic buffer.
Mitochondria and mitoplasts prepared by hypotonic swelling were incubated with or without
proteinase K (PK). Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with indicated
antibodies. M, mitochondria; MP, mitoplasts; TX, mitochondria solubilized in 1% solution of
Triton X-100. (B) WT mitochondria were subjected to carbonate extraction, and the supernatant
(S) and pellet (P) fractions were separated by centrifugation. Samples were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE and immunodecoration with the indicated antibodies. (C) Schematic representation of the
localization and the topology of Tim21.

Taken together, these data demonstrate that Tim21 is spanning the inner membrane with its 

C-terminus located in the intermembrane space (Figure 3.4C).

3.4. Tim21 is a component of the TIM23 complex 

To characterize the interaction of Tim21 with the components of the TIM23 complex wild 

type mitochondria were lysed with digitonin and subjected to immunoprecipitation with 

affinity purified antibodies against Tim17, Tim23, Tim16 and preimmune serum as a control. 

Antibodies against Tim17, Tim23 and Tim16 were previously shown to precipitate all known 

components of the translocase with different efficiencies due to the reported instability of the 

complex upon solubilization (Kozany et al., 2004). After immunoprecipitation supernatant 

and pellet fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE and analyzed by immunodecoration (Figure 

3.5). Antibodies against Tim17 precipitated over 80% of the entire Tim21 from the

supernatant, while they depleted both Tim17 and Tim23. The same result was obtained when

antibodies against Tim23 were used for precipitation. A small amount of Tim21 was 

precipitated with antibodies against Tim16. Thus, the same pattern of immunoprecipitation 

was observed in case of Tim21 as in case of Tim17 and Tim23.

In summary, Tim21 is a novel subunit of the TIM23 translocase, more specifically a 

component of the membrane part of the complex that also interacts with the components of 

the import motor.
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3.5. Tim21 binds to the Tim17-Tim23 core of the TIM23 complex

To analyze the nature of association of Tim21 with the translocase in more detail, a series of

coimmunoprecipitation experiments were performed in different types of mitochondria

depleted of each of the essential subunits of the TIM23 complex. In mitochondria lacking

Tim17 (Figure 3.6A), association of Tim21 with the other parts of the TIM23 complex was 

lost. The same result was obtained in mitochondria depleted of Tim23 (Figure 3.6B). 

Interestingly, removal of Tim50, another subunit of the membrane part of the translocase, 

affected neither the association of Tim21 with the complex, nor the binding of the import

motor to the membrane part (Figure 3.6C), indicating that only Tim17 and Tim23, but not the 

entire membrane part of the complex, are the binding partners for Tim21. In contrast, no 

difference in the association of Tim21 with the TIM23 complex was seen when any of the

import motor components was depleted from the complex (Figures 3.6D-F). This excludes the 

existence of a binding site for Tim21 in the import motor of the TIM23 translocase. 

On the other hand, the disruption of the Tim17-Tim23 core led to dissociation of the motor

components (Tim44 and Tim16) from the membrane sector. Complete dissociation of the 

import motor from the membrane part of the complex was also observed in mitochondria

depleted of Tim44, whereas in mitochondria depleted of Tim16 or Tim14, the association of 

Tim44 for the Tim17-Tim23 core was not affected. Taken together, these observations are in 

accordance with the already reported association of the motor with the membrane part of the

complex via Tim44 (Kozany et al., 2004). However, direct interaction of the Tim14-Tim16

subcomplex with the Tim17-Tim23 core of the complex cannot be excluded. 

Recently a new component of the TIM23 complex was discovered and named Pam 17 (van 

der Laan et al., 2005). When coimmunoprecipitation as described above was applied to 

investigate the association of Pam17 with the TIM23 complex, the same result was obtained 
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as in case of Tim21 (Popov- eleketi et al.). Apparently, both Tim21 and Pam17 bind to the 

Tim17-Tim23 core of the TIM23 complex and this association is not dependent on any other 

known essential component of the complex.

Figure 3.6. Tim21 interacts with the Tim17-Tim23 core of the TIM23 complex. Mitochondria
isolated from cells depleted of the TIM23 components Tim17 (A), Tim23 (B), Tim50 (C), Tim44
(D), Tim14 (E) or Tim16 (F) were solubilized with digitonin and incubated with the affinity
purified antibodies against Tim16, Tim17, Tim23 or antibodies from preimmune serum (PI) as a
control. The beads were centrifuged, washed and bound proteins eluted with Laemmli buffer.
Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with the indicated antibodies. Total
fractions represent 20% of the material used for immunoprecipitations.

Taken together, both Tim21 and Pam17 are members of the membrane part of the TIM23 

translocase that associate with the Tim17-Tim23 core of the complex.

3.6. The import motor is connected with the membrane part of the TIM23 

complex in two ways

A truncated version of Tim23 protein lacking the first 50 amino acid residues and having a 

His9 tag on its C-terminus was cloned in a single copy plasmid and used for transformations

of wt YPH499 and Tim17  yeast cells to confirm the binding of both Tim21 and Pam17 to 

Tim17-Tim23 core of the TIM23 complex. The strains generated contained both full length 
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and a His-tagged truncated version of Tim23 protein. Mitochondria isolated from these strains 

were solubilized in digitonin, incubated with Ni-NTA agarose and proteins retained on the 

beads were eluted with imidazole in high concentrations (Figure 3.7). The vast majority of 

total Tim21 in WT mitochondria was specifically eluted with Tim23 50His9, while only 

minor amounts of Pam17 were found associated with the TIM23 complex. However, both 

Tim21 and Pam17 were both virtually absent in the elution fraction from mitochondria

depleted of Tim17, demonstrating that the disruption of Tim17-Tim23 core leads to 

dissociation of both Tim21 and Pam17 from the TIM23 complex. 

Figure 3.7. The import motor is connected with the membrane part of the complex via
Tim17. Mitochondria isolated from wild type cells and cells expressing a version of Tim23
lacking the first 50 amino acid residues and containing the C-terminal His9 tag either in the wild
type or Tim17  background were solubilized in digitonin containing buffer and incubated with
NiNTA agarose. Bound material was eluted with Laemmli buffer containing 300mM imidazole.
Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with antibodies against the N-
terminal peptide of Tim23. Total (T) and supernatant (S) represent 5% of the material bound to Ni-
NTA beads (B).

The amounts of full length Tim23 eluted together with its truncated version remained the 

same irrespective of the depletion of its major interacting partner Tim17. While Tim23

dimerization in the TIM23 complex was reported to be dependent on the membrane potential 

across the inner membrane and the binding of preprotein in transit for the TIM23 translocase 

(Bauer et al., 1996), removal of Tim17 from the complex apparently does not affect the 

intensity or the stability of this dimerization. Also, the levels of Tim50 remained the same in

both types of mitochondria. In contrast, the amounts of eluted Tim44 were slightly reduced in 

mitochondria depleted of Tim17, whereas Tim14 and Tim16 were virtually absent in the 
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elution fraction from Tim17  mitochondria. Thus it seems that Tim14 and Tim16 are 

connected with the membrane part of the translocase directly via Tim17 in addition to the

already reported association involving Tim44 (Kozany et al., 2004). This result was 

substantiated by the observed lack of association of mtHsp70 with the membrane part of the

complex in Tim17  mitochondria.

Taken together, the import motor components are associated with the Tim17-Tim23 core of 

the TIM23 complex in two ways, via Tim44 and via the Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex. In 

contrast, the binding site for Tim21 and Pam17 is limited to the core of the translocase.

3.7. The nature of the tag affects the association of Tim21 with the rest of 

the translocase 

To verify the association of Tim21 with the TIM23 complex, two yeast strains having C-

terminally tagged Tim21 were generated, one with a His6 tag and the other one with a Protein 

A tag. Mitochondria were isolated, solubilized with digitonin, and incubated with Ni-NTA-

Agarose or IgG-Sepharose beads, respectively. Beads were washed and bound proteins were 

eluted with high imidazole or H+ concentrations (Figure 3.8). 

Figure 3.8. Protein A tagging of Tim21 could lead to false negative results. Mitochondria
isolated from wild type and cells expressing Tim21 with C-terminal His6 or Protein A tag were
solubilized with digitonin and incubated with Ni-NTA-Agarose or IgG-Sepharose beads,
respectively. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with the indicated
antibodies. Total (T) and supernatant (S) fractions contain 5% of the material present in the bound
(B) fraction.

Tim21His6 could coisolate Tim50, Tim23, and Tim17, but also Tim44, an import motor

component, in significant amounts. Pull down on Protein A tag in Tim21 gave the same result
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as far as Tim17 and Tim23 are concerned. However, the amounts of coprecipitated Tim50 and 

Tim44 were considerably reduced compared to the precipitation done with Tim21His. This 

result suggests that the nature of the tag on Tim21 may have adverse effects on the coisolation 

of other components of TIM23 translocase, leading to false negative results as in the case of 

the Protein A tag on its C-terminus. Interestingly, no coisolation of Pam17 with Tim21 could 

be observed. When Ni-NTA pull down was performed with mitochondria isolated from a

yeast strain expressing His-tagged Pam17, Tim50, Tim23 and Tim17 were coisolated, but no 

significant amounts of Tim21, Tim44, Tim16 and Tim14 were recovered in the bound 

fraction (Popov- eleketi et al.).

Taken together, Tim21 is present in the TIM23 complex with all the essential components 

both of the import motor and of the membrane part. On the other hand, copurification of 

Tim21 and Pam17 could not be observed under all conditions tested. 

3.8. Tim21 connects the TIM23 and the TOM complexes

As Tim21 is a conserved protein with a clear sequence similarity in its C-terminal domain that

is located in the intermembrane space (IMS), this domain might be important for the role of

Tim21 within the TIM23 complex. To identify the interacting partners of Tim21 in the IMS,

its C-terminal domain carrying an N-terminal His6 tag was expressed in E. coli cells, purified

to homogeneity and bound to Ni-NTA agarose (Figure 3.9A). Mitochondria isolated from wt

strain were lysed with digitonin and incubated with Ni-NTA-agarose beads with or without 

immobilized Tim21IMS (Figure 3.9B). Surprisingly, only a small portion of Tim50 was bound 

to Tim21IMS whereas the other components of the TIM23 complex were barely present, if at 

all, in the bound fraction. This indicates that the IMS exposed domain of Tim21 is not 

involved in the association of Tim21 with the TIM23 complex. Instead, the components of the 

TOM complex, Tom40 and Tom22, were specifically enriched in the bound fraction, 

demonstrating that C-terminus of Tim21 directly interacts with the TOM complex.

Importantly, this is the first direct interaction between the TIM23 and the TOM complex

observed so far. 
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Figure 3.9. The intermembrane space domain of Tim21 interacts with the TOM complex. (A)
Coomassie Brilliant Blue stained gel of the recombinantly expressed and purified intermembrane
space domain of Tim21 (Tim21IMS). (B) Ni-NTA-agarose with or without immobilized Tim21IMS

was incubated with solubilized wild type mitochondria. Bound proteins were eluted with Laemmli
buffer containing 300mM imidazole. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
immunodecoration with the indicated antibodies. 5% of total (T) and supernatant (S) fractions and
100% of the bound (B) material were loaded.

To determine the minimal domain of Tim21 which can still interact with the TOM complex,

two truncated versions of Tim21 IMS domain were made. A version of IMS domain lacking 

the last 14 amino acid residues (Tim21IMS 14) and another one lacking the last 23 amino acid

residues of the C-terminus (Tim21IMS 23) and containing an N-terminal His6 tag each were 

expressed in E. coli cells and purified to homogeneity. Equimolar amounts of these purified 

domains together with full length Tim21IMS were immobilized on Ni-NTA-agarose. Wild type

mitochondria were lysed with digitonin and incubated with beads with or without 

immobilized IMS domains of Tim21 (Figure 3.10A). Tom40 was present in both Tim21IMS

and Tim21IMS 14 elution fractions, but not in the case when 23 amino acid residues were 

deleted from the C-terminus of Tim21. In contrast, Tim50 was bound to all three types of 

immobilized beads. 

Figure 3.10. Tim21IMS-TOM interaction is more sensitive than Tim21IMS-Tim50 interaction.
(A) Empty or Ni-NTA-agarose immobilized with intact or truncated versions of Tim21IMS was 
incubated with wild type mitochondria solubilized in Tris buffer with 10mM imidazole pH 7.5 and
80 mM KCl. (B) Ni-NTA-agarose with immobilized Tim21IMS was incubated with wild type
mitochondria solubilized in Tris buffer with 10mM imidazole pH 7.5, containing different
concentrations of KCl. In both experiments bound proteins were eluted with Laemmli buffer
containing 300mM imidazole. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with
the indicated antibodies. 10% of total fractions and 100% of the eluted material were loaded.
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In addition, binding experiments were performed in the presence of various salt

concentrations to investigate the nature of Tim21IMS interactions with the TOM and the 

TIM23 complexes (Figure 3.10B). The interaction of Tim21 with the TOM complex is very 

salt sensitive and it is lost already at the 100mM NaCl concentration. Although TIM23 

complex shows much lower affinity to for Tim21IMS than the TOM complex, this interaction

persists at higher salt concentrations.

To conclude, the intermembrane space domain of Tim21 interacts with the protein

components of the TOM complex in vitro, presumably with its trans binding site and this 

interaction is salt dependent. This result suggests that Tim21 has a role in tethering TIM23

and TOM complexes together. 

3.9. Tim21 is not essential for yeast cell viability

To establish the importance of Tim21 for the growth of yeast cells, a strain was made in

which TIM21 gene was deleted by homologous recombination. When the cells from tim21

strain were grown on both fermentable and nonfermentable solid media no growth defect was 

visible. Shifting cells at to elevated temperatures induced no growth defect either (Figure 

3.11A). When these strains were transferred in to liquid media, tim21 cells grew normally at 

30°C in both YPD and YPG medium. Surprisingly, when cells grown in nonfermetable

medium YPG were shifted to 37°C tim21 grew faster than wt strain (Figure 3.11B). 

Figure 3.11. Phenotype of tim21 strain. (A) Yeast cells of wt and tim21 strains were grown
for 24h in YPGal medium, diluted to identical OD578= 0,489 and then, a series of 1:10 dilutions
were made for each strain. 4 l of each dilution were loaded as drops on previously dried plates
and incubated for two (YPD) or three days (YPG medium) at designated temperatures. (B) Yeast
cells from wt and tim21 strains were grown for 18h in YPGal medium at 30°C, then washed with
sterile water and transferred to either YPD or YPG liquid medium, diluted to OD578=0,11-0,12 and
grown at indicated temperatures for 26h. Cell growth was measured spectrophotometrically,
whereas at time zero cell number was calculated as one.
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Thus, Tim21 is the first component of the TIM23 complex that is not essential for viability of 

yeast cells. In addition, the absence of Tim21 seems to have positive effect on cell growth at 

elevated temperatures.

3.10. Deletion of Tim21 affects neither the function nor the assembly of the 

TIM23 complex 

As all the other known components of the TIM23 complex are essential for cell viability and 

protein import into mitochondria, the relevance of Tim21, as the first nonessential component

of the TIM23 complex, for the process of protein import was questioned. To analyze the 

influence of Tim21 on import of preproteins via the TIM23 complex, different preprotein 

substrates were imported into mitochondria isolated from tim21 and wt yeast strains

prepared in parallel.

Figure 3.12. Imports of different precursors in WT and Tim21 mitochondria. (A)

Cox5a TM and Cox5a matrix [35S] radiolabeled precursors were imported in wt and Tim21
mitochondria at 10°C. After 30 sec., 3 and 9 min. import was stopped with 10 times the amount of
ice cold SH buffer. (B) Two step import of [35S] radiolabeled precursors b2 19DHFR and 
b2DHFR. Mitochondria were incubated for 15 min. at 25°C in the absence of , subsequently
centrifuged, washed with SH buffer containing 80mM KCl, reisolated and then  was restored.
After 0 sec., 1, 3 and 10 min. import was stopped with 10 times the amount of ice cold SH buffer.
In A and B samples were analyzed by Urea-SDS-PAGE and SDS-PAGE, respectively and 
autoradiography.
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Mitochondria lacking Tim21 imported all the substrates with the same efficiency as 

mitochondria isolated from the wt strain, irrespective of the final destination of the substrates, 

i.e. whether they end up in the matrix, like Cox5a TM, the precursor to yeast cytochrome c 

oxidase subunit Va with a deleted transmembrane domain (amino acid residues 101-118), or 

they get laterally sorted in the inner mitochondrial membrane without the help of the import

motor, like Cox5a matrix, the precursor to yeast cytochrome c oxidase subunit Va with 

deleted amino acid residues 26-89. Import of AAC, a precursor of ATP-ADP carrier, which 

uses TIM22 complex for import, served as a control (Figure 3.12A). To confirm the absence 

of import defect of mitochondria lacking Tim21 in a more sensitive manner, precursors were 

imported in two steps. In this assay, WT and Tim21 mitochondria were incubated with 

radiolabeled preprotein for 15 min. in the absence of . Upon traversing the outer 

membrane, precursor was accumulated at the trans side of the TIM23 translocase. 

Mitochondria were then reisolated and the  across the inner membrane was restored 

enabling the passage of the precursor through TIM23 pore. Mitochondria isolated from 

tim21 strain showed no difference in import function compared to WT mitochondria for 

both laterally sorting precursor b2DHFR consisting of the N-terminal 167 amino acid residues 

of yeast cytochrome b2 fused to mouse full length dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and matrix

destined precursor b2 19DHFR differing from the previously described one in deletion of its 

hydrophobic sorting signal (Figure 3.12B). Taken together, the absence of Tim21 does not 

affect the efficiency of import of any type of mitochondrial preproteins which use the TIM23 

translocase.

To investigate the effect of the deletion of Tim21 on the assembly of the TIM23 complex

mitochondria isolated from both wt and tim21 strains were lysed with digitonin and 

subjected to immunoprecipitation with the antibodies against Tim16, Tim17, and the 

preimmune serum as a control (Figure 3.13). All the components of the TIM23 complex were 

precipitated in the same amounts in both types of mitochondria, demonstrating that the 

absence of Tim21 does not affect the stoichiometry of the translocase.

To conclude, in addition to the lack of negative effect of the deletion of Tim21 on the cell 

growth, mitochondria lacking Tim21 import all types of preproteins with theat an unreduced 

rate and the assembly of the TIM23 complex does not seem to be affected in these 

mitochondria.
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3.11. Overexpression of Tim21 changes the conformation of the TIM23 

complex

Although deletion of Tim21 does not affect the assembly of the TIM23 complex, the role of 

Tim21 in the conformational organization of the translocase could not be excluded. Before 

addressing this issue it was necessary to establish the adequate assay for the analysis of the 

conformational state of the TIM23 complex in different conditions. The crosslinking approach 

was already used to show conformational reorganization in import motor induced by

depletion of one of its components (Kozany et al., 2004, Mokranjac et al., 2003b). As Tim21

is the member of the membrane part of the translocase, an optimization of a crosslinking

assay based on one of the membrane embedded components of the complex was the tool of

choice for the analysis of the possible conformational changes of the TIM23 complex induced 

by various amounts of Tim21 present in mitochondria.

It was previously published that incubating WT mitochondria with small amounts of chemical

crosslinker disuccinimidylglutarate (DSG) gives a defined pattern of Tim23 crosslinking 

adducts (Bauer et al., 1996). However, only Tim23-Tim23 dimer was identified, whereas a 

smaller crosslinking adduct of ca. 44 kDa remained uncharacterized. Since Tim23 crosslinks

were the best candidate for investigating conformational changes in the membrane part of the 

TIM23 complex it was important to optimize these experiments. Different amounts of added 

crosslinker gave the same crosslinking pattern, with the the increase in intensity of the

crosslinking adducts with higher concentrations of DSG. Three crosslinking adducts were

observed: the highest one of ca. 54 kDa that corresponded to the previously reported Tim23-

Tim23 dimer (Bauer et al., 1996), the major one of ca. 44 kDa and the weakest and the lowest 
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one of ca. 33 kDa (Figure 3.14). Final concentration of 150 µM DSG was estimated to be

optimal as the sensitivity of the assay was increasing with lower concentrations of DSG and 

nonspecific bands that might occur upon the addition of higher concentrations of chemical

crosslinking reagent were excluded. Lowering DSG concentration below 150 µM, however, 

might lead to false negative results as the crosslinking products disappeared. 

To investigate the environment of Tim23 in mitochondria with different amounts of Tim21,

the strain expressing TIM21 gene from a strong ADH promoter was generated. Mitochondria 

isolated from wt, tim21 and tim21  strains were incubated with DSG and the possible 

changes in the environment of Tim23 were subsequently observed. Both WT and Tim21

mitochondria gave the same crosslinking pattern of Tim23 indicating that the removal of 

Tim21 from the TIM23 complex does not lead to significant conformational changes of 

Tim23. In contrast, overexpression of Tim21 in mitochondria led to a strong increase of

Tim23-Tim23 crosslinked dimer and to a drastic decrease of crosslinking adduct of ca. 44 

kDa (Figure 3.15).

Interestingly, while the deletion of Tim21 does not seem to affect the functionality or the

structural organization of the translocase, mitochondria isolated from cells expressing Tim21
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from the strong promoter contain TIM23 complex in the significantly different conformation

to one seen in WT mitochondria.

3.12. Pam17 is the major crosslinking partner of Tim23 

The major crosslinking adduct of ca. 44 kDa could, according to its size, correspond to both 

Tim23-Tim17 and Tim23-Pam17 adducts. It was speculated that the former adduct is more

probable, because Tim17 and Tim23 are forming the translocating pore (Pfanner and Geissler, 

2001), they are major interacting partners within the complex and their equimolar amounts

form a subcomplex (Moro et al., 1999). However, the attempts to confirm this notion were

unsuccessful. Therefore, it was tested if the crosslink of ca. 44 kDa is the crosslinking adduct 

of Tim23 with Pam17. Crosslinking was performed in both WT and mitochondria containing 

Pam17 with a His6 tag on the N-terminus (Figure 3.16). Surprisingly, the major crosslinking 

adduct of ca. 44 kDa was identified as a crosslink of Tim23 to Pam17. Taken into account

that the weak crosslinking adduct of ca. 33 kDa is to none of the known components of the 

TIM23 translocase, Tim23 appears to be crosslinked to neither of its two major known 

interacting partners, Tim17 and Tim50 under the experimental conditions used. This feature 

of Tim23, moreover the feature of the proteins from the membrane part of the TIM23 

complex, is in contrast to import motor components that are successfully crosslinked among

each others.

To conclude, Pam17 is the major crosslinking partner of Tim23 which is quite an unexpected 

result concerning the fact that only a minor amount of total Pam17 is present in the TIM23 

complex.
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3.13. Binding of Tim21 and Pam17 to the TIM23 complex is mutually 

exclusive

The disappearance of Tim23-Pam17 crosslinking adduct induced by overexpression of Tim21

may either represent the change in position between Pam17 and Tim23 or the overexpression

of Tim21 leads to removal of Pam17 from the TIM23 complex. Several observations indicate 

that the latter possibility is more probable: both Tim21 and Pam17 are subunits of the 

membrane part of the translocase, they both bind to the Tim17-Tim23 core, but they could not

be found in the same complex. To establish if the binding of one of them hampers the binding 

of another, the effects of the overexpression of these proteins on the assembly of the TIM23

complex were analyzed. Mitochondria containing overexpressed Pam17, Tim21, or both were 

solubilized in digitonin and immunoprecipitated using the antibodies against Tim16 and 

Tim17 (Figure 3.17A). Overexpression of Tim21 did not lead to any changes in the 

stoichiometry of the essential components of the complex. All the essential components were 

also precipitated in the same amounts in Pam17  and Pam17 /Tim21 mitochondria.

However, several observations were made concerning the association of the nonessential 

components in these mitochondria. Increased levels of Tim21 led to more efficient 

coprecipitation of Tim21 with both Tim16 and Tim17 antibodies, whereas overexpression of

Pam17 did not result in a higher efficiency of its coprecipitation with the rest of the TIM23 

translocase. However, in Pam17  mitochondria the amount of Tim21 precipitated with the

TIM23 complex was significantly reduced. On the other hand, in Tim21  mitochondria

Pam17 was completely removed from the TIM23 complex observed, whereas in mitochondria

with both Pam17 and Tim21 overexpressed, precipitation of Pam17 with the TIM23 complex

was again visible, suggesting that increased levels of Pam17 led to the partial removal of the 

overexpressed Tim21 from the complex. 

The same functional connection between Tim21 and Pam17 was observed when these 

mitochondria were analyzed by Blue Native electrophoresis (Figure 3.17B). The TIM23 

complex dissociates into several subcomplexes when analyzed by this method (Chacinska et

al., 2003; Dekker et al., 1997; Geissler et al., 2002) and the major portion of Tim21 runs in 

the complex with Tim17-Tim23 core at ca. 170 kDa (Chacinska et al., 2005; Tamura et al.,

2006). The formation of this complex was strongly increased in mitochondria lacking Pam17,

whereas it was decreased in mitochondria overexpressing Pam17 when compared to WT

situation. On the other hand Pam17 migrates as a ca. 50 kDa subcomplex (van der Laan et al.,

2005). Pam17 subcomplex is separate from all the other subcomplexes containing the 
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components of the TIM23 complex, but appears to be important for the association of Pam17

with the rest of the translocase. The formation of Pam17 subcomplex was greatly impaired in 

the mitochondria containing overexpressed Tim21 whereas it was promoted in the 

mitochondria lacking Tim21. 

Figure 3.17. Presence of Tim21 and Pam17 in the TIM23 complex is mutually exclusive. (A)
Mitochondria were solubilized with digitonin and subjected to immunoprecipitation with the
antibodies against Tim16, Tim17 or with the preimmune serum (PI) as a control. Total (20%) and
precipitated material were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with indicated
antibodies. (B) 50 µg of mitochondria were solubilized in buffer containing 1% digitonin,
incubated on ice for 20 min and analyzed by Blue Native Gel electrophoresis (6-16.5% acrylamide
gradient gel) and immunodecoration with antibodies against Pam17 and Tim21.

In conclusion, the presence of Tim21 and Pam17 in the TIM23 complex is mutually 

exclusive. Tim21 has somewhat higher affinity for the translocase, because the increase of its 

levels in the cell leads to the increased amount of Tim21 that associates with the translocase, 

which is not the case for Pam17. In addition, increased levels of Tim21 remove Pam17 from 
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the TIM23 complex completely, whereas upregulation of Pam17 removes Tim21 only 

partially.

3.14. Overexpression of Pam17 counteracts adverse changes of the TIM23 

complex induced by the increased levels of Tim21 

To study whether the overexpression of Pam17 counteracts conformational changes of the 

TIM23 complex induced by the increased levels of Tim21, mitochondria containing

overexpressed Pam17, Tim21, or both were subjected to crosslinking with DSG (Figure 3.18). 

Crosslinking Tim23 in mitochondria with increased levels of Pam17 did not lead to any 

conformational change of Tim23, in contrast to the overexpression of Tim21 that leads to an 

increase of Tim23 crosslinked dimer and to a decrease of Tim23-Pam17 adduct. However, 

increasing the levels of Pam17 in mitochondria with high levels of Tim21 not only restores 

the Tim23-Pam17 adduct that was lost upon the overexpression of Tim21, but also restores 

the intensity of the Tim23 crosslinked dimer to the levels seen in WT conditions, indicating

that the overexpression of Pam17 counteracts conformational changes induced by the 

increased levels of Tim21.

To investigate if the mutually exclusive binding of Tim21 and Pam17 for to the TIM23

complex represents the basis for the functional regulation of the protein import, different 

preproteins were imported in mitochondria with increased levels of Pam17 and/or Tim21.
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Figure 3.19. Overexpression of Pam17 reduces import defect in Tim21  mitochondria.

Various [35S] labeled preproteins: F1 (A), Cox5a TM (B), Cox5a (C), DLD(1-72)DHFR (D) and 
AAC (E) were imported into isolated mitochondria followed by protease treatment, SDS-PAGE
and autoradiography. The amount of protein imported into WT mitochondria after the last time
point was set to 100%.
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Increased levels of Pam17 did not affect the import process when any type of preproteins was 

used. On the other hand, the imports of motor dependent precursors were strongly reduced in 

Tim21  mitochondria. The highest reduction of the import rate was observed in the case of 

F1  subunit of the ATP synthase (Figure 3.19A), but the import was also significantly 

reduced when smaller preproteins that require the presence of the fully functional import

motor were used, irrespective of their final destination, i.e. whether they end up in the matrix

like Cox5a TM (Figure 3.19B) or they get laterally sorted in the inner mitochondrial

membrane like Cox5a (Figure 3.19C). Hence, although the association of the import motor

components with the membrane sector is not affected and the stoichiometry of the TIM23 

complex remains unchanged in Tim21  mitochondria, the import efficiency of motor 

dependent precursors is reduced. Taken together, these results demonstrate that increased

levels of Tim21 disturb the functional state of the translocase in addition to their effect on the 

conformation of the TIM23 complex.

However, the deficient import of matrix targeted preprotein F1  was, at least partially, 

relieved by the additional overexpression of Pam17. Furthermore, when small motor

dependent preproteins Cox5a TM and Cox5a were imported in the isolated mitochondria,

overexpression of Pam17 complements the import defect of Tim21  mitochondria, restoring 

the import efficiency to the WT levels. In contrast, the import rates of a motor independent 

preprotein DLD(1-72)DHFR, consisting of D-lactate dehydrogenase fused to mouse DHFR, 

did not significantly differ between the four different types of mitochondria (Figure 3.19D): 

This indicates that the overexpression of Tim21 specifically affects only the import processes 

that include functional import motor. The import of control preprotein AAC, a substrate of the 

TIM22 translocase, was not affected either (Figures 3.19E). 

Thus, the additional overexpression of Pam17 not only restores the conformation of the 

TIM23 complex, but also its functionality in Tim21  mitochondria.

3.15. Deletion of Pam17 leads to a defective import of motor dependent 

preproteins

To investigate the role of Pam17 in the TIM23 complex, the import of preproteins into

isolated mitochondria lacking Pam17 was observed. Different radiolabeled precursors were 

imported in parallel into the isolated mitochondria from the strains where TIM21 or both 

TIM21 and PAM17 genes were deleted.
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Figure 3.20. Deletion of Pam17 reduces import of motor dependent preproteins. Various [35S]
labeled preproteins: F1 (A), Cox5a TM (B), Cox5a (C), DLD(1-72)DHFR (D) and AAC (E)

were imported into isolated mitochondria followed by protease treatment, SDS-PAGE and
autoradiography. The amount of protein imported into WT mitochondria after the last time point
was set to 100%.
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The import of F1 , the precursor destined for the matrix, was severely affected in Pam17

compared to WT mitochondria (Figure 3.20A). The import efficiency of Cox5a TM, the 

preprotein that is also targeted to matrix but is much smaller and gets imported by at a higher 

rate than F1 , was similarly affected (Figure 3.20B). In addition, the same effect was 

observed importing Cox5a, the preprotein that is laterally sorted in the inner mitochondrial

membrane, but requires the presence of the fully functional import motor (Figure 3.20C). In 

contrast, the import of DLD(1-72)DHFR, the precursor that is laterally sorted in the inner

mitochondrial membrane in a motor independent manner was not affected (Figure 3.20D). 

Additional deletion of Tim21 in cells already lacking Pam17 had no significant additional 

effect, neither positive nor negative, on the efficiency of the import process observed in

Pam17 mitochondria. As already shown here, import of all tested preproteins did not differ 

between WT and Tim21 mitochondria. Import of precursor AAC, which does not require the 

TIM23 translocase was virtually identical in all four types of mitochondria (Figure 3.20E). 

In summary, Pam17 is the only member of the membrane part of the complex whose deletion 

specifically affects only the import of the motor dependent preproteins. Interestingly, import

efficiency of motor dependent preproteins in Pam17 mitochondria is reduced in similar

manner as in mitochondria isolated from cells where Tim21 was overexpressed. 

3.16. Deletion of Pam17 changes the conformation of the TIM23 complex

Reduced efficiency of the import of the motor dependent preproteins was observed for both 

mitochondria lacking Pam17 and those with very high levels of Tim21. To compare the 

conformational state of the TIM23 complex in Pam17 and Tim21  mitochondria,

crosslinking experiments with DSG were performed (Figure 3.21). Increased levels of Tim21

led to a decrease of intensity of the Tim23-Pam17 crosslinking adduct, in accordance with the 

mutually exclusive binding of Tim21 and Pam17 to the TIM23 complex. More importantly, 

the appearance of the Tim23 crosslinked dimer in Pam17 mitochondria was of surprisingly

similar intensity as the one in Tim21  mitochondria, demonstrating that the deletion of Pam17

and the overexpression of Tim21 induce similar conformational changes of the TIM23 

translocase.
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The conformational change of the TIM23 complex seems to be the reason for defective 

import of matrix targeted preproteins as the stoichiometry of the essential components of the 

TIM23 complex remained unaltered in both Tim21  and Pam17 mitochondria (Popov-

eleketi et al.). To corroborate this hypothesis, already established crosslinking assays were 

used to estimate if Pam17 is also involved in specific conformational changes of the import

motor. Similarly to Tim23 crosslinking patterns, in Pam17 as well as in Pam17/ Tim21

mitochondria Tim16-Tim16 crosslinks were increased on expense of Tim14-Tim16 adducts 

after the addition of DSG, whereas the ratio between the two adducts was 1:1 both in WT and 

Tim21 mitochondria (Figure 3.22). However, this shift towards Tim16-Tim16 adduct 

represents conformational change along the Tim16-Tim16 interface of the Tim14-Tim16

tetramer, since the stability of this subcomplex was not affected after coimmunoprecipitation 

and in Tim14 crosslinking adducts (data not shown). Similarly, in mitochondria lacking 

Pam17 either alone or in combination with Tim21, the crosslinking profile of Tim44 was 

changed. However, Tim44-mtHsp70 complex was still present when analyzed by 

coimmunoprecipitation (Popov- eleketi et al.). Hence, the absence of Pam17 causes a 

structural reorganization of both the membrane embedded part and the import motor of the 

TIM23 complex, resulting in the reduced ability of the TIM23 complex to import motor

dependent preproteins. 

The results from the in organello import and crosslinking assays were in accordance with the 

results obtained in vivo. The growth of the strain with a deletion of PAM17 gene is strongly 

impaired on any medium, especially when the cells are grown on a non-fermentable medium

at elevated temperatures. In contrast, tim21 cells grow even faster than wt in these conditions 

(see also above). However, additional deletion of TIM21 gene does not improve the growth of

pam17 strain (Figure 3.23).
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Additional deletion of TIM21 gene cannot compensate the phenotype of pam17 strain. On 

the other hand, overexpression of Pam17 compensates defective import and restores the 

altered conformation of the TIM23 complex in Tim21  mitochondria. These results show on a

functional level that the balance of two nonessential components is required for the optimal

function of the TIM23 complex.

Figure 3.23. Phenotype of pam17 cells can not be relieved by the additional deletion of

Tim21. Yeast cells from wt, pam17, tim21 and pam17/ tim21 strains were grown for 18h in
YPGal liquid medium at 30°C, then washed with sterile water and transferred to YPG liquid
medium, diluted to OD578=0,11-0,12 and grown at 37°C for 48h. Cell growth was measured
spectrophotometrically, whereas at time zero cell number was calculated as one. Logarithm of the
increasing cell number in the function of growth period is shown on the right.

In summary, the presence of Pam17 is necessary for the optimal conformation of both the 

import motor and the membrane part of the TIM23 complex. Although Pam17 does not 

stabilize the assembly of the TIM23 translocase, it seems that Pam17 is involved in adequate 
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positioning of the import motor towards the membrane part of the complex. However, the

activity of Pam17 is under negative regulation of Tim21, which is exhibited by competitive

binding of both proteins for the same region of the TIM23 translocase and their balanced 

presence in the complex is required for its optimal function. 

3.17. Analysis of the structural organization of the TIM23 complex during 

protein translocation

To investigate proposed regulation of the activity and the structural organization of the 

TIM23 complex during protein translocation in general, a method was developed to trap the 

complex in defined translocation states. Mitochondria were saturated in vivo with preproteins

targeted either into the matrix or for the insertion into the inner membrane. To maintain

mitochondria saturated preproteins were arrested within the TOM and the TIM23 complexes;

the backsliding of the preprotein was prevented by folding of its C-terminal domain while the

N-terminus was held by the TIM23 translocase itself. The TIM23 translocase was saturated

either with preproteins that are laterally sorted in the inner mitochondrial membrane (L) or 

with those that are targeted to the matrix (M). Wild type mitochondria with arrested 

preproteins were analyzed in comparison with those with empty translocases (E) and those 

isolated under standard conditions (STD) that may still contain some amount of the 

preproteins in transit (Figure 3.24).

Figure 3.24. Schematic representation of the different states of the TIM23 complex.
Mitochondria were isolated from puromycin-treated cells (PUR), from cells grown under standard
conditions (STD), and from cells in which the TIM23 complex was saturated with the laterally
sorted preprotein (b2 or cox5a) or the matrix targeted preprotein (b2  or cox5a ). Both kinds
of preproteins were arrested as intermediates that span both TOM and TIM23 complexes due to
the stable folding of the dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) moieties in the cytosol after the addition
of aminopterine. OM, outer mitochondrial membrane; IMS, intermembrane space; IM, inner 
mitochondrial membrane.
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Hybrid preproteins with different import pathways were cloned under inducible promoters

and used for transformation of wt yeast strain YPH499. In the text, the preproteins used for in

vivo saturation of the TIM23 complex will be written in italic font to be distinguished from

radiolabeled preproteins used in protein import assays. Two preproteins were generated for in

vivo saturation of the TIM23 translocase during lateral sorting. The first one, abbreviated as 

b2, consists of the first 167 amino acid residues of yeast cytochrome b2 fused to the full length

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) from mouse. This preprotein has a matrix targeting signal at 

its N-terminus followed by a hydrophobic signal which leads to its sorting into the inner 

membrane in a motor independent manner (Stuart et al., 1994; Voos et al., 1993). The second 

preprotein, termed cox5a, is a hybrid protein of yeast subunit Va of cytochrome c oxidase and 

DHFR. This preprotein is also laterally sorted in the inner membrane, but it requires the

activity of the import motor (Glaser et al., 1990). For the arrest of the complex during 

translocation of preproteins into the matrix, another two proteins were expressed in wt yeast

cells. Deletion of 19 amino acid residues of the hydrophobic sorting signal in the b2 hybrid 

preprotein gave rise to b2  a preprotein that is completely translocated into the matrix (Voos

et al., 1993). The second preprotein of this type, indicated as cox5a TM, contains the 

sequence of cox5a preprotein lacking the amino acid residues 101-118 that form a

hydrophobic sorting signal in cox5a (Glaser et al., 1990). When the expression of these 

proteins is induced in the presence of folate analogue, aminopterine, the DHFR moieties fold 

stably in the cytosol, preventing complete import into mitochondria and leading to 

accumulation of preproteins as intermediates that span and connect both the TOM and the 

TIM23 complexes (Wienhues et al., 1991). In case of b2 and cox5a, TIM23 complex is locked 

in the state of lateral sorting and in the case of b2 and cox5a TM in the state of translocation 

into the matrix. This way two pairs of saturating preproteins were prepared: b2 – b2 and

cox5a cox5a TM, enabling the analysis of both translocation and insertion modes each. In 

addition, yeast cells were treated with puromycin (+PUR) in order to terminate protein 

synthesis and, upon the import of truncated polypeptide chains, to leave the TIM23 complex

empty. To exclude the possibility of a specific effect of puromycin, yeast cell were, in 

addition, treated with cycloheximide, a different inhibitor of translation. Mitochondria 

isolated under standard conditions from cells not treated in any way served as a control. 

Upon isolation of mitochondria, the expression levels of hybrid preprotein were evaluated 

along with the endogenous levels of several mitochondrial proteins (Figure 3.25). Puromycin

treatment did not affect the integrity of mitochondria as judged by the evaluation of their 

protein profiles. Also, the addition of aminopterine and cycloheximide had no affect on 
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mitochondrial protein profiles (data not shown). All four types of preproteins were expressed 

in mitochondria as judged by immunodecoration with monoclonal Anti-DHFR antibody. 

However, as the strongest expression was observed in the case of b2  preprotein,

mitochondria saturated with b2 – b2  pair were chosen as the main model system for 

investigating the behavior of the TIM23 translocase during protein import.

Figure 3.25. Endogenous levels of various proteins in saturated mitochondria. Mitochondria
from untreated (STD) and yeast cells treated with puromycin (+PUR) were isolated simultaneously
with mitochondria saturated with b2 – b2 (A) or cox5a cox5a TM pair (B). 10 and 50 µg of
mitochondria were dissolved in Laemmli buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and
immunodecoration with the indicated antibodies.

3.18. Preproteins in transit lead to stronger assembly of the TOM complex

To verify that b2 and b2  are indeed arrested within the TOM and the TIM23 complexes,

isolated mitochondria were analyzed by BN-PAGE. This method has been previously used to 

identify the ~600 kDa TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex upon in vitro arrest of 

recombinant b2 DHFR preprotein (Dekker et al., 1997). In vivo saturated mitochondria as 

well as the empty and the control ones were solubilized in digitonin containing buffer and 

loaded on a gradient gel. The TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex was observed upon BN-

PAGE and immunodecoration with the antibodies against Tom40 in both b2 and b2

containing mitochondria suggesting an efficient arrest of both preproteins (Figure 3.26A). 

Interestingly, when four times higher amount of mitochondria was used for the same

experiment, a band of ca. 100 kDa was visible in both mitochondria isolated from puromycin

treated cells and the control ones, but was absent in mitochondria containing arrested 

preproteins (Figure 3.26B). As this band was previously identified as an assembly

intermediate II of the TOM complex (Model et al., 2001), the increased translocation load 
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appears to induce increased assembly of the TOM complex. The assembly intermediate I of

250 kDa could not be seen due to the strong signal of the assembled TOM complex that 

covered the range from ca. 200 to ca. 500 kDa.

Figure 3.26. Formation of TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex in vivo. (A) 25 µg of
mitochondria were solubilized in a buffer containing 1% digitonin, incubated on ice for 20 min
and analyzed by Blue Native Gel electrophoresis (4-12% acrylamide gradient gel) and
immunodecoration with the antibodies against Tom40. (B) 100 µg of mitochondria were
solubilized in buffer containing 1% digitonin, incubated on ice for 20 min and analyzed by Blue
Native Gel electrophoresis (6-13% acrylamide gradient gel) and immunodecoration with the
antibodies against Tom40.

Therefore, both laterally sorted and matrix targeted preproteins can be efficiently arrested

between the TOM and the TIM23 translocases in vivo, and this system can be used as a tool 

for the analysis of the mechanistic behavior of protein translocases during the import of 

preproteins. In addition, the preprotein in transit influence the structural organization of the

TOM complex leading to its stronger and/or faster assembly.

3.19. Both laterally sorted and matrix targeted precursors use the same 

pore in the TIM23 translocase 

The nature of the pore of the TIM23 translocase is a matter of dispute. Despite numerous

publications the consensus is not achieved in on the following issues: which proteins are 

exactly forming the pore, what is the size of it and how is it organized.  Although the data 

presented in this work show that TIM23 translocase is a single entity, they do not answer the
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question whether TIM23 complex contains a single pore (Truscott et al., 2001) or it is 

organized in twin-pore structure with cooperate activity (Martinez-Caballero et al., 2007). 

Hence, if the TIM23 translocase has twin-pore structure one cannot exclude the possibility 

that one pore may serve for translocation into the matrix while the other may serve for

insertion in the inner membrane.

Control mitochondria isolated under standard conditions and mitochondria saturated in vivo

with b2 and b2  preproteins were incubated with [35S] radiolabeled preproteins targeted either

into the matrix (F1 ) or into the inner membrane [DLD(1-72)DHFR].  In mitochondria with 

arrested b2 preprotein the kinetics of imports of both F1  and DLD(1-72)DHFR preproteins 

was significantly delayed. Even stronger inhibition of import of both types of TIM23 

substrates was observed in case of b2  saturated mitochondria. This can be explained with 

much higher expression of this preprotein compared to b2. In comparison, import of [35S]

radiolabeled AAC, the substrate of TIM22 translocase was only mildly affected likely due to 

the high number of TOM complex molecules occupied by b2 or b2  preproteins (Figure 3.27). 

In summary, the majority of the TIM23 complexes are occupied by the arrested preproteins b2

or b2 . Equal inhibition of both matrix targeted and laterally sorted preproteins additionally

suggests that both types of preproteins use the same translocation channel of the TIM23 

complex.

Figure 3.27. Protein import in mitochondria with both types of arrested precursors is
blocked. The following [35S] radiolabeled preproteins: the precursor of ß-subunit of FoF1ATPase,
F1ß (imported into the matrix by the TIM23 complex), a fusion protein of the first 72 amino acid
residues of D-lactate dehydrogenase and the full length dihydrofolate reductase from mouse,
DLD(1-72)DHFR (inserted into the inner membrane by the TIM23 complex), and precursor of the
ATP-ADP carrier, AAC (inserted into the inner membrane by the TIM22 complex) were incubated
with isolated mitochondria from cells treated as indicated. Samples were removed after various
time periods and treated with (+) or without (-) proteinase K. Mitochondria were reisolated and
analysed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.
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3.20. Changes in stoichiometry of the TIM23 complex during import of 

preproteins

Coimmunoprecipitation experiments were performed in order to analyze if protein 

translocation leads to any changes in the stoichiometry of the TIM23 complex. Mitochondria 

were lysed with digitonin and incubated with the antibodies against Tim16, Tim17 and the 

preimmune serum prebound to Protein A-Sepharose (Figure 3.28A). No significant difference 

was observed in the amounts of the essential components: Tim50, Tim23, Tim17, Tim44,

Tim14 and Tim16 precipitated from mitochondria in the different states of translocation. 

Although both preproteins induce the formation of TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex, in 

the presence of b2  the supercomplex was more stable, as seen by coprecipitation of Tom40

and Tom22 with the protein constituents of the TIM23 translocase. This suggests that, in 

addition to higher expression of b2  the association of preprotein b2  with the TIM23

complex appears to be tighter than the association of preprotein b2.

Figure 3.28. The absence of Pam17 from the complex translocating preproteins into the

matrix is the only stoichiometrical change within the TIM23 complex in the different modes
of preprotein translocation. (A and B) Mitochondria were solubilized with digitonin and
incubated with the antibodies against Tim16, Tim17 and the preimmune IgGs (PI) prebound to
protein A-sepharose beads. Bound proteins were eluted with Laemmli buffer and analyzed by
SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with the indicated antibodies. Total, 20% of the material used
for immunoprecipitations. Amounts of Tim21 and Pam17 precipitated under these conditions were
quantified from three independent experiments. Data represent the means ± standard deviation;
precipitation in STD, 100%. Quantification of western blots was performed using ImageMaster
software (Amersham Pharmacia).

The association of two nonessential components Tim21 and Pam17 with the rest of the

TIM23 translocase was also analyzed (Figure 3.28B). Tim21 was associated with the complex
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in all states tested with somewhat reduced presence in the complex saturated with preprotein

b2. Pam17 was present in the empty complex, while in the complex saturated with preprotein

b2 its presence was reduced. More importantly, it was completely absent in the complex

saturated with preprotein b2 . Therefore, Pam17 is involved in preparing the TIM23 complex

for the import process. However, once the process is taken off, Pam17 is removed from the

complex, apparently by Tim21.

To confirm the opposite behavior of Tim21 and Pam17 in response to the presence of a 

translocating preprotein, the TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex was purified using His-

tag on the arrested recombinant preprotein b2 DHFR-His6 and its composition was 

investigated. Indeed, Tim21 was specifically retained on the Ni-NTA-Agarose beads together 

with the TIM23 and TOM components. In contrast, Pam17 was absent from the TIM23 

complex actively translocating into the matrix also when analyzed in vitro (Figure 3.29).

Taken together, the stoichiometry of the essential constituents of the TIM23 translocase is 

unaltered in the different states of preprotein translocation, demonstrating that the membrane

part and the import motor are associated with each other irrespective of whether the complex

is in its resting state or it is translocating different types of preproteins to different

mitochondrial subcompartments. However, Pam17 is absent from the complex translocating 

preproteins into the matrix and less abundant in the complex laterally sorting preproteins in 

the inner membrane, suggesting that its role is limited on the conformational organization of 

the complex in import competent state, whereas it is obsolete during the translocation process. 
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3.21. Conformational changes of the TIM23 translocase during import of 

preproteins

To investigate if the process of protein translocation is indeed under conformational

regulation of the TIM23 translocase already described protein crosslinking assays were used. 

Chemical crosslinker DSG was added to the isolated intact mitochondria to analyse the

environment of Tim23. Crosslinking patterns of Tim23 in mitochondria from control cells and 

cells treated with puromycin were essentially the same showing that the TIM23 complex is 

largely empty in mitochondria isolated under standard conditions (Figure 3.30A). 

Crosslinking experiments with mitochondria isolated from cells treated with cycloheximide

gave virtually identical results (data not shown). Arrest of preprotein b2, which is sorted into

the inner membrane led to a pronounced increase of crosslinking efficiency of two Tim23

molecules and to a decrease of intensity of Tim23-Pam17 adduct. In contrast, Tim23 was not

crosslinked to any protein upon arrest of the preprotein b2  that is targeted to the matrix. The

disappearance of Tim23-Pam17 crosslink in b2  mitochondria is in agreement with the 

observed removal of Pam17 from the complex during import of the matrix targeted

preproteins obtained by immunoprecipitation and pull-down experiments.

Figure 3.30. Conformational changes of Tim23 in mitochondria saturated with different 
types of preproteins. (A) Mitochondria isolated from puromycin-treated cells (+PUR), cells 
grown under standard conditions (STD) and from cells having arrested laterally sorted (+b2) or
matrix targeted preprotein (+b2 were incubated with DSG. Samples were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE followed by immunodecoration with the affinity purified antibodies against Tim23. (B) As 
in (A), with a difference that saturating preproteins used were cox5a and cox5a TM. The 
crosslinking products are indicated.

These various crosslinking patterns of Tim23 may either reflect interactions of a certain

preprotein with the complex or may represent different conformations of the complex specific 

for different modes of translocation. To discriminate between these two possibilities the assay
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was repeated with cox5a – cox5a TM pair. Arrest of these two proteins induced essentially 

the same changes in the crosslinking patterns of Tim23 as the arrests of b2 and b2  (Figure 

3.30B) showing that the observed changes are genuine differences in the conformation of the 

complex due to the different translocation modes.

Chemical crosslinker DSG was also used to probe the molecular environment of Tim16 when 

the translocase is in the empty and the occupied states. There was no significant difference

between empty and mitochondria isolated under standard conditions (Figure 3.31). The most

prominent difference between empty and mitochondria saturated with preproteins was the 

reduced crosslinking efficiency to Tim14 in mitochondria arrested with b2 , while Tim16

dimer formation remained unaffected. It seems that during the translocation into the matrix

conformational changes occur within Tim14-Tim16 tetramer, but these changes are not

similar to those previously described in mitochondria depleted of membrane sector 

components.

To study the conformational changes within the import motor of the TIM23 complex during 

protein import in more detail, the environment of Tim44 was examined by addition of 

chemical crosslinker disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS). Crosslinking products of Tim44 with 

mtHsp70, another Tim44, Tim14 and Tim16 did not differ in mitochondria isolated from the 

cells treated or not with puromycin. The efficiency of crosslinking of Tim44 to mtHsp70 was 

slightly reduced in mitochondria containing arrested preproteins, especially in the case of b2

as compared to the controls. In mitochondria containing arrested b2 or b2  the adducts 

between two Tim44 proteins disappeared and the adducts of Tim44 to Tim14 and Tim16 were

dramatically decreased. The very strong crosslinking product of ~80 kDa in mitochondria

containing arrested b2 represents the crosslink of Tim44 with the preprotein (Figure 3.32A). 

This was demonstrated by arresting His-tagged b2 in vitro followed by Ni-NTA-Agarose 
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pull down of the crosslinking products (Figure 3.32B). Interestingly, when the crosslinking 

experiments were performed in mitochondria with the second pair of arrested preproteins, 

Tim44 could be crosslinked to cox5a TM, but not to cox5a (Figure 3.32C). The product 

Tim44-cox5a TM was not as strong as Tim44-b2 which could be explained by the lower 

level of expression of cox5a TM compared to b2 . This shows that Tim44 has a high 

crosslinking potential for the precursors going into the matrix.

Figure 3.32. Tim44 interacts with preproteins translocated into the matrix. (A) Mitochondria
isolated from puromycin-treated cells (+PUR), cells grown under standard conditions (STD) and
from cells having arrested laterally sorted (+b2) or matrix targeted preprotein (+b2  were
incubated with DSS. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunodecoration with
the affinity purified antibodies against Tim23. (B) Recombinant cytb2(167) DHFR-His6 whose
DHFR domain was stabilized with methotrexate and NADPH was added to the isolated
mitochondria to arrest it as an intermediate crossing both TOM and TIM23 complexes. Samples
were then incubated in the presence (+) or absence (-) of DSS. Part of the sample was solubilized 
in SDS containing buffer and incubated with Ni-NTA-Agarose beads. Totals (T) and material
bound to the Ni-NTA-Agarose (B) were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with
antibodies against Tim44. (C) As in (A), with a difference that saturating preproteins used were 
cox5a and. The crosslinking products of Tim44 are indicated as abbreviations: 44 – Tim44, 70 –
mtHsp70, 14 – Tim14, 16 – Tim16, bD – b2 , c  – cox5a TM.

The finding that Tim44 is in contact with the matrix targeted preprotein in transit was in

accordance with previously published data (Schneider et al., 1994). The lack of any of its 

crosslinking adducts with the laterally sorted preprotein may indicate that Tim44, and maybe

the other proteins from the import motor, are not in the vicinity of the precursors of this type 

when they are sorted in the inner membrane. In an attempt to find the interaction between 

proteins from the import motor and the laterally sorted preprotein in transit, a novel approach 

was used. Instead of generating TOM-TIM23-preprotein supercomplex, strains with increased

levels of several inner membrane proteins, namely Mia40, Tim50 and Tim21, were used 

(Figure 3.33A). These proteins have the same topology and they are the substrates of the 

TIM23 translocase, but the lengths of their polypeptide stretches between the presequences 

and the stop-transfer signals are different. Mia40 has a very short polypeptide stretch of 8 
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amino acid residues, which corresponds to motor independent preproteins, whereas this 

stretch is significantly longer in the case of Tim21 (ca. 30 residues) and Tim50 (ca. 70 

residues), suggesting that they might need the activity of the import motor to be sorted in the

inner membrane.

Figure 3.33. Overexpressed precursors of inner membrane proteins are in close vicinity of
Tim14. (A) 25 µg of WT and mitochondria with increased levels of Mia40, Tim50 and Tim21
were dissolved in Laemmli buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with the
indicated antibodies. Mitochondria were incubated with DSG and analyzed by SDS-PAGE
followed by immunodecoration with the antibodies against Tim14 (B) and Tim23 (C). The
crosslinking products are indicated. The crossreaction of the antibody against Tim23 with Tim50
is labeled with diamond.

When mitochondria isolated from the cells of these strains were subjected to crosslinking with 

DSG, in addition to already described Tim14 crosslinks with other components of the import

motor, new adducts of Tim14 and each of the overexpressed proteins were observed in the 

corresponding strains (Figure 3.33B), suggesting that in addition to its role as a J protein of

the mitochondrial import motor, Tim14 might interact with the laterally sorted preproteins in 

transit. Although the imports of the investigated inner membrane preproteins are not all 

dependent on the activity of mtHsp70, these precursors, when overexpressed, were all 

successfully crosslinked to Tim14. This may suggest that the TIM23 translocase is settled in 

one conformation during the lateral sorting of preproteins irrespective on the length of the

polypeptide stretch between the presequence and the stop-transfer signal. Additionally, Tim14

crosslinking adducts with mtHsp70, Tim44 and Tim16 remained unchanged suggesting that 
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the import motor seems to be mostly static during opening of the channel and the entrance of 

the hydrophobic stretch of these proteins in the inner membrane.

As Tim23 crosslinked dimer is a very sensitive indicator of the disrupted translocase, the 

environment of Tim23 was examined in these mitochondria to exclude the possibility that the 

overexpression of inner membrane proteins disturbs the conformation of the TIM23 complex

(Figure 3.33C). In both Mia40  and Tim50  mitochondria crosslinking pattern of Tim23

remained the same as in WT mitochondria, showing that the increase of Tim23-Tim23 and 

the decrease of Tim23-Pam17 adduct induced by overexpression of Tim21 is specific effect 

of the modulatory role of Tim21 in the TIM23 translocase (see above) and not the artifact of 

the overexpression of inner membrane proteins. Taken together, the TIM23 complex settles in 

one conformation during the lateral exit of a preprotein from the complex, irrespective on the 

preprotein’s dependence on the activity of mtHsp70.

To conclude, the TIM23 complex undergoes drastic conformational changes, both in the 

membrane part and in the import motor, during the import of preproteins. More importantly,

different types of preproteins induce different conformations of the TIM23 translocase. 

3.22. Tim23 changes its topology during import of preproteins 

The N-terminus of Tim23 was observed to be exposed on the surface of the outer membrane

and accessible to proteinase K added to intact mitochondria (Donzeau et al., 2000). Since this 

association of Tim23 with the outer membrane was suggested to be involved in concentrating 

TIM23 complexes in the inner boundary membrane, the effect of preprotein translocation on

the exposure of the N-terminus of Tim23 seemed possible.

After 10 min incubation with proteinase K ca. 5% of Tim23 was accessible to protease added

to intact mitochondria isolated from puromycin-treated cells and ca. 10% in control 

mitochondria (Figure 3.34A). Unlike previously described crosslinking experiments, this 

assay shows small but experimentally reproducible difference between empty and control 

mitochondria, suggesting the presence of some residual amount of preproteins in the latter

ones. On the other hand, in mitochondria with arrested b2 roughly 35% of Tim23 was clipped 

by externally added protease and ca. 45% in mitochondria with arrested b2 . The intactness of 

mitochondria was not compromised under these conditions as the accessibilities of marker

proteins of the outer membrane (Tom70), the intermembrane space (Tim50) and the matrix

(Hep1) were not changed. To confirm that the accessibility to protease of Tim23 correlates
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with the increased translocation load, mitochondria isolated from puromycin-treated cells 

were incubated with the increasing amounts of the recombinant purified preprotein 

b2 DHFR-His6. Indeed, addition of increasing amounts of b2  to mitochondria led to 

increased insertion of Tim23 into the outer membrane as documented by the increased 

efficiency of clipping of the N-terminus of Tim23 by added Proteinase K (Figure 3.34B).

Figure 3.34. During protein import the N-terminus of Tim23 is more exposed on the surface
of the outer membrane. (A) Isolated mitochondria were treated with proteinase K (PK) and
analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunodecoration with the depicted antibodies. Tim23 was
decorated with an antibody against the C-terminal peptide. The percentage of Tim23 clipped under
these conditions was quantified and shown with the indicated standard deviation from three
independent experiments (right panel). (B) Mitochondria isolated from puromycin-treated cells
were incubated with increasing amounts of recombinant preprotein cytb2(167) DHFR-
His6 purified from E. coli, treated with PK and analyzed as described under (A).

In summary, presence of the preprotein in transit leads to the change in topology of Tim23

inducing increased exposure of its N-terminus at the mitochondrial surface and accessibility 

to the added protease.

3.23. The TIM23 translocase is a single entity 

Coimmunoprecipitation experiments with solubilized mitochondria containing in vivo arrested 

preproteins have shown that the membrane part and the import motor do not assemble upon 

demand, but are equally associated when the TIM23 complex is in the different modes of 
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preprotein translocation. To confirm that the TIM23 complex is a single entity protein 

interactions in intact mitochondria were analyzed using the crosslinking approach. 

The strains where each of the essential subunits of the membrane embedded part of the 

TIM23 complex was under inducible promoter were grown in the galactose containing 

medium for several hours prior to isolation of mitochondria. Mitochondria isolated this way: 

Tim17 , Tim23  and Tim50 , had more than several fold lower levels of each of these 

proteins compared to their endogenous levels. The environment of Tim44 in these 

mitochondria was examined by addition of DSS. Tim44 crosslinking pattern was significantly 

changed compared to one seen in wt conditions (Figure 3.35A). Although Tim44 interacts

with mtHsp70 in the absence of Tim17 and Tim23 both in vitro and in vivo (Slutsky-

Leiderman et al., 2007 and data not shown), in Tim17  and Tim23  mitochondria

crosslinking adducts of Tim44 to mtHsp70 disappeared. In addition, crosslinking adducts of

Tim44 with Tim14 and Tim16 underwent minor alterations. These data suggest that only 

Tim44 bound to the fully functional Tim17-Tim23 core of the translocase adopts a 

conformation optimal for protein import. On the other hand, depletion of Tim50 did not affect 

the known crosslinking adducts of Tim44 but instead gave rise to a new one of ~100 kDa. 

This effect of depletion of Tim50 on the conformation of Tim44 is particularly interesting

since no direct interaction of these two proteins was ever observed; so it is either exerted via

Tim17-Tim23 core, or these two proteins somehow directly interact. 

Decreased levels of Tim50 do not seem to affect the structural organization of Tim14-Tim16

subcomplex. However, depletions of Tim23 and Tim17 strongly increased Tim16-Tim16

crosslinks and slightly reduced Tim16-mtHsp70 crosslinks, whereas no significant changes 

were observed concerning Tim14-Tim16 crosslinking adduct (Figure 3.35B). Tim14-

mtHsp70 crosslinks seemed mildly reduced in Tim17  and Tim23  mitochondria, while 

Tim14-Tim16 adduct remains unchanged when observed from Tim14 side (Figure 3.35C). 

The crosslinking pattern in mitochondria depleted of the essential proteins from the

membrane embedded sector suggest a conformational change along the Tim16-Tim16

interface of the Tim14-Tim16 tetramer (Mokranjac et al., 2006) without disruptions in the 

Tim14-Tim16 dimer formation. This is in agreement with the previous finding that the 

formation of Tim14-Tim16 heterodimer is not affected by the absence of any other TIM23

component apart from Tim14 and Tim16 themselves (Kozany et al., 2004). Taken together, in 

addition to structural reorganization of the import motor when one of its components is

depleted, this part of the complex changes its conformation also in the case of disruptions

within the membrane embedded part of the TIM23 translocase.
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To analyze the effects of Tim17 and Tim50 on the molecular environment of Tim23, the

crosslinking experiment was performed with Tim17  and Tim50  mitochondria. Depletion of 

either of the two proteins significantly changed the crosslinking pattern of Tim23 (Figure 

3.36A). Crosslinks to Pam17 were reduced upon depletion of Tim50 and barely 

detectablevisible after depletion of Tim17. In contrast, crosslinking efficiency to the 
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unidentified protein of 7-8 kDa was substantially increased in mitochondria depleted of 

Tim50 and also, to a lesser extent, in mitochondria depleted of Tim17. The most drastic 

change in mitochondria lacking Tim17 was the appearance of an extremely strong crosslinked 

dimer of Tim23. This adduct was also augmented in mitochondria lacking Tim50 as 

compared to the wild type, but way less prominent than in Tim17  mitochondria.

Crosslinking of Tim23 was then performed in mitochondria specifically depleted of Tim44,

Tim14 or Tim16 to test if the subunits of the import motor influence the conformation of the 

membrane embedded sector of the TIM23 translocase. Absence of Tim44 resulted in a 

significant increase of Tim23 dimerization efficiency and a mild reduction of intensity of the 

Tim23-Pam17 crosslink. However, the most prominent change in mitochondria lacking 

Tim44 was a complete absence of the crosslink of ca. 33 kDa, suggesting the possibility that 

the association of the small 7-8 kDa protein with the TIM23 translocase depends on the 

presence of Tim44 in the complex. On the other hand, depletion of either Tim14 or Tim16

resulted in the increased intensity of 33 kDa crosslinking adduct. Additionally, depletion of

Tim16 increased the Tim23 dimerization to the levels more prominent than the depletion of 

Tim50 or Tim44 but still less than depletion of Tim17. Interestingly, at longer exposures, a 

weak crosslink is seen just below Tim23-Pam17 adduct. This may be Tim23-Tim17 crosslink, 

because it remains unchanged in all tested mitochondria, while it completely disappears in

Tim17  mitochondria. Taken together, membrane embedded part of the TIM23 translocase 

appears to be very dynamic as judged by the changing crosslinking pattern of its central 

component Tim23.

Since depletion of Tim17 leads to a drastic increase of the crosslinking adduct of ca. 54 kDa a

truncated version of Tim23 protein lacking its first 50 amino acid residues and having a His9

tag on its C-terminus was cloned in a single copy plasmid and used for transformations of wt

YPH499 and Tim17  yeast cells to confirm this adduct as a Tim23 dimer. Generated strains 

contained both full length and a His-tagged truncated version of Tim23 protein. Isolated 

mitochondria were subjected to crosslinking with DSG and subsequently solubilized and 

loaded on NiNTA-agarose beads. Both types of mitochondria gave additional Tim23-

Tim23 50His9 adduct that was retained on the beads, whereas in mitochondria depleted of

Tim17 the amount of the eluted adduct was much higher (Figure 3.36B). 

In summary, changes in the membrane part of the TIM23 complex result in conformational

changes of the import motor and vice versa suggesting that two parts of the translocase are

tightly coupled and strictly dependent on each other. Therefore, membrane embedded part and
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the import motor cannot be observed as two independent complexes, but only as two 

inseparable parts of the TIM23 complex that is a single entity. 

Figure 3.36. Membrane embedded part is sensitive to changes throughout the TIM23 
translocase. (A) Mitochondria isolated from wild type or cells depleted of one of the essential
TIM23 components (Tim50 , Tim17 , Tim44 , Tim14 , and Tim16 ) were incubated with DSG
and analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunodecoration with the antibodies against Tim23.
(B) Mitochondria isolated from wild type and cells expressing a version of Tim23 lacking the first
50 amino acid residues and containing the C-terminal His9 tag either in the wild type or Tim17
background were subjected to crosslinking and subsequently incubated with NiNTA Agarose
beads. Bound material was eluted with Laemmli buffer containing 300mM imidazole. Samples
were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunodecoration with antibodies against the N-terminal
peptide of Tim23. T, total mitochondria incubated in the absence or presence of DSS; B, material
bound to Ni-NTA beads. The crosslinking products are indicated.

3.24. The TIM23 complex reacts to specific mutational alterations of the 

TOM complex

The import of presequence containing preproteins does not demand only the functional 

TIM23 translocase, but it also requires the functional TOM complex. New observation that a 

preprotein in transit influences both the TOM and the TIM23 complexes raised the issue of

the nature of the interaction between the two complexes. To test if the altered TOM complex

may induce conformational changes within the TIM23 translocase mitochondria isolated from 
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temperature-sensitive strains generated by mutations in Tom40: 40-2, 40-3 and 40-4

(Kassenbrock et al., 1993) were incubated with DSG and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and 

subsequent decoration with the affinity purified antibodies against Tim23 (Figure 3.37). 

Although all three types of mutant mitochondria were isolated from cells grown on 30°C 

without any shift to non-permissive temperatures, 40-4 mitochondria gave a drastic increase 

of Tim23 crosslinked dimer, much stronger than Tim23-Pam17 adduct. In 40-3 mitochondria

Tim23-Tim23 adduct was also present, though not as intense as in the case of 40-4 ones. In 

addition, these mitochondria gave increased Tim23-Pam17 adduct and a small crosslinking 

product of ca. 33 kDa when compared to WT mitochondria. In contrast, the crosslinking 

pattern of 40-2 mitochondria did not differ significantly from WT mitochondria, suggesting 

not only that the mutations in the TOM complex induce conformational changes of the TIM23 

translocase, but also that the reaction of the TIM23 complex on these mutations appears to be 

selective and specific. 

To get a more detailed insight which type of changes within the TOM complex induce 

structural reorganization of the TIM23 translocase, mitochondria isolated from cells either 

lacking one of the TOM complex components or with a specific mutation of one of the 

components were used in the same crosslinking assay (Figure 3.38). The deletion of Tom70, 

receptor responsible for recognition of hydrophobic preproteins that mostly use TIM22 

complex as the gate for sorting in the inner membrane (Wu and Sha, 2006) had no effect on 

the crosslinking pattern. In contrast, deletion of Tom20, receptor responsible for recognition

of the most presequence containing preproteins that are imported via TIM23 complex (Abe et

al., 2000), led to massive structural reorganization of the TIM23 complex. In addition to the 

increase of the crosslinking product of ca. 33 kDa, in mitochondria lacking Tom20, the 

intensity of the Tim23-Tim23 adduct was immense, much stronger than the one in 40-4 

mitochondria. Such a strong crosslinked dimer was only seen in Tim17  mitochondria, but 
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the difference between Tom20 and Tim17  mitochondria is that the deletion of Tom20 

apparently has no effect on binding of Pam17 to Tim17-Tim23 core. This indicates that 

although the deletion of Tom20 and the depletion of Tim17 both induce drastic conformation

changes of Tim23, Tom20 has no significant influence on the regulation of the function of the 

TIM23 complex exhibited by coordinated action of Pam17 and Tim21. The effect observed in 

Tom20 mitochondria is the first indication that Tim23 communicates with the TOM 

complex up to the level of the cis side receptor. Hence, the TIM23 complex may start entering

the optimal conformation for translocation when the preprotein first interacts with Tom20,

without even entering the intermembrane space. 

Figure 3.38. Tim23 senses the changes in the TOM complex. Mitochondria were subjected to
crosslinking with DSG and subsequently analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunodecoration
with antibodies against Tim23. The crosslinking products are indicated.

Experiments with mitochondria isolated from cells in which one of the small Tom proteins 

was missing have shown that only the deletion of Tom5 affects the conformation of the 

TIM23 complex, whereas Tom6 and Tom7 had the same pattern as WT mitochondria. This 

is a very interesting observation, because Tom7 was proposed to constitute trans binding site 

for the incoming presequence (Esaki et al., 2004), together with the C-terminal IMS domain

of Tom22 (Bolliger et al., 1995) and IMS exposed residues of Tom40. Accordingly, deletion 

of IMS exposed domain of Tom22 in 22-3 mitochondria (Moczko et al., 1997) induced no 

conformational change of the TIM23 complex, which is in agreement with the data obtained

with mitochondria lacking Tim21. Taken all these data into account, it seems that either the

TIM23 complex does not react at all to adverse changes of the trans binding site of the TOM 

complex, or it may be sensitive only to the changes within Tom40 in the trans site.

Interestingly, the crosslinking pattern of Tim16 or Tim14 in these mitochondria was not 

significantly different from the WT conditions (data not shown), indicating that Tim23 is 
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more sensitive to changes in the environment of the TIM23 complex than the motor

components.

To conclude, the TIM23 translocase communicates with its environment in mitochondria.

Tim23 acts as a sensor protein perceiving specific mutational alterations of the TOM complex

that may affect the function of the TIM23 translocase. Upon receiving this type of signal, the

TIM23 translocase selectively reacts by locking in a specific conformation. The 

conformational changes of the TIM23 translocase induced by specific changes in the outer 

membrane are similar to those happening during the import of preproteins, but not identical. 

This is, however, one more indication of the central role of conformational regulation of the

TIM23 translocase in the process of protein import in mitochondria.
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4. DISCUSSION

The present study describes new findings concerning the structure and the function of the 

TIM23 translocase. First, a previously unknown component of the TIM23 translocase, Tim21,

was identified and characterized. Second, the TIM23 translocase was arrested in vivo in 

different modes of activity. Its ability to sort different classes of preproteins into different

mitochondrial subcompartments was found to rely primarily on conformational changes of the 

essential components of the complex. The nonessential components Tim21 and Pam17 turned 

out to be responsible for the fine tuning of these conversions. Third, the TIM23 translocase 

was shown to be a single entity that selectively responds to specific changes in the TOM 

complex. Finally, a model of the mechanism of the TIM23 translocase is presented. 

The first aim of this study was to search for new components of the TIM23 complex of yeast 

in addition to the  described eight essential subunits (Rehling et al., 2004). Mass 

spectrometric analysis of proteins copurified with yeast Protein A-tagged Tim23 revealed a 

previously unidentified protein that was named Tim21 according to the established

nomenclature (Pfanner et al., 1996). Tim21 is anchored in the inner membrane by a single 

transmembrane domain, with a small N-terminal segment facing the matrix of mitochondria

and a larger C-terminal domain exposed in the intermembrane space (IMS). All homologs

identified in silico have the same predicted topology. Tim21 is conserved in eukaryotes with 

the highest level of homology among fungi. Interestingly, high levels of homology are present 

both in the transmembrane and in the C-terminal IMS domain.

Tim21 is a bona fide constituent of the TIM23 complex, and virtually the total pool of Tim21

in mitochondria was found associated with the TIM23 complex. High amounts of Tim21

could be precipitated with the antibodies against Tim23 and Tim17, the components of the

membrane part of the translocase, but low amounts could also be precipitated with antibodies 

against Tim16, the import motor component. This indicates that Tim21 is present in the 

complex in which the subunits of both the membrane part and the import motor are present. 

Tim21 specifically binds to Tim17-Tim23 core of the complex and this interaction is not

dependent on the presence of any other essential subunit of the complex. In addition, binding

of Tim21 to Tim17-Tim23 core is probably mediated by its transmembrane domain, since the 
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isolated C-terminal domain of Tim21 interacts with the TIM23 complex with very low

affinity. On the other hand, the IMS domain of Tim21 showed a remarkably high affinity for 

the components of the TOM complex. The interaction of Tim21 with the TOM complex is the 

first reported direct contact between the proteins from the TOM and the TIM23 complexes.

The shortest construct of Tim21 which still interacted with the TOM complex comprised 

amino acid residues 97 to 225. Further deletion from the C-terminus abolished this 

interaction. Furthermore, the interaction between Tim21 and the TOM complex is apparently 

ionic in nature as it was absent in the presence of salt concentration as low as 100 mM. The 

conservation of the C-terminal domain is therefore crucial for the putative function of Tim21

to physically connect the TIM23 and the TOM complexes. These results are in agreement

with the observations made by another group which independently identified Tim21 in yeast 

and showed that the C-terminal domains of Tim21 and Tom22 directly interact in vitro

(Chacinska et al., 2005) and with the recently reported structural basis of this interaction

(Albrecht et al., 2006).

The importance of the role of Tim21 in tethering the TIM23 and the TOM complexes was

scrutinized after the observation that this protein was essential neither for the import of any 

type of preprotein nor for the assembly of the TIM23 complex. Moreover, the deletion of 

Tim21 had a positive effect on the growth of yeast cells at elevated temperatures. In contrast 

to deletion of Tim21, overexpression of Tim21 led to import defect of motor dependent 

preproteins and to a change of conformation of the TIM23 complex. Both import defect and 

structural reorganization of the complex were surprisingly similar in mitochondria with 

increased levels of Tim21 and those lacking Pam17, a recently identified subunit of the 

TIM23 complex (van der Laan et al., 2005).

Results presented in this study demonstrate a functional interdependence between Tim21 and 

Pam17 based on the mutually exclusive nature of binding of these two proteins to the Tim17-

Tim23 core. It seems that Tim21 has a higher binding affinity for the core of the complex than 

Pam17. High levels of Tim21 eliminated Pam17 from the complex, whereas increased levels 

of Pam17 only reduced the amount of Tim21 associated with the complex, but did not remove

Tim21 completely under any conditions tested. It is possible, though, that the lower 

expression of Pam17 compared to Tim21 contributed to this phenomenon. In addition,

increased levels of Pam17 in mitochondria did not increase the amount of Pam17 associated 

with the complex. The opposite situation was seen for Tim21 whose presence in the complex

directly correlated with the levels of its overexpression. Crosslinking experiments have shown 

that Pam17 is necessary for obtaining a conformation of the TIM23 complex optimal for
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translocation of preproteins. Mitochondria lacking Pam17 had a reduced import efficiency of 

preproteins whose import is dependent on the import motor. As Tim21 and Pam17 associate 

with the TIM23 complex in a mutually exclusive manner, the overexpression of Tim21

removes Pam17 from the complex. This results in a similar import defect for motor dependent 

preproteins and in the same conformational change of the TIM23 complex as observed for 

depletion of Pam17. Overexpression of Pam17 in Tim21 overexpressing cells restores both 

the conformation and the efficiency of import, demonstrating opposite effects of Tim21 and 

Pam17. Accordingly, Pam17 is able to influence the conformation of the TIM23 complex in 

cells lacking Tim21 faster than in wild type which enables faster growth of Tim21 depleted 

cells at elevated temperatures. Taken together, this structural and functional interdependence 

of Tim21 and Pam17 represents a novel mode of regulation of the activity of the TIM23 

translocase.

To analyze the mode of regulation and the behavior of the TIM23 complex during the 

preprotein translocation in more detail a novel approach was applied, that was based on 

saturation of the TIM23 complex in vivo with different types of preproteins. Trapping the 

TIM23 complex with arrested preproteins enabled the analysis of the topology, conformation

and the composition of the translocase in its empty state and while inserting preproteins into

the inner membrane or mediating their translocation into the matrix. Upon arrest of either of 

the two types of preproteins, the TIM23 complex exhibited strongly reduced import of all 

types of radiolabeled precursors. This proves that the TIM23 complex cannot be in the

translocation and in the insertion mode at the same time. Furthermore, this result also 

excludes the existence of two separate pools of the TIM23 complexes, one for matrix

translocation and one for lateral insertion of preproteins.

How does the TIM23 complex manage to sort preproteins into two different mitochondrial

subcompartments? The experiments performed with mitochondria containing homogeneous 

populations of the TIM23 complex in various states of its function have demonstrated that the 

translocase actively responds to the incoming precursor proteins. In mitochondria containing 

the arrested preprotein, the N-terminal segment of Tim23 was exposed at the surface of 

mitochondria, supporting the view that the N-terminus of Tim23 plays a significant role in the

dynamic cooperation between the TOM and the TIM23 complexes during the translocation 

process (Donzeau et al., 2000). The exposure of the N-terminal segment of Tim23 at the 

mitochondrial surface correlated with the translocation load, indicating that this represents a 

response of the TIM23 complex on the incoming preprotein (Figure 4.1). In addition, these 

experiments showed small but experimentally reproducible difference between empty and 
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control mitochondria, meaning that during isolation of mitochondria under standard 

conditions residual amounts of the preproteins in transit remained within the TIM23 

translocase.

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the change of Tim23 topology induced by the
presence of the preprotein. See text for details.

Two different types of preproteins demand two different conformations of the TIM23

complex for their unconstrained import. For translocation into the matrix the channel of the 

translocase opens on the IMS and on the matrix side, but for the insertion of proteins in the 

inner membrane, the channel has to open laterally to enable the passage of the transmembrane

domain of the preprotein into the lipid bilayer (Figure 4.2). The latter process was 

accompanied by a change in the positioning of the intermembrane space domains of two

Tim23 molecules relative to each other leading to increased crosslinking efficiency of Tim23

dimer. In contrast, the weak crosslinked dimer of Tim23 that can be seen with the empty

translocase completely disappears during the import of the matrix destined proteins. Thus, the 

membrane part of the TIM23 complex is in two different conformational end states depending 

on the type of preprotein the translocase is saturated with. 

The preprotein in transit also affected the interaction between Tim44 and mtHsp70. This 

conformational change was even more conspicuous in the case of matrix targeted preproteins,

although the conformational change induced by the presence of laterally sorted preprotein 

went in the same direction. The conformational changes of the import motor were confirmed

when the interposition of two Tim44 molecules and the interaction of Tim44 with Tim14-

Tim16 subcomplex were analyzed. The efficiency of the formation of Tim44 crosslinked 

dimer and Tim44-Tim14/Tim16 adducts was reduced in virtually the same manner for both 
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types of preproteins. These observations are in accordance with reports that the presequence 

enters the matrix irrespective of the final destination of the preprotein (Ungermann et al.,

1996). Interestingly, Tim44 was efficiently crosslinked to matrix targeted preproteins, 

suggesting that Tim44 is the initial binding partner of the incoming polypeptide before it is 

delivered to mtHsp70. Upon the delivery of the preprotein to mtHsp70, the interaction 

between Tim44 and mtHsp70 is changed and the import motor translocates the preprotein in 

the matrix using the energy of ATP. If, however, a hydrophobic sorting signal arrives and the 

activity of energy consuming import motor is not required, the change of interaction between 

Tim44 and mtHsp70 is less drastic on account of the striking conformational rearrangements

of the membrane part of the complex.

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the conformational changes of the essential 

components of the TIM23 translocase during translocation of different types of preproteins.
View from the side (upper panel) and from the matrix (lower panel). In “fade-out” colors are 
shown components of the TIM23 translocase whose conformational changes were not directly
discussed in this study.  See text for more details.
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The energy saving by the translocase was further confirmed by the conformational changes of 

the Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex. The stimulatory activity of the J-protein Tim14 on ATP 

hydrolysis by mtHsp70 is under negative regulation of Tim16, which prevents the idling of 

the import motor (D'Silva et al., 2005; Li et al., 2004). Transfer of the preprotein from Tim44

to mtHsp70 induced conformational changes of the Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex, relieving the 

inhibition of Tim14 and stimulating the ATPase activity of mtHsp70. In this process, Tim44

probably undergoes an initial conformational change upon binding of the preprotein and this 

conformational change is then likely conveyed to the Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex. Thus, 

translocase goes through a series of reversible conformational states: from import competent

state to a state fully saturated with the precursor in transit and then back again to the import

competent state, ready to accept a new precursor. That means that there is a dynamic balance

of conformational states of the essential subunits of the TIM23 translocase. 

The two nonessential subunits Tim21 and Pam17 apparently have a role in fine tuning of 

activity of the TIM23 translocase is under modulatory role of its. The stoichiometry of the 

essential proteins remained unaltered in the TIM23 complexes saturated with different 

preproteins. In contrast, the stoichiometry of the nonessential components was significantly 

changed. The majority of Tim21 but only minor amounts of total Pam17 present in 

mitochondria were found associated with the TIM23 complex in its empty state. Pam17 was 

eliminated from the complex when the TIM23 translocase was saturated with matrix targeted

preprotein and partially removed in the case of saturation with laterally sorted preprotein. On

the other hand, Tim21 remained associated with the translocase in all three states. The highest

amounts of Tim21 were found in the complex when it was saturated with matrix targeted 

preprotein (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1. The abundance of the nonessential components in the TIM23 translocase in
different translocation modes. The amounts of Tim21 and Pam17 found associated with the
TIM23 translocase in empty state (PUR) did not differ from their respective amounts associated
with the complex in mitochondria isolated under standard conditions (STD). The amounts of
components present in the complex trapped with the laterally sorted (b2/cox5a) and matrix targeted
precursor proteins (b2 /cox5a TM) are compared to the situation in PUR/STD mitochondria, not
representing the stoichiometric ratio between Tim21 and Pam17.

PUR/STD b2/cox5a b2 /cox5a TM

Tim21 +++ ++ +++++

Pam17 +++ ++ –
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Hence, Pam17 and Tim21 have opposing roles in the regulation of activity of the TIM23 

translocase. When the translocase is in its empty state, Pam17 is present maintaining the 

import competent conformation of the TIM23 complex. Its association with the complex is

controlled by the binding of Tim21. Once the preprotein associates with the translocase,

Pam17 is removed while Tim21 remains associated with the complex and possibly binds to 

regions of the complex liberated by the removal of Pam17. When the preprotein is imported, 

the TIM23 translocase goes back to the empty state and Pam17 associates again to maintain 

the optimal conformation of the import competent state. 

These results cannot be explained by a recently proposed model according to which the 

TIM23 complex exists in two forms, one responsible for lateral sorting containing only the 

membrane part of the complex and one responsible for translocation in the matrix containing 

both the membrane part and the import motor, but lacking Tim21 (Chacinska et al., 2005). As 

it is shown here, the preproteins in transit do not affect the assembly of the essential subunits 

of the translocase. More precisely, the arrest of the preprotein targeted to the matrix did not 

lead to an increased assembly of the components of the motor and the membrane sector, nor 

did the presence of a laterally sorted preprotein induce the dissociation of the two parts of the 

complex, as it was proposed by the abovementioned model. In addition, the stoichiometry of 

the complex remains the same when the translocase is working at full speed and when it is 

empty, confirming that the two parts of the complex are associated with each other 

irrespective of whether the complex is in its resting state or it is translocating different types

of preproteins to different mitochondrial subcompartments. In support of the notion that the 

TIM23 complex is a single entity, the experiments with mitochondria depleted of each of the

essential subunits have shown that the membrane part of the complex senses disruptions in the 

motor part and vice versa, demonstrating that these two parts of the translocase are

structurally and functionally dependent on each other. Tight coupling of the two parts of the 

translocase seems to occur in two ways, via direct interaction of Tim14-Tim16 subcomplex

with Tim17 and via binding of Tim44 to Tim17-Tim23 core of the complex.

A major reason for arriving at the two strongly contradictory explanations is lying largely on 

the lack of coisolation of the various import motor components with Protein A tagged Tim21

Pfanner’s group observed in their experiments (Chacinska et al., 2005; van der Laan et al.,

2005). As shown here placing Protein A tag on Tim21 alters the protein in a way that it acts 

differently than the wild type form. The Protein A tag has adverse effects on the interaction of

Tim21 with various TIM23 components. In a direct comparison of two different tags on 

Tim21, Protein A-tagged Tim21 was demonstrated to lead to false negative results. This led
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also to obvious misclassification of Pam17 as the import motor component (van der Laan et

al., 2005). This conclusion is in agreement with a recent report that all the essential subunits 

of the TIM23 complex can be copurified with FLAG-tagged Tim21 (Tamura et al., 2006). 

These experimental findings make necessary a change in the nomenclature in the field and the

elimination of the term PAM complex (presequence translocase-associated motor) (Bohnert et

al., 2007; Koehler, 2004; Pfanner et al., 2004; Rehling et al., 2004). It is obvious that the 

import motor is not a separate complex, rather a part of an integral TIM23 complex.

On the basis of all these results I present the model of active remodeling of the TIM23 

translocase during translocation of different preproteins (Figure 4.3). The import competent or 

the empty state (E) is the only state when the translocase is in the optimal conformation for 

accepting newly arriving preprotein. The type of the translocating preprotein determines the

nature of the conformational change of the TIM23 translocase. The translocase distinguishes 

between matrix targeted and laterally sorted preproteins. This model implies two

conformational states of the TIM23 translocase for the preprotein import, one for laterally

sorted (L) and one for matrix targeted one (M). When the TIM23 translocase is in either of

these two conformations it cannot accept new precursor, and it has to go back to E 

conformation to do so. The arrival of the preprotein with its N-terminal matrix targeting

signal (MTS) induces a series of conformational changes in both parts of the complex to 

allow its passage into the matrix. If no other signal is present in the preprotein, translocation

into the matrix will be completed by a number of ATP-driven cycles of the import motor. If,

however, a sorting signal is present at some place after the MTS in the preprotein in transit,

the translocase undergoes additional conformational changes which lead to lateral insertion of 

the preprotein or L conformation. In this case, the translocase changes its conformation in 

E M L direction. Some of the laterally sorted preproteins have a sorting signal directly 

after the presequence and are imported via the TIM23 complex without the help of the import

motor. Though it can not be excluded that they also may require a single or a few cycles of

the import motor, it is more possible that the translocase changes directly from E to L

conformation. Once the preprotein exits the channel (and the TOM complex), the TIM23 

translocase will go back directly to the import competent E state. As a consequence, E M

and E L are reversible pathways for the conformational changes of the complex in two

opposite directions and M L pathway is unidirectional. 
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Figure 4.3. Active remodeling of the TIM23 complex during protein translocation. The
TIM23 complex imports preproteins that are laterally sorted without the help of the import motor
(blue), those that are sorted in a motor dependent manner (cyan) and those targeted to the matrix
(brown). The arrows between different translocation states (E, empty; L, lateral sorting; M, matrix
translocation) represent different pathways of conformational changes the TIM23 complex
undergoes. The colors of these arrows correspond to the type of preprotein that is translocated via
the various conformational states. The arrows regarding Pam17 and Tim21 indicate the changes in
the association of these proteins with the TIM23 complex. MP, membrane part of the complex.
See text for more details.

This model is conceptually different from the model that suggests the existence of two 

structurally and functionally distinct forms of the TIM23 translocase (Chacinska et al., 2005). 

The model presented by Chacinska et al. provided no explanation as to which signal would 

cause the switch necessary to release Tim21 and recruit the import motor. The MTS itself

evidently cannot be this signal as it is present both in matrix targeted as well as in laterally 

sorted preproteins. Indeed, it is difficult to envisage such a signal in the above mentioned 

preproteins which consist of the N-terminal MTS and a passenger protein. Furthermore, the 

model cannot explain the sorting pathway of a number of laterally sorted preproteins whose 

import depends on the import motor, because the sorting signal is far apart from the MTS

(Gärtner et al., 1995; Stuart et al., 1994; Voos et al., 1993). In contrast, the model presented 

in this study easily explains the import behavior of all preproteins sorted by the TIM23 

translocase. The reasons why the TIM23 translocase reaches the conformational state for
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import of laterally sorted preproteins via two postulated pathways lie in the difference in

lengths between the MTS and the hydrophobic stop-transfer signal of these preproteins and in 

the sequences following their transmembrane domains (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2. Laterally sorted preproteins. The length of the segment between the presequence and
the stop-transfer signal (A) was predicted in silico. B – experimentally proven import motor
dependence of the preprotein.

Name A (aa) B Prediction in silico

Cbp4 1-7 n.a. HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b

Cox5a 77-82 YES MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b. Proven to be a
motor dependent precursor (Gärtner et al., 1995).

Cox5b 76-83 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Cytc1 14 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b. Two TM
domains and possible two different mechanisms for sorting
and insertion (Nicholson et al., 1989).

Cytb2 22 YES MitoProt and HMMTOP. The chimera of first 220 aa of this 
protein and mouse DHFR on the C-terminus was proven to be
a motor independent precursor (Stuart et al., 1994; Voos et al.,
1993).

Dld1 16 NO MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b. The chimera
DLD(1-72)DHFR is laterally sorted in a motor independent
manner (Rojo et al., 1998).

Hem14 1 n.a. HMMTOP and Meier et al, 2005b.

Mia40 8 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Oms1 64 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Sco1 24 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Sco2 39 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

She9 256-261 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Tim21 28-31 n.a. MitoProt and HMMTOP.

Tim50 69-72 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Yme1 187 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Yme2 243 n.a. MitoProt, HMMTOP and Meier et al., 2005b.

Cox5a matrix 13-18 NO MitoProt and HMMTOP. Not a natural precursor. Motor
independent version of Cox5a (Gärtner et al., 1995).

Cytb2(167)DHFR 22 NO MitoProt and HMMTOP. Not a natural precursor.The

chimera of first 167 aa of this protein and mouse DHFR on the

C-terminus was proven to be a motor independent precursor
(Stuart et al., 1994; Voos et al., 1993).

Subunit 5a of cytochrome oxidase (Cox5a) has a stretch of ca. 80 aa between the presequence 

and the transmembrane domain and is laterally sorted in the inner membrane dependent on the 

activity of the import motor. When the transmembrane domain is deleted, this protein ends up 

in the matrix demonstrating that its transmembrane domain is the signal for lateral sorting. 

However, when a number of residues between the presequence and the TM domain are 

deleted, shortening this stretch to only 13-18 aa (Cox5a matrix), this protein is laterally

sorted in the inner membrane without the apparent help of mtHsp70 (Gärtner et al., 1995). 

Thus, if the stretch between the presequence and the TM domain is long enough to get 

trapped by mtHsp70, the import of this preprotein will be ATP- and motor-dependent and will 
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go via E M L pathway. If the stretch is short enough, this protein will be sorted directly 

via E L pathway. In addition, one must take into account that at least for one of the 

preproteins the residues after the stop-transfer signal also play a role in the matrix ATP 

dependence of this preprotein. Preproteins, consisting of 220 or more residues of cytochrome

b2 fused to dihydrofolate reductase, were observed to require matrix ATP, whereas the import

of shorter fusion proteins with up to 167 residues of cytochrome b2 was independent of matrix

ATP (Stuart et al., 1994; Voos et al., 1993). The motor dependence of majority of preproteins 

sorted in the inner membrane has, however, not been investigated. 

Another question in this context that requires to be studied is at which time of the

translocation process the TIM23 translocase starts changing its conformation. The TIM23 

translocase senses the mutational alterations of the TOM complex. The communication 

between the two complexes seems to be close and several proteins are candidates for 

mediating this communication. In addition to interactions of Tim21 with the TOM complex

interaction and the exposure of the N-terminal segment of Tim23 on the surface of 

mitochondria, Tim50 interacts with preproteins as soon as they emerge from the outlet of the 

TOM complex (Yamamoto et al., 2002; Mokranjac et al., 2003a). Interestingly, in the 

absence of Tim50, Tim23 does not reach the surface of mitochondria (Yamamoto et al.,

2002). Thus, at least three components of the TIM23 complex, Tim50, Tim23 and Tim21, are 

involved in the active cooperation of TOM and TIM23 complexes during the early steps of 

preprotein translocation via the TIM23 complex. It is possible that other proteins from two 

complexes that expose domains into the IMS play role in this interaction. The TOM complex

is also structurally reorganized during protein translocation, by the entry of a preprotein. In 

addition, certain mutations in Tom40 disturb only the transfer of preproteins by the TIM23 

translocase, whereas the sorting of preproteins into the outer membrane or import of proteins 

via the TIM22 complex is not affected (Gabriel et al., 2003). Thus, the TIM23 complex may

receive information from the outer membrane the moment the preprotein binds to receptors of

the TOM complex. The specificity of this communication is further corroborated with results 

showing drastic conformational change of Tim23 when Tom20, receptor responsible for 

recognition of the majority of preproteins with the cleavable presequence, was deleted, 

whereas deletion of Tom70, receptor for most of the preprotein substrates of the TIM22 

complex, had no effect on the conformation of Tim23.

The conformational changes of a translocase during the import of different precursors are 

analyzed here in a systematic fashion. Similar analyses were performed with some other 

translocases, but these analyses were mainly focused on translocation substrate or on specific 
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regions of the complex playing a specific role in the process. The approach of locking in 

specific states and concomitant analysis of the composition, conformation and neighboring 

relationships of a translocase seems to be a promising approach for elucidating a number of 

open questions in the field of protein traffic. 
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5. SUMMARY

The vast majority of mitochondrial proteins are synthesized on cytosolic ribosomes in the 

form of precursor proteins and subsequently imported into mitochondria through the 

concerted action of the translocases present in the outer and the inner membrane. Almost all 

proteins destined to the matrix, the majority of proteins of the inner membrane and a number

of proteins residing in the intermembrane space are synthesized with positively charged N-

terminal matrix targeting sequences (MTS). The TIM23 complex (translocase of the inner

membrane) mediates translocation of MTS-containing precursor proteins across or their 

insertion into the mitochondrial inner membrane in a membrane potential and ATP-dependent 

manner. The TIM23 complex consists of eight essential subunits that can be assigned to two

operationally defined parts: the membrane embedded protein conducting channel with the 

receptor and the import motor associated with the channel at the matrix side of the inner 

membrane. The present study was undertaken to gain insight into the dynamics of the TIM23 

translocase during import of different types of preproteins. 

To investigate whether the TIM23 translocase contains components in addition to the ones

described so far, the complex was purified by affinity chromatography using a yeast strain 

which was constructed to express Protein A-tagged Tim23 and analyzed by mass

spectrometry. A previously uncharacterized protein was identified and termed Tim21. It is the

first subunit of the TIM23 complex that was found not to be essential for viability of yeast 

cells. Tim21 is anchored in the mitochondrial inner membrane by a single transmembrane

domain exposing the C-terminal domain into the intermembrane space. The C-terminal

domain shows high affinity for the TOM complex. The transmembrane domain of Tim21 is

conserved and is likely responsible for binding of Tim21 to the Tim17-Tim23 core of the 

TIM23 complex. Tim21 competes for binding to the membrane part of the complex with 

another newly identified nonessential subunit, Pam17. Deletion of Pam17 was found to 

induce a change of the conformation of the TIM23 complex that led to a constrained import of 

the motor dependent precursor proteins.

The TIM23 translocase switches between translocation mode that facilitates import of 

proteins into the matrix and insertion mode that allows lateral sorting of proteins into the lipid
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bilayer. To study the nature of this process a novel approach was applied by which 

homogenous populations of the TIM23 complex trapped in different translocation states could 

be accumulated. The composition, the conformation and the topology of the TIM23 complex

trapped in different states of translocation of precursor proteins were analyzed. The essential 

components of the membrane part and of the import motor were found in one complex. They 

were present at the same ratio irrespective of the state of activity of the translocase. The

TIM23 translocase adopted different conformations in its various states of activity: when it 

was empty, when it inserted preproteins into the inner membrane and when it translocated 

preproteins targeted to the matrix. Furthermore, increased translocation load induced 

increased exposure of the N-terminal segment of Tim23 on the surface of mitochondria. This

shows the involvement of this segment in the interplay between the outer membrane and the 

TIM23 complex during translocation of preproteins. The interconversion of the TIM23 

translocase between the functional states occurs primarily by conformational changes of the 

essential components, whereas Tim21 and Pam17 are responsible for the fine tuning of these 

processes. A hypothesis that describes the behavior of the TIM23 translocase is presented. 
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ABBREVIATIONS

  antibody 
AAC   ADP/ATP carrier
Ab   antibody 
ADP   adenosine diphosphate
A. gossypii Ashbiya gossypii
Amp   ampicillin
APS   ammonium peroxodisulfate
APT   aminopterine
ATP   adenosine triphosphate
ATPase adenosine triphosphatase 
b2 cytochrome b2

b2 precursor protein for in vivo saturation of the TIM23 complex
consisting of the N-terminal 167 amino acid residues of yeast 
cytochrome b2 fused to mouse full length DHFR 

b2 precursor protein for in vivo saturation of the TIM23 complex
consisting of the N-terminal 167 amino acid residues of yeast 
cytochrome b2 with deletion of the hydrophobic sorting signal fused to 
mouse full length DHFR 

BN-PAGE blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
BSA   bovine serum albumin
C-   carboxy- 
C. albicans Candida albicans
CBB   coomassie brilliant blue
cDNA   complementary DNA
C. elegans Caenorhabditis elegans
CNBr   cyanogen bromide
Cox5a   precursor to yeast cytochrome c oxidase subunit Va 
cox5a precursor protein for in vivo saturation of the TIM23 complex

consisting of yeast subunit Va of cytochrome c oxidase and mouse full 
length DHFR

cox5a TM precursor protein for in vivo saturation of the TIM23 complex
consisting of yeast subunit Va of cytochrome c oxidase and mouse full 
length DHFR with deletion of the hydrophobic sorting signal 

CV   column volume
DFDNB 1,5-difluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene
DHFR   dihydrofolate reductase
DMSO dimethylsulfoxid
DNA   deoxyribonucleic acid
dNTP   deoxyribonucleoside triphosphate
DLD   D-lactate dehydrogenase
D. melanogaster Drosophila melanogaster
DSG   disuccinimidyl glutarate
DSS   disuccinimidyl suberate
DTT   dithiotreitol

  membrane potential
E. coli   Escherichia coli
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EDTA   ethylendiamine tetraacetate
F1   F1  subunit of the ATP synthase
gDNA   genomic DNA
GIP general import pore 
HA   Haemagglutinin
HEPES N-2 hydroxyl piperazine-N´-2-ethane sulphonic acid 
His   histidine
H. sapiens Homo sapiens 
Hsp heat shock protein 
IgG   immunoglobuline G
IM   inner membrane
Imp   inner membrane peptidase
IMS   intermembrane space
IPTG   isopropyl- ,D-thiogalactopyranoside
KAN   kanamycin
kDa   kilodalton 
LB   Luria Bertani
MBP maltose binding protein 
MOPS N-morpholinopropane sulphonic acid 
MPP mitochondrial processing peptidase 
MTS matrix targeting signal
MTX   methotrexate
N-   amino-
N. crassa Neurospora crassa 
NADH nicotine amide adenine dinucleotide
NADPH nicotine amide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
Ni-NTA nickel-nitrilo triacetic acid 
NMR   nuclear magnetic resonance
ODx optical density at x nm
OM   outer membrane
Oxa   oxidase assembly
PAGE   polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
PAS   protein A-Sepharose
PCR   polymerase chain reaction
PEG   polyethylene glycol
PI   preimmune serum
PK   proteinase K
PMSF   phenylmethylsulfonyfluoride
Preprotein precursor protein
ProtA   Protein A
PUR   mitochondria isolated from puromycin treated cells 
PVDF   polyvinylidene difluoride
RNA   ribonucleic acid
RNasin ribonuclease inhibitor 
RT   room temperature
S. cerevisiae Saccharomyces cerevisiae
SDS   sodium dodecyl sulfate
STD mitochondria isolated under standard conditions 
TBS   TRIS buffered saline
TCA   trichloroacetic acid
TEMED N,N,N‘,N‘-tetramethylene diamine
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TIM translocase of the inner mitochondrial membrane
TOB   translocase of outer membrane -barrel proteins
TOM   translocase of the outer mitochondrial membrane
Tris   tris-(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane
TX-100 Triton X-100 
v/v volume per volume
X. tropicalis Xenopus tropicalis
w/v weight per volume
WT   wild type
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